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I PLEDGE YOU MY LIFE WE WILL SAVE AMERICA ANDWE
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Preface

Sometimes I am surprised at myself by my findings and conclusions about how
we can turn our country around. I had to learn about the issues of race and the
Jewish Question in full much later in life than most, and that goes to show you
how hard the Jews are working to make sure the truth doesn’t shine through
their darkness. I will refrain from writing anything lengthy about myself since I
highly doubt most people reading this book would care to know at this point
much about me, and secondly, it might not be the right time to disclose certain
information. I warn my readers that this material will shock, offend, scare, hurt,
and leave you feeling possibly shaken. If you’re more idealistic, it will, in all
likelihood, break your down mentally, only to inevitably build you back up.
However, once you have read the material, once you know who and what is
plaguing our nation, once you know what we as the White race must do then
you will understand that calls to action such as rallies, going to the polls,
protesting, creating a new political party, writing to your congressman and all
the other forms of busywork are utterly useless. Only one thing will solve the
issues that are destroying our race and nation. I will discuss as much of the
available material as possible without it being overwhelming or convoluted.

The solution to all of the White man’s problems in our country and other White
countries is in your hands. The establishment will most likely try to stop or
suppress this material because of the “violent,” “hateful,” or “controversial”
content in this book. I expect the Jewish system to try to find out who I am,
hunt me down, and inevitably kill me. But I suppose to some degree one has to
pay some sort of price to provide the truth to his people. I hope this reaches
the hands of enough White people that they understand who the enemy is and
inevitably take their own course of action against them and the system they
own. Some of this material will most likely be a strong reflection of what’s going
on right now and what we can expect to continue to happen. One could call
this material “prophetic.” I myself was once idealistic and naive in how we
could solve our issues as a people but no longer. This is war, make no mistake
about it. I want to make a huge disclaimer before you proceed any further in
this book: I am not advocating for you to throw your life away because let’s get
real the Jewish system wants you either dead or in prison and has the
manpower, the tools, the cash and the infrastructure to do just that.

I will not advise you to commit any violence or illegality. (Ideally, we must
have total separation of the races! That means Whites must have their
own country without Jews or non-Whites!) HOWEVER, if you’re going to go
out there and do something about it, MAKE YOUR SHOTS COUNT AND DO
IT RIGHT! The Jews and their racial alien slaves are doing whatever it takes to
destroy western civilization and the White race. We must be aware of that. We
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must also be aware that they will overextend themselves, get caught in their
own trap, and perish in the flames of their own failure, and the meek (the White
race who has lost its voice) shall inherit the earth. Again.

Let the revolution begin.

R.C.Collier, Summer, 2020

“The terrible thing is that those who seek the truth will find the truth.” - Félix Le
Dantec
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The Three Rules

1. The Jews were, are, and will always be our enemy.

2. Racial separation and Jewish extermination must be done to maintain a
healthy, and safe White civilization.

3. Whatever it takes, the White race must survive and thrive. No matter what!
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The Push For White Nationalism, and Revolution

“He who turns the other cheek is a cowardly dog - a Christian dog.” - Ragnar
Redbeard, Might is Right

“You're a slave in your own country, White Man. Each year you get to keep
less of the fruits of your labor; each year it gets more difficult to carry the
burden the aliens have placed upon you; each year the cheap labor of aliens
makes your future less secure; each year you retreat a few steps more into the
world of slavery.” - George Lincoln Rockwell

“The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time with the blood of
patriots and tyrants.” - Thomas Jefferson

“The color of your skin is your uniform in this ultimate battle for the survival of
the West.” - George Lincoln Rockwell

“From time immemorial History has decreed that territory on this Planet
Earth belongs to those powerful enough to take it and determined enough to
keep it.” - Ben Klassen

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/2353854
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Time’s Up

So many European Americans are unaware or asleep at the wheel when it
comes to the changing demographics, the Black on White crime, the illegal
immigrant crime wave, and the Jews dominating all of our institutions such as
business, finance, media, and government. We honestly believe that going to
the polls and voting will change things, that pro-White rallies and protests will
change things, that starting our own political parties or organizations will
change our situation. We want to believe that "democracy," "diplomacy,"
"reason," and "bargaining" will solve the race issue and the Jewish Question.
They won't. Our borders have been opened to the third world, and instead of
gratitude, we are met with assault, rape, and murder. The Jews, instead of
assimilating and being an actual productive member of society, have thanked
us, White people, with usury, brainwashing propaganda, censorship,
subversion, anti-White indoctrination, institutionalized White genocide and
utter idleness. At the same time, they live off of the blood, sweat, tears, and
hard work of the White race. We still believe despite knowing these facts that
we can bargain and reason with these psychopaths who would love nothing
less to make us perpetual slaves, open the borders even more to the third
world until we are no more. We have been too kind, too benevolent to these
blood-sucking scam artists, and it's time for Whites to wake up, organize, take
up arms and kill them where they stand.

Voting Republican, Democrat, and any other political party won't help you
because guess what? The Jews own both parties and use them to divide and
conquer the White race so that we don't trust each other, create any solidarity,
organize and inevitably revolt and banish their greasy asses our of our country.
Sadly, too many White people are so brainwashed that they hate themselves
and their own people, or are completely aware of the issues and refuse to do
anything. This is doubly true for the wealthy, influential, and powerful Whites
who, with their money, power, and influence, could build a White army easily
and banish the chickenshit Jews in no time flat. Unfortunately, we have few
options. The days of diplomacy are gone. We have tried to discuss the
poisonous institutions among us, such as illegal immigration, the niggers, the
Jewish Question, forced integration of schools and workplaces, affirmative
action, and every other anti-White law that has passed in this country.

Where did that get us? Absolutely nowhere. Where did it get us when the
upper-class Whites instead of banding together to overthrow the nigger filth
that has polluted the schools decided to run away to the suburbs, lock their
doors, pray to a non-White religion that the Jews created to make them weak,
and kept voting Republican in hopes that they will handle the issues?
Absolutely nowhere. My fellow White people let me make it clear the only way
for us to regain our sovereignty and run this country ourselves for Whites and
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by Whites is by expelling the Jew. Once the Jew is thrown out, they will have to
fight with the Arabs, and once we cut off our funding to Israel, they will be
utterly broke, and without the American military and weapons, they will stand
little chance at defeating the Arabs. And finally, we might be able to never have
to deal with the Jews ever again.

Don't believe me? Read this little quote from Harold Rosenthal from his
infamous 1976 interview: "The American people have been easily ruled
through our propaganda that the pen is mightier than the sword. We virtually
get away with murder, and all the goy do is to talk about it, which is ineffective
since we, the masters of propaganda, always publish a contradicting account.
If the Aryan would review history and apply those lessons of the past, then the
pen will be thrown down in disgust, and the sword wielded in the heat of
passion. (A recurrence to history would edify our minds and show us that the
European countries solved their Jewish problem only by use of force.) Thus far,
we have escaped the sword, when the only reprisal is some periodical of no
repute or some pamphlet with limited circulation. Their pen is no match for ours,
but our constant fear is that they may open their eyes and learn that no change
was ever brought about with a pen. History has been written in blood, not with
ink. No letter, editorial, or book has ever rallied the people or stopped tyranny.
We understand this principle and are continually propagandizing the people to
write letters to the President, Congress, and their local media. We are safe to
continually exploit, intimidate, and disenfranchise the White American as long
as they are preoccupied with the illusion of educating the masses through
printed material. Woe be unto us if they ever see the futility of it, lay down the
pen, and employ the sword. "

The Jews won't go away peacefully; they never have and never will. The only
way to get them out is by force, intimidation, and complete fear for their lives.
Once Adolf Hitler rose to power, the majority of Jews left Germany because
they knew their days were numbered regarding how long they could lie, cheat,
and steal from the Germans. It would be foolhardy to believe that we can
create a National Socialist party and have someone among us to finish Hitler's
work. Although Adolf had his fair share of resistance in his time in regards to
rising to power, he was still able to do so relatively easily compared to what he
would have to do if he tried it in the United States in the modern-day. Germany
in his time was overwhelmingly White, with a Jew minority. In our country, we
have a huge non-White population for all intents and purposes on par with or
exceeding in numbers against the once overwhelmingly White population. He
would also have had to deal with many self-hating Whites who vote against
their own interests. It's safe to say that Adolf Hitler would probably fare poorly
in modern America. Some folks believe that destroying the system is the
ultimate key to victory, but let me remind you of another statement that our little
Jew friend Harold Rosenthal had to say about that strategy: "We fear that light
is coming forth in movements across this land, especially yours. It has amazed
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us how you have been successful in reaching the people after we closed every
door of communication. This, we fear, is a sign of a coming pogrom that will
take place in America soon. The American public has realized that we are in
control, which is a fatal mistake on our part. This nation could never be the
land of the free as long as it is the land of the Jew. (This is a concept most
patriots cannot understand. Patriots have spent untold man-hours fighting the
IRS, the Federal Reserve, the media, Congress, or government in general.
These things are merely tools which the Jew now uses against the detestable
'goyim'. The problem is not the tool or device, but the heathen in control of it.)
This is the revelation that will be our undoing. "

The various tools of the Jews' trade are simply that, tools. If Jews are nothing
else, they are resourceful, and will always come up with or exploit another tool
for their grotesque amusement. We must direct our attack towards the Jews.
First of all, we must declare the enemy. Not a single soldier or group of soldiers
can fight effectively if they don't know who the enemy is. Too many Whites are
scared shitless to declare the enemy, but we mustn't, for in order to preserve
our race, we must draw upon the courage and knowledge of knowing who our
enemy is and our number one enemy by and large are the Jews. Secondly, we
must take some level of action. Not all of us can be fighters, and that's okay,
but we must all do our part to wake up as many Whites as possible. Excerpts
from the Talmud, which is one of the most highly regarded books of the Jews,
one, so secret that it's virtually impossible to obtain ( I wonder why?) is full of
hateful and despicable material against the goyim ( the Jew's word for the
gentiles which means cattle, since they don't consider non-Jews human), and
is a good place to start. The Protocols of the Elders of Zion is also another
great book to examine since it consolidates the material from the Talmud and
highlights their game plan to supremacy. You will be shocked at how persistent
and determined they have been in destroying the White race. There is plenty of
material that I will highlight in this book about the Jewish Question. Any rational
and sane White will be able to come to the conclusion that the Jews do indeed
own America and simply going after their systems, although not a bad idea in
and of itself will do us little good in stopping the Jews entirely.

You might be asking: What will stop our horrible, satanic enemies.

Well, we will have to destroy what they cherish most. We will have to take the
fight directly to them. But how are we supposed to do that? First of all, we
should know how we should not do that. For all the love, accolades, and
reverence that Robert Mathews receives within the pro-White groups out there,
his team The Order made their fair share of mistakes. First of all, Mathews was
inevitably killed in a shootout with the cops, over 30 members were arrested,
many were put away, many of those were put away for life. Sadly, all these
efforts, sacrifices of effort, time, and life were made over the killing of only ONE
FILTHY Jew! The talk show host Alan Berg. We know this revolution will end
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up getting us killed or locked away for life that's an inevitability and is the cost
of doing business. That's not the point. The point is IF you're going to go out
there and send the Jews a message SEND A BIG MESSAGE! Take out as
many Jews as possible.

Make it thirty to one, fifty to one, a hundred to one, hell even a thousand to one
if you can! But don't waste 30 or more White people's lives over ONLY ONE
STINKING Jew! Again, I am not advocating to do this because the Jewish
system is too strong at this point, and their police state continues to tighten
around the White race. He who lives by the sword shall die by the sword. Plain
and simple! HOWEVER, I won't disown anyone who goes out there to take on
our eternal enemies. Just know what will probably happen to you and don't sell
yourself cheap by only taking down one or two little Jews.

IF you're going to do it, you should take a page out of the Arabs' book in
regards to dealing with the Jews. They have had extensive experience in
dealing with them. Acquiring RPGs, grenades, and other explosive weapons,
as well as AK47s, other automatic weapons with spent shell collectors to
prevent the evidence getting into the hands of authorities, and 357 magnum
revolvers are good places to start. Understanding bio-weapons and
untraceable poisons are also compelling. What if something like Covid-19
could be targeted by race? Something to consider. Knowing how to make
homemade bombs and explosives, semtex, and knowing how to make fertilizer
bombs if you have a reliable vehicle to transport them are also invaluable. The
information to construct these explosives is available. Take advantage of that.
The Arabs have given you the blueprint on how to fight the Jews. They blow up
and massacre synagogues, conventions, events, buildings, and any other
get-togethers where many Jews congregate. Taking out large amounts of
Rabbis is also something that they have done with great success and
effectiveness. This will scare the living shit out of the Jewish media and the
Jewish people as a whole if done enough and done correctly. Again, I will
continue to say this repeatedly: I don't advise you to do any of this! I am simply
saying IF you were so compelled to it anyways, you should do it right.

In the beginning, since we have many snitches within our own kind that would
gladly rat out his own White brother for doing what needs to be done, it goes
without saying that many of us will have to do these acts of freedom fighting
ALONE. That means planning and strategizing ahead (think with your head
and be proactive instead of reactive), make sure you take down as many Jews
as possible, and then cover your tracks and don't tell anyone about this. Rinse
and repeat. If done right, you will be able to carry this out several times before
you're inevitably caught.
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If you have a few people and you all trust each other to work as a team, then
great. Plan it out in a centralized location, plan out which places you're going to
hit, go your separate ways, decimate your targets, meet again for the next
strategy, rinse and repeat. This will have the Jews shitting their pants; the
media will be scared to give these crimes too much publicity for fear of having
more people nationally and globally gaining the courage to do the same thing
and follow suit. It might scare them so badly that they will pack it up and leave
for Israel before the revolutionaries kill them off. That is the ultimate goal. Once
they're off our backs, we can then stop financing them, helping them and
giving them our arms and military forces. Once this happens, they are
FUCKED! The Arabs will be able to wipe them out FOREVER!

Palestine belongs to the Palestinians, not the bloodthirsty Jews! Make damn
sure the far left and the Jews that own it don't take your guns! They are doing
whatever it takes for that to become a reality in America. Then, they can
oppress the gentiles just like they do the Palestinians and just like what they
have done whenever they had power over non-Jews. Learn from history:
Never let any government or people take your guns! And if they try, then you
know what you must do!

Hopefully, more and more Whites will wake up to the Jewish Question and
organize together in solidarity for the first time in a long time and kick out the
stinking Jews once and for all! You can't trust the politicians, the system, the
cops, or any other government's boy to take care of this job for you. Their job is
to keep you ignorant, obedient, dependent, and keep feeding the system so
they can go about business as usual and maintain their status quo. Our
second greatest enemy is the nigger due to him being prone to criminality,
rape, robbery, murder, and utter degeneracy. All you have to do is read about
Haiti's history to show you what happens when the niggers have free reign to
govern themselves. Spoiler alert! Nothing good!

So my fellow White folk, you better get your shit together and be prepared. The
non-Whites are licking their chops, rubbing their hands and shouting hallelujah
because they truly believe that your days are numbered, they are getting every
day closer to exterminating you. Learn some military training, survival training,
and gun training, amongst other things. The information is easily available. Get
your family in line with this. We must survive and get prepped. Most Whites
aren't aware and won't be until the system hits rock bottom. Needless to say,
we haven't hit rock bottom yet. Once we do and some brave revolutionaries
start blowing shit up and taking the Jews down with them, then there is a high
likelihood there will be a chain reaction. THEY might come after YOU. So get
ready! It's going to be a fucking doozy
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Shedding Our Idealism

As a people, we must come to grips with the fact that our White race has
become highly divided in this nation. This is exactly what the Jews have
wanted all along, they built it, they orchestrated it and planned it for many
many years, and now they are seeing the fruits of their labor. Whites will kill
Whites; Whites will fight Whites, all the while the Jews sit back, collect their
cash, suck the milk from the gentiles as their religious scriptures said they
were entitled to and laugh with pleasure knowing we are too busy fighting and
killing each other to know who the real fucking enemy is.

Due to our lack of racial solidarity and the shackles the Jew-controlled media
has over us, we have to be realistic that a huge mass movement isn't in the
cards for us right now. I, of course, support a White revolution against the Jews
and their system, but I also know in the current mental state the White people
are in. I know that it isn't going to happen. People are too busy doing drugs,
partying, engaging in debauchery, buying meaningless shit, and watching the
fucking Kardashians! We are still complacent and more or less satisfied with
our current situation even though it's going to the fucking dogs more and more
every goddamn day. But it will most likely have to decline and decay even
more before the lazy, shiftless, and idle Whites start to wake the fuck up and
realize that the goddamn party is fucking over for them already! We have to
realize that our country and government is no longer ours, the country that our
founding fathers envisioned and the one they like to say was "the good ole'
days" is no longer. The Jews took it as Ben Franklin feared that it would
happen, and we have no one to blame but ourselves. As the Jews have said
about us goyim, we aren't privy to history because if we were, the Jews would
never have been here much less gained any power or influence. It wasn't like
we weren't warned, Henry Ford, for god sakes mentioned it many years ago in
the following book: The International Jew. However, again we didn't learn.

A thinking exercise for you. Is the gap in intellect between White people and
Black people the same or perhaps less than the gap in intellect between
Whites and Jews? It's obvious that Whites, on average, have a higher IQ than
Blacks, but it's also known that the average Jew has a higher IQ than the
average White. You have to wonder about these things because many of our
folk are not learning fast enough about the evil of the Jews. Now that you know
that your country is owned by a foreign entity that has been hell-bent on
destroying us and ruling over the world for thousands of years, what are you
going to do about it? Even pro-White groups can't agree on the best course of
action. Some are still holding on to the belief that voting Republican, having
rallies, protesting nonviolently, and polishing their image will somehow bring
people around. Get fucking real! White people are the laughing stock of the
Jews and non-Whites. We have lost our Viking instincts. Whites used to be
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conquerors; we were feared, respected, coveted, idealized, and now we are
nothing! We must wake the fuck up and regain our racial consciousness.
Some of us will, but many will fall by the wayside or may arrive late to the party.
Winning at the polls is an impossibility, we have only one way to victory.
VIOLENCE! WE MUST EXACT VENGEANCE AGAINST THE JEWS! THERE
MUST BE NO MERCY!

The Jews and their minions have shut us down, censored us, stonewalled us,
and have put blockades of all sorts against us, and therefore we are left with
no other options. We must take it to the streets, and hit them hard, destroy
everything they ever loved and valued. Once we break them, they will run like
the cowardly little Jews that they are and go back to Israel or somewhere else
and cry as they have always cried throughout history about how they are such
poor little victims that everyone hates. We must start as individuals in doing
what we can because we have too many snitches and race traitors in our midst
to trust anyone currently, eventually, these independent acts of violence
towards the Jews will inspire others to do the same, causing a chain reaction,
people will talk to each other, band together, create resistance groups until we
can rally several hundred thousand strong against them, expel the Jews
forever so they can be wiped out by the Arabs or us, and then we can expel the
niggers, illegals and everyone else in the way of White solidarity in our country
until we are a White nation again.

Let's shed our idealism and stop deluding ourselves into thinking that we can
reason with bullies, or live in peace and harmony as the multiculturalists would
like us to believe. No multicultural society ever worked. The Roman Empire is
a perfect example of this. The only way to defeat a bully is to bully him, to beat
him down so ruthlessly that he would never dare try to hurt you again. The only
way to defeat power is with MORE POWER. An eye for an eye? That's not
enough; it must be two eyes for one eye! Remember, your opponent can't fight
back if he can't stand, see or breathe. You mustn't show any mercy because
he sure as hell won't show you any in return.

This might sound bleak and grim, but this is reality. You cannot run from it. This
is war! Democracy will not change this. Working with the system will not
improve our conditions. Our country has one of the most corrupt governments
around and make no mistake about it the whole system must go. Once we
retake our country, we will have to do a lot of cleaning up and build an entirely
new order for us by us. All of the people in the system, the cops that do the
Jews' bidding, the political bitches that screw their own people over to be
blessed by the Jews, and all the other filth will get their day and must be
obliterated. The day will come when White people wake up, sadly many more
of us will be killed off and suffer before this happens, but once we wake up,
they will realize why we aren't men to be fucked with. They will understand why
we were feared and why our opponents would always say, "Save us, oh Lord,
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from the wrath of the Northmen." Our fate is simple we will either kick the
vandals out, or they will exterminate us in a sea of violent raging niggers and
other colored masses. There are no other options. So what will it be White man?
Liberty or death?
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Wake up, and Smell the Genocide White Man

In order to understand what must be done White man, you must consider the
harsh reality that the Jews have taken over your country and have beaten you.
They have beaten you so completely that you don’t even know that they have
beaten you. They have pushed for “equality,” “progress,” and “integration” of all
racial groups at the expense of throwing White people in the garbage can.
Every demand that the niggers and the non-Whites wanted at the expense of
White people they have gotten and guess what? They will get even more from
us in no time flat, and once we are a minority (some argue that we already are),
we will have no leg to stand on. Welcome to democracy, White man! The
political system that the Jews have told you over and over again is so
wonderful, so liberating and so fair! Be prepared to have to pay for reparations
for all the “oppression” and “suffering” that the niggers claim they went
through.

Be prepared for more “equal rights” where niggers will get to marry Whites by
court-mandated quotas to make equality and progress go faster! Expect more
non-White immigration to flood your country, more propaganda for race-mixing
to pollute and destroy the racial character, and purity of the White race! Face it,
White man, we are on the Jews’ chopping block for genocide! They are
spreading propaganda that somehow niggers, who were always slaves even
to their own people, that on average have IQs well below that of Whites, that
despite being only around 13% of our population commit the majority of crimes,
who have never built a civilization and when they were handed one on a silver
platter like that of Haiti they couldn’t even maintain it are somehow “equal” to
us. That’s like saying that we are equal to baboons, or monkeys or gorillas.

They want this subhuman filth that they call “African Americans” to mate with
or rape (makes no difference to the Jews or the niggers) non-Black women,
especially Caucasian women. The offspring will be a downgraded version of
humanity, a mongrelized progeny with an IQ slightly more than a Black and
much less than a purebred White. This is what the Jews want, to have a sea of
mongrelized, coffee-colored mulatto people who are smart enough to do the
basic tasks of work, obedient, easily brainwashed and too stupid to question
what’s going on. So many of our great people tried to warn us about our doom:
George Lincoln Rockwell, William Luther Pierce, Ben Klassen, Henry Ford,
and the list goes on and on. We are down but not out. This is the time to wake
up and inevitably revolt! This is the time to overthrow the Jews that are running
our country. We have grown too soft, too merciful, too reasonable, and too
tolerant. It’s time to develop a dosage of hate! We will have to learn how to
survive in the law of the jungle because I can tell you right now that the niggers,
the Jews, and the other colored masses for sure aren’t going to fight fair. They
never have and never will. We will have to take this country back by FORCE!
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No Retreat, No Surrender

We have been brainwashed into believing that compromise, peace, harmony,
brotherly love, and all other forms of insanity will work with easing racial
tensions in this nation. Sorry to break it to you bucko, but it isn’t working and
never has. Tribalism is completely natural and occurs in all of us. If you’re
White and walked into a Black neighborhood or a Latino neighborhood, you
can kiss your White ass goodbye! And you can forget about your precious
cops coming to your rescue. They let the niggers and illegals kill, rob and rape
with impunity, but as a White person, you won’t get such leeway. Welcome to
the system! But somehow we are supposed to be accommodating to everyone!
Do you see the insanity here? If you go to prison, if you want to come close to
survival, you will probably have to join the Aryan Brotherhood, because guess
what? Blacks and Latinos have their own respective prison gangs. Tribalism.
Before it’s too late, you better start taking action before your number comes up
because it’s open season against White people in America. You will read
articles about how the poor little niggers are being killed by those horrible racist
White people. However, they will never show or tell you that the amount of
murders Blacks and other races commit against Whites is much higher. Now
you must ask yourself. Why?

Inevitably there will be no more White suburban safe havens for you to escape
to because the niggers will take those over too. You’re backed into a corner
White man, so you better start fighting! You have nowhere to run. You can
thank your cowardly, politically correct and lazy assed father, and possibly
even grandfather for that. Not to mention the cucked White politicians that stay
silent and don’t speak out or stick up for the interests of the White race. They
were too busy playing golf, voting Republican, or some other idle
upper-middle-class dick swinging contest of choice. Or even worse, they
became LIBERAL and started rioting alongside the niggers to help facilitate
“progress,” but really, he was rioting towards his and your doom.

Sadly, we have nowhere to run, and we can’t surrender since that will mean
the end of the White race. Maybe it’s not so bad that niggers are so inherently
violent and so easily riled up by the Jewish media and their own Black
comrades. This will wake White folks up faster than a strong cup of coffee.
Who knows? Perhaps they will finally come to their senses and realize these
non-Whites have the intention to wipe them out. Maybe enough violence from
the Blacks will have White people wake up, get their guns and take their
country back, and the rest of them will be put in a position where they will have
no choice at all but to fight!

Things are so unpredictable in this country that non-White violence can occur
at the drop of a hat and virtually anywhere. If enough situations occur on a
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national scale, we will have no choice but to go into battle and then tackle the
Jews and their system. We are becoming fewer and fewer every day in this
nation. You are targeted for termination. There is no doubt about this. The
question is, what will you do? Do you have the will to act?
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Sell Outs

In a relatively sane, healthy, racially homogeneous society and government of
White people, there would be no need for revolt to overthrow the established
order. Sadly, we are faced with our own people selling out to the Jews and to
everyone else that isn't White. They would rather disregard White American
interests than lose the nigger vote or the illegal immigrant vote. These ruling
elites have blatantly destroyed our government, religious institutions, corporate
systems, military, schools, music, film, literature, and our own constitutional
rights. All of these collapse when the elites become sellouts, traitors,
complacent, overfed, and no longer made of grit and sterner stuff that is
required to run a healthy and productive society. The Jews are our number one
enemy, and at the same time, the race traitors of our own people are not too
far behind, and it might require us to destroy the entire system and not just
running the Jews out. Although running the Jews out should be priority number
one.

However, it goes without saying that we have enabled these blood-sucking
Jews because if we had racial solidarity and a system that looked after White
American interests first, the Jews wouldn't have been able to get his hooks into
us in the first place. If we were sane, healthy, united, and strong, we would
have been able to tell the Jews to piss off or simply kill them entirely if need be.
The Jews would have had no leg to stand on in trying to rip us off. If we paid
enough attention to history, we would have known that the Jew always poisons
the countries in which he resides. From financial speculation that causes him
to crash economies, impoverish the working man and the small business
community, to his perverted and vile filth that he peddles in the media, to
ripping us off with his usury in the banking system. The Jew always gets his
hands on the propaganda channels of his nation of choice, breaks the gentiles
down systematically, and popularizes race-mixing to exterminate the White
race and destroy our racial character forever. Of course, his precious Talmud
and his Protocols guide him every step of the way to ensure complete
domination. And we still think the little Jews are so virtuous, kind, and weak
little victims. It's a bad joke. He can turn a strong nation into a place of utter filth,
perversion, and decay within a period of decades.

In order to get the revolution up and running, we must get mad and completely
disgusted at what our society has become. We must separate ourselves from it,
stop supporting it, and stop trying to conform to it. Both political parties are
owned by and pander to the Jews. Just because you vote Republican doesn't
mean that you're immune because you might notice that none of those
politicians speak out about the Jewish Question. Face it, people. We're on our
own, and no politician can help us. We will have to rebuke everything the
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establishment and the Jews stand for. We must burn the system and the Jews
down, and in the ashes, we will rebuild a better society that will push the White
race forward.
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All In

We are fighting a group of people who have given us no compromises, no
mercy, no quarter, and no empathy. They have been hell-bent on destroying
everything that we are and that we stand for. At the same time, there are many
pro-Whites in our midst that believe we can do tit for tat deals, compromises,
mercy, compassion, and other forms of self-sacrifice. If we are to fight and WIN,
there must be no mercy! We won’t give them an inch of breathing room
because, as we have seen, if you give an inch they will take a mile. We must
attack and not stop attacking until we have completely obliterated our enemy.
We must crush them completely, no mercy, no compassion, no sympathy.

Remember THEY started this fight and therefore WE must finish it. All is fair in
love and war; all that matters is that you WON. History, the future, and all the
riches that come with it only go to the winners. In some battles, you cannot
play it safe you have to make the choice that you will go all in no matter the
outcome. For now, you will have to see yourself as a one-man army ready to
go against the enemy and be well prepared in doing so. If you have a small
team that you can trust and rely upon, which may I remind you is rare indeed,
then you can do even more damage by coming up with the right strategy and
start raising hell against the enemy. This is a battle of all or nothing. There is
no middle ground you’re either in, or you’re out! The Jews and even the
system have to go down! White men and women have to band together and
make this happen; because every day, we are getting closer to losing it all. Are
you in or are you out?
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Strike First, Strike Hard, No Mercy

Too many pro-White organizations have gotten soft and, in actuality, have lost
any fear or respect they used to have. Too many still hold onto the beliefs that
scheduled public rallies, protests, and any other publicity stunts will help them
grow their numbers and influence. Forget about it! That shit doesn’t fucking
work anymore! If we are being truthful, it probably never worked! We also have
the annoying Jewish Antifa to deal with, and they have the law, the Jews, and
everyone else on their side. We end up with scuffles, injuries, deaths, publicity,
and more people who see us as a joke, idiots, and a laughing stock of the
pro-White movement. Not too fucking bright folks, not too fucking bright. First
of all, what are you doing letting your enemy know where, when, and how
you’re going to show up? Letting your enemy know all of your plans, your
strategy, and everything you’re going to do is completely foolhardy. Here’s
some advice: Stop trying to get publicity, stop trying to warn your enemy, stop
trying to antagonize your enemy when there is nothing to gain from doing so!

I will give credit where credit is due; it takes a great deal of courage to attend
these rallies, especially when you know there are way more Jewish Antifa and
Jewish Antifa supporters than you. However, it’s a waste of time, effort, and
courage. Instead, use that courage to strike first, fast and hard against the
enemy when he isn’t expecting it. Again I will not advocate you to commit
violence because you will die or go to jail, BUT IF you HAVE to commit
violence, then do it right by following the successful paths of others: go after
Jews, Rabbis, synagogues or savage niggers, for instance.

Attacking buildings or anything material all in and of itself isn’t enough. They
can rebuild it, and they have the money and resources to do so. However,
hurting or destroying them physically, they cannot get back. Use your anger,
hate, and courage in the proper way. Harness those energies like a laser beam
and go for what matters. Stop wasting your precious courage, effort, and lives
on things that don’t matter, such as protests, rallies, etc. Focus on what will
have an impact and hurt your enemy so bad that he cries, shouts, and begs for
mercy, which you will not give! Strike your enemy first, strike him hard, and
give him no mercy. Beat him senseless and make an example of him, and
perhaps it will inspire more White people to do the same.
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Pro-Whites Unite

One thing that I have observed with many of the pro-White movement is how
they are too timid to address what must be done. They have no problem
saying what the issues are, and are highly articulate about why these issues
are happening. Okay, great. However, once a call to action is needed,
everyone starts to fall apart. Some are silent, some say vote Republican as if
democracy will save us, some say protest and schedule some rallies, others
have luncheons which are nothing more than glorified gossip sessions, some
say we need to build a political party, others say we need to write to our
congressman, and others think Donald Trump will save us from evil. Sorry
folks, we need more than that, much more. We have to get our people woken
up. We need writers for sure, but we desperately need people, especially
leaders who are excellent at the spoken word and overall organizational
direction. Hitler has mentioned the fact that movements were made by great
speakers rather than great writers. The spoken word is powerful and can rile
people up. We also need soldiers that are willing to fight against the Jews and
their minions. We HAD other options in the past when White people were an
overwhelming majority, were more racially conscious, and were willing to DO
something. What happened? We came up short.

Therefore the old rules don't apply to modern-day. We are out of options; we
have no choice but to use whatever propaganda we have to wake White
people up, go out and fight the enemy and overthrow them entirely. Even when
that happens, we will have to make sure that we have someone in defense of
our own interests. We have had our fair share of sellouts that at our expense
will pass anti-White laws that favor the criminals of society such as the niggers
and illegals, and then they go home to their little upper class, overwhelmingly
White gated suburbs with their own personal security and sleep like babies
knowing they are insulated from all the robberies, muggings, rapes and
murders that they have brought to our neighborhoods. These are the very
sellouts that the Zionist Occupied Government (ZOG) loves to have. Politicians
that are acceptable to the White audience give them the illusion of choice and
having "one of their own" in office when in actuality, the Jews are pulling the
strings. White people still don't know that this is happening. They think White
people still run America; they don't have the ability to see behind the curtain to
know that these people be it Trump, Bush, Clinton, and the like, are nothing
but PUPPETS and the Jews are the ultimate puppet masters.

Even in their Protocols of the Elders of Zion mentions how they pick and
choose their goyim politicians. They love picking politicians that have a lot of
dirt on them, disgraceful and deplorable past lives that would ruin them forever
if it ever got out to the public. The Jews use this as leverage so that these
weak goyim to do their bidding. It's a disgusting methodology, but they know
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how to work it to perfection. We must show the Jews that we are aware of their
little game. THEY want us to keep going around in this pointless and insane
circle of voting Democrat, then Republican, then Democrat, then Republican,
then Democrat again! How people can't see this insanity is beyond me! The
Jews own and control both parties but give you the illusion of choice! As long
as we believe in democracy and the two-party system, we will have no choice!
The choices we have are trivial in nature. Hamburgers or pizza? Smoking or
non-smoking? Coke or Pepsi? Apple or Samsung? Google or Microsoft? 6
inch or a 12-inch sandwich at Subway? We must see through this ruse and
declare the enemy! The Jews, their minions, and the filthy establishment that
they control!

We must survive and look after ourselves. At the same time, we need to be
aligned with our goals and what has to be done. If we can't, we might as well
kiss the White race goodbye. We are already divided as it is politically in this
country, and we are highly divided amongst the pro-White movements as well.
We can't afford this. Every moment we wait the next generation of our kind will
suffer in a browner, and more violent America. It is an America completely
different from what we remember, what our parents remember, and what our
grandparents remembered. Time is running out. We must unify into one group
that will absorb all the others. Hitler did this with National Socialism. We must
survive, prepare, and go into battle. There is no other way.
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Will You Lay Down Like a Dog and Comply?

It’s sad how often the White American will simply lie down like a submissive
little dog, obey and comply with any and all Jewish government initiatives no
matter how anti-White, how disgusting, how unnatural, how asinine or how
fucking insane they are! You must not comply! Period! Deep down, I
sometimes secretly hope that they give the niggers everything they want,
complete affirmative action and preferential treatment for jobs, pay,
reparations, house grants, free college, free everything at the expense of the
hard-working and productive White taxpayer! You want to know why!?
Because perhaps White people will wake the fuck up and start fighting the
fucking system for a change? Even the nigger loving far-left types would see
the bullshit going on and start revolting!

We must not comply with their antics, we must fight the system, and in the
chaos, we have to take the reigns and take our country back. But we can’t go
into noncompliance if we aren’t aware that we are getting fucked over! If
someone is giving you a raw deal, you might keep allowing it to happen until
you start to gain awareness that you’ve been shortchanged all along! Then you
must get tough and prepared to strike fast and hard. Only by going the most
radical and ruthless route can we attain victory. Once we attain victory and get
the Jews off of our backs, we can then establish a White government for us, by
us and drive everyone else out.

Revolution might not be in the cards as of yet since too many White people
aren’t ready to be unplugged from the proverbial Jewish Matrix yet. Once more
and more people start to see the sham, that is our government, our
establishment, and once society has gone so far down into decay that they
have no choice but to fight, can we have the chance of fighting for a prolonged
period of time. Revolution can only be successful if it can be kept up and
sustained over a period of time. Inevitably we can organize a team big enough
to knock the Jews out like a huge battering ram! However, do we have the will
to act, the determination to fight a long and dirty battle with the enemy, and do
we have the courage to give it our all no matter the cost in order to secure
freedom and sovereignty?
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Ticking Time Bomb

The White masses are a ticking time bomb waiting to explode if given the right
opportunity. Many feel neglected, resentful, angry, worried, anxious, hateful,
and scared. These and many other emotions are burning within them like
hellfire. The components and materials at hand are highly volatile with the
potential damage so catastrophic that it can't be easily measured. However,
the spark to ignite them and stir up the hornet's nest hasn't happened yet. We
saw some glimmers of this with the election of Donald Trump and the civil
unrest following the Covid-19 outbreak. However, neither of these events has
been sufficient to move the White masses to break down the enemy. Sadly,
the White masses bow down and lick the boots of their Jew masters every
second they get only to get kicked in the face by them again and again. One
has to wonder if they want that Jewish boot in their face forever? Disturbing
sight and highly prophetic considering George Orwell's 1984 book, it can't
even be counted as a work of fiction anymore; it's so fucking real. So far, the
White masses have been obedient, sedated, entertained, distracted, and
coddled that nothing even close to resembling logic or sensibility can shake
their senses. This situation is utterly crazy, illogical, emotionally jarring, and
horrifying beyond belief. Something that they don't see coming or understand.
Something that will trigger all the feelings that they have been harboring for
years. Something will happen at some point. A major and monumental event
that will consist of all the factors required to make the perfect storm that it will
spread like wildfire nationwide. It's the X-Factor.

There have been heroic people of our kind who were ahead of their time,
ahead of the curve, ahead of conventional wisdom who gave everything they
had in the hopes of waking up the rest of us to revolt against the established
order. There will be more who will most likely follow suit in the future who have
the courage to destroy the Jews and smash the establishment to rubble. The
law enforcement minions of the Jews will be so occupied trying to control the
situation it will allow us breathing room to attack from other angles, in turn
causing more damage. This will be the perfect opportunity for us to merge our
forces until they are a battering ram that can smash the establishment in its
entirety. Once we break them, then our preparation and skill set will prevail as
long as we have the will to use them to their limits and beyond.
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What We Must Do Now vs. Later

It goes without saying that the White race in America hasn't done what's
needed to be done in order to win the race war on our soil. It might be harsh to
hear it, but it's the truth because IF we did, we wouldn't still be having the huge
social ills that we see every day. The White people that first came to this
country were of sterner stuff; you had to be. In the earlier days, it was more
Darwinian, the nanny and welfare state wasn't where it is today, the laws of
nature ruled instead of the Jew propaganda, and many other technologies and
comforts we have today didn't exist. Sadly, many of the White people of today
are of lesser stock because we have allowed the lesser quality Whites to
out-breed the ones of finer stock. Watch the film Idiocracy, and you will
understand what I mean. Of course, to change this will require many years of
proper eugenics, making sure the intelligent people have the kids and
sterilizing the people who don't make the cut. William Shockley alluded to the
fact that we would have an IQ cut-off point right around 100, and I think that's a
fair number. In order for these plans and processes of eugenics to happen, it
will require us to be in control of our own government. So before having any
possible change of implementation and improving upon our racial stock, the
revolution will have to take place first. For now, we must do the best we can
with what we have and raise the strongest, smartest, and most racially
conscious children possible.

Revolution is going to be ugly; the early leaders of this White movement will
not be the stereotypical mainstream politicians that you see on television. You
must understand that the politicians you know of are complete and utter slime
packed as a premium product. They know how to dress, they know how to talk,
they know how to avoid answering questions that matter, they have strong
marketing and public relations folks on their side, and lots of money to keep
their campaigns going. If you want to understand the inner workings of the
political "game," and it is a game, don't let anyone tell you otherwise, then
watch the film Power, which stars Richard Gere and Denzel Washington. The
more you realize that it's entertainment and show business rather than
anything real or genuine, then you will get closer to understanding the lies. The
White American people have been duped into thinking that the show business
of politics is actually real. Not unlike people thinking, the fights in WWE are real.
Life isn't scripted, it doesn't have a god damn teleprompter and sure as hell
isn't polished. You won't make an omelet without breaking some eggs. We
must get over being enamored by the wolves in sheep's clothing, telling us
what we want to hear only to slit our throats time and time again! We must get
real about how things actually work and the people who will be taking the risks
on our behalf. They won't be the cookie-cutter types; let me tell you. However,
they will be what we need at the time and will give us the ability to open up
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more opportunities to attack and advance. Many of the White American voting
population has become shiftless, lazy, and complacent. They don't want
someone who tells it like it is and addresses their enemies and what must be
done about it. They want someone safe, doesn't rock the boat, is moderate
and panders to the Jewish Big Brother establishment. Blacks are way more
realistic; they will sacrifice their bodies and anything else in order to gain the
advantage. They follow the laws of the jungle.

We must get real as well, to WIN by any means necessary, and do whatever it
takes to win because let me tell you something White folk your enemies are
sure as well doing more than whatever it takes to win on their end. Wake the
fuck up and realize that they are planning every waking second for your DOOM.
Our enemies know that the ends justify the means. When will we realize that
the same rules apply for us? The pro-White movements have been highly
divisive and even tribal in their own right when ultimately they want the same
thing. We must band together and improvise with what we have. After we have
secured victory, we can then focus on eugenics and making us stronger,
smarter, and better.
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Stay Ready So That You Don’t Have to Get Ready

The inevitability of societal and system collapse is so clear that the ones who
cannot see it are either blind, delusional, or utterly ignorant to the perfect storm
brewing as we speak. With racial tensions from all sides, Jewish tyranny and
ownership of all of our major institutions, economic instability, and a myriad of
other nagging factors, there will be an enormous collapse of everything that we
know and consider to be “normal” and “business as usual.” Judgement day
might not happen today, tomorrow, five years or even ten years from now, but
the countdown has begun make no mistake about it.

Personally, I believe it can happen in as little as five years or as long as it takes
for White people to become a clear minority in this country, which could
happen between 20-30 years depending on circumstances. We must survive
and outlast the established order for us to have a chance at victory. Stockpiling
100 guns and 5,000 rounds of ammo, ten years of food and water is simply
panic buying. Sure, go buy a few guns, get some ammo, armor, and supplies.
However, be sensible. If you pass away before things get hot, then those
weapons are only going to be in possession of the Jews, and their minions.
They will be getting your shit for free that you paid for with your hard-earned
money.

Speed, effectiveness, levelheadedness, and resourcefulness will prevail in this
battle and not necessarily the person with the most toys. We must make sure
we focus on survival and preparation, make sure we have what we need to
protect and defend ourselves to keep our enemies at bay, not to be a
consumer slave to the Jews, and make sure you’re not a victim. The Jews and
their system are enemy number one. Yes, the Blacks and other criminals are
for sure problematic and are a huge thorn in our side, but they aren’t enemy
number one. Take out the Jews, drive them out, kill them off, dethrone them,
and once we have them off of our backs and are in control of our country again,
then the rest of our enemies will fall like a deck of cards. Many of us have the
will or the ability to fight in a one on one situation. That goes without saying,
but few of us are able to live amongst the system and the bloodsucking Jews
that run it. We must be watchful, find ways to little by little not to engage with
the system, don’t enable it, or fatten it up. I’m highly aware that this isn’t easy,
everyone has to figure out what makes sense for them, thankfully the internet
has plenty of suggestions for this. We must survive and stick around long
enough to see the system collapse, and once that happens, we must take
advantage of the opportunity to seize it! We must get ready and be prepared
because if you thought people lost their shit during the Covid-19 crisis, then
you haven’t seen anything yet. Buckle the fuck up; it’s going to be a rough ride!
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Fight or Flight! Surrender Isn’t an Option!

With the Jews sadly having more and more control over our digital and
non-digital information systems, they can connect and finger anyone with any
association or ties to pro-White movements. They want us dead, in prison
(which arguably is a fate even worse than death), or completely silenced and
neutralized. And don’t be fooled, they will never stop and never give up until all
of us are dead. They did the same thing when chasing after former National
Socialists from World War 2; it was their only obsession. Just like the
Terminator in going after Sarah Connor, we have been targeted for termination.
You can’t bargain or reason with the Terminator, the same way you can’t with
the Jews. They won’t stop until you are DEAD! They run the legal system, the
courts, and make no mistake about it; they are the ultimate gatekeepers. They
are guarding all the doors, and they are holding all the keys. You have only two
choices, just like the resistance did in the film The Matrix when dealing with the
Agents: run your ass off or fight! You have no alternatives. They have found
ways to penetrate various pro-White organizations either through joining,
having a mole or a snitch within the organization. In this way, they have been
able to bust a lot of people, and having them forever on their shit list known as
the ADL (Anti-Defamation League).

Sadly, many of these movements are nothing more than glorified get-togethers
that don’t add much of substance and aren’t willing to truly take action worth
writing home about. They include many vanity activities: memberships, fan
clubs, memorabilia, publicity stunts, but nothing of impact. If we are going to
risk everything, we might as well make damn sure we take as many enemies
down with us. No more time for childish games. If you’re going to make plans
and go after the enemy, make it fucking count! No more rallies, no more
protests, no more talking, no more threats, and no more alerting everyone of
our presence and activities just so that the Jew owned cops and the far-left
Jewish Antifa can throw a monkey wrench into everything.

Just like the motto of Nike: Just do it! Don’t let the enemy know you’re going to
be there, destroy Jewish Antifa before they know what hits them. Hit the Jews
before they know what hits them. The element of surprise White people. Learn
it. Our enemies, sure as hell do. Quit thinking that they will fight fair because
it’s quite obvious that they won’t, not that there is such a thing as a fair fight.
The rules are that there are no rules. Take a page out of their own books, beat
them at their own game. They are confident only because of their sheer
numbers. If you strike them first, hard, fast, no mercy, and before they can
even react or counter-attack, then you put them on the defensive, you put fear
in their hearts, and you break their spirits. That’s how you win. Pro-White
groups should take these concepts into consideration and fight accordingly.
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Rallies and protests aren’t working. Non-violent activism and events aren’t
working—time for a new plan.
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Slugger or Counter-Puncher?

On the surface, it seems that the racial and political tensions in this country are
the perfect storm for a revolution. There will be people who take the fight to the
enemy straight away or cause general and indiscriminate havoc on society at
large. There will also be people who will start looking at opportunities,
openings, and high ground in order to gain an advantage and either pick off
opponents like a sniper or wait until it all falls down and walk into the battlefield
victorious without having to fire a shot. Most people on either political ideology
won't start a fight, but the radical elements are a different story. The Blacks,
with their high propensity for rape, murder, and all-out violence, will be one of
the first to act. Jewish Antifa and others like them will also be in that category.
Some Latino gangs might also join the rankings, but they may actually make
things interesting with their deep-rooted tensions with the Blacks. The vast
multicultural cesspools, also known as our big cities, will most likely be the first
to explode and self-destruct. They're mentally ready for it, and they want to
fight and kill the White people and even the system that they erroneously think
Whites possess. They outnumber White people by a large amount and as
politically incorrect as it is many of their kind, especially the Blacks are
expendable cannon fodder.

For now, it's the sensible and logical move to avoid the epicenters of violence
and mayhem. Focus on gaining ideal positioning, staying alive, and at least the
image of legitimacy. You're no good to the pro-White revolution if you're dead
or in prison. There will be mobs of people, Black, White, Latino, and everything
in between that will most likely react first. We don't have the ability to manage
them; they can't even manage themselves. Many of them would have no
problem killing us off either. They will go toe to toe against the system, and the
system will use their counter striking skills to maim and kill off the mobs as best
as they can. Who will win? Who the fuck knows. However, whoever does win;
they will be utterly exhausted and banged up that they wouldn't be able to
handle a pro-White uprising. There might be waves of different revolts back to
back in a sort of chain reaction. The Blacks and the Jewish Antifa will most
likely start it and possibly some White nationalists as well that are overall in a
state of civil unrest and see the system more and more taking their
constitutional rights and freedoms. Once this happens, we can see how fast
and effective the system is in handling and containing these all-out assaults on
them. It will help us gain some data and insight into their strengths and
weaknesses.

As long as the system has "order," we need to watch out and not engage with
them. Once we notice that their defenses are down, that disorder is upon us,
that it is indeed a land of confusion, then we will have a much better chance of
victory. A good number of us will be in the suburbs and small towns where we
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might be able to use high ground, cover, and any other natural advantages
that we have to counter strike or even go on the offensive without being in the
middle of the war zone. This could help us mitigate risk when it comes to loss
of life, injuries, and property damage that will inevitably occur in the big cities. If
we can then organize and hand the small local governments ultimatums about
what we want and use our numbers to actually use force as needed, it might tip
the odds in our favor. However, once the system is completely broken down
and relatively defenseless, we might actually have a chance of organizing
enough White people to go into battle that will most likely become a full-blown
civil war that would make the last one look like child's play. We have to stay
ready and wait for the perfect counter punch while the radical factions and the
system fight and kill each other. The shooting will start, the violence will
escalate fast and will be going a blinding rate of speed that if you're caught in
the middle of it, you might as well be cut down like a buzzsaw. If Jewish Antifa
or the Blacks don't kill you first, then the system's hired guns (AKA. the cops
and other forms of deadly force) will. Let them point their guns at each other
and kill each other off. Revolution will escalate quickly once all centralized
command and control are obliterated, and the White people realize that they
can attack without worry about retaliation.
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The Real Terrorists

You're always reminded by the Jew media that White people are "hunting
down and killing Black people all of the time!" However, when you look at the
data, this is an obvious lie. Blacks are overwhelmingly the attackers against
White people in the Black and White interracial crimes. In Black and Hispanic
interracial crimes, this is also true. On both occasions, the niggers attack
Whites and Hispanics over 80% of the time. If you also consider that niggers
are five times more violent than White people when you figure out the data,
you start to realize that violent crime, especially murders of White people by
Blacks are much more often than the other way around. FBI, Interpol, and DOJ
all conclude the same thing without saying it directly.

Wherever Blacks are, they bring a disproportionate amount of crime, even if
they are only a small percentage of the population. That's who they are. It's in
their nature. Just like a tiger, a lion, a rattlesnake, or a scorpion can't change
who they are or make themselves more peaceful; the niggers also can't
change who they are. Most of them are inherently violent, rape-hungry,
shiftless, unintelligent, cannibalistic, and subhuman filth that Whites only see
as cheap labor and in the eyes of the Jews as obedient consumers and easily
brainwashed soldiers for their cause to kill the White people off. Now that we
know the facts of the matter, you have to ask yourself the big question: Why
aren't we hearing this in the media? If Blacks kill Whites much more often than
the other way around, why doesn't the news reflect these facts? Because
simply it doesn't align with their agenda. They want to brainwash everyone that
niggers are innocent, noble, and perpetual victims of White society, oppression
and are being hunted and killed off every day. This adds more fuel to the fire in
the inherent nature of the violent niggers, and they go rape, assault, and kill
more White people than they usually would, which is already substantial. Older
White people are scared shitless of these animals parading around as humans.
They live in the hills in the middle of nowhere in mostly White enclaves, with
guns, survival kits, and the like. They don't feel safe in their homes, and they
don't feel safe when they go outside.

Do you want to know why? Because they KNOW that the system enables,
coddles, protects, and is permissive when it comes to criminal niggers that go
around terrorizing White people. The cops, the politicians, the government,
and everyone else blames the White victims every time and actually sides with
the violent niggers saying that THEY are the actual VICTIMS! Are you fucking
kidding me?! But this is business as usual in our backward society. A gang of
niggers kills off some White people; no one gives a shit. The media won't
televise it. They bury it and pretend like it never happened. If a White person
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kills a nigger, or does anything for that matter against a nigger, usually justified
because of the aggressive and violent nature of the Blacks, it's national fucking
news. All the Black "leaders" come around to rile up their obedient minions,
take some photo ops, the media has a field day, and replays it for weeks on
end. The pseudo civilized niggers on social media make incessant posts about
it for years, and there are riots in the streets, with people maimed, killed, and
raped that makes Planet of the Apes look tame. THIS is terrorism.

When White people know that if they speak out against the Jewish owners of
America, they will be publicly denounced, lose their jobs because companies
have no racial loyalty only loyalty to money, and will have a 5-page dossier of
themselves on the Jewish shit list also known as the ADL is this, not terrorism?
When White children are beaten down, antagonized, raped, and killed on a
consistent basis because they are FORCED to go to racially integrated
schools due to the Jewish government agenda, is that not terrorism? White
workers being fleeced more and more in the form of taxes to support the
shiftless niggers in and out of jail, foreign aid to the third world, aid to support
Israel's criminal empire, all the while breaking the White people's economic
well-being with the aforementioned taxes, inflation, threat of losing their homes,
nest-eggs, the growing fear of going hungry, and fear of dying of cold due to
lack of heat in the home. Make no mistake about it; this is terrorism at the
hands of the Jews that own the economy, government, and the IRS! And they
make it so LIBERAL and POLITICALLY CORRECT that it gives off the facade
of "patriotism" instead of downright terrorism and extortion which it actually is.
But Jews do and say the darndest things, don't they? They know how to make
any one of their societal destroying agendas sound so LIBERAL and
PROGRESSIVE with words such as democracy, equality, fraternity,
brotherhood, melting pot, diversity, multicultural, and the like. If you oppose
these, they have their shaming words: racist, sexist, anti-American, antisemite,
elitist, hater, bigot, Nazi, Hitler, oppressor, imperialist, and many others.

Our White founding fathers and the White people who built this country overall
felt that the constitution would look after all of our issues and interests. That
overall, there wasn't too much to worry about once everything was set.
However, some highly intelligent and insightful men knew otherwise. Ben
Franklin especially talked about his worries about the Jews. If we let them in,
they would in a relatively short time period would own everything and have us
slaving away for them while they sat back and put their boots in our spines a
little deeper for their own grotesque amusement. This foreign tyrant is virtually
identical to Big Brother in the Orwellian book "1984." Just like Big Brother,
many of us don't know or see the enemy! Think about all the elements of Big
Brother in the book and how they compare to today.
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Doublethink in the book is basically political correctness today. An example
would be "diversity is our strength" or "Blacks are exactly the same and equal
to Whites; they only look different." Thoughtcrime in the book is being
politically incorrect today such as saying "Blacks have lower IQs, cause more
crime than Whites and are more likely to kill and rape" or "The Jews have been
the cause of most of the world wars" or even worse "We should have fought
alongside Hitler instead of against him." Newspeak in the book is another form
of acceptable language created by the Jewish controlled media. You can see
this in your generalized talk. Prostitute or hooker has been replaced with the
word "sex worker," homeless person is now an "outdoor urban dweller," a slum
is now a "low-income community," a sex change is now a "gender
reassignment," a left-winged riot is now a "peaceful protest" a right-winged
protest is called a "White nationalist armed riot," an illegal immigrant is now an
"undocumented American," an insult is now "emotional rape," job layoffs are
now "job restructuring", the unemployed are now "the economically inactive,"
preferential treatment is now called "affirmative action," robbery is now "wealth
redistribution," Blackboard is now a "chalkboard," printing money is now
"quantitative easing," postman is now "mail carrier," manpower is now "human
resources" and there so many more that I haven't even mentioned.

Their Ministries of Love, Peace, Plenty and Truth are nothing more than
propaganda fronts, 2+2=5 is their way of forcing you to believe in false dogma,
and memory hole is censorship, fact purging and alteration of history (we have
seen this now with how all the White civilizations and inventions are now
suddenly "Black civilizations and inventions"). As Orwell once said, "If you
want a vision of the future, imagine a boot stamping on a human face forever."
And let me tell you that boot has the Star of David stamped on the bottom of it!
The biggest trick the devil ever pulled was convincing the world he didn't exist;
the devil, in this case, is the Jews. They are a Satanic people; their tyranny is
hidden behind the fuzzy and ornate curtain of "democracy," where people
continue to play the two-party voting game every four years, thinking real
change will come, and it never does. People will continue to play this game of
insanity, expecting a different result. Vote Republican, and hate the Democrats,
and then you feel you have woken up and now you're going to vote Democrat
for some real change because the Republicans didn't follow up on their
promises, and then you have an epiphany and realize the Republicans were
right all along and so you align yourself with them again and then they
suddenly disappoint you once more, and then you side with the Democrats
once again. And the merry go round of insanity and lies goes around and
around and around again, leaving you confused, bewildered, unsure, lost, sad,
hopeless, and shackled in the chains that the Jews built so well. Through all of
this, the Jews are able to deny and avoid any responsibility at all. So many
people see Trump, Obama, Clinton, Bush, and the like as the heads of this
country when in actuality, they are nothing but figureheads and puppets for the
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Jews who conveniently are behind the curtain controlling everything out of
plain sight. Not unlike the Wizard in the Wizard of Oz. The Wizard in our
Emerald City is the Jew! Removing these Jewish controlled puppets won't
change a thing. Only a complete and utter assault on the Jews and their
system can change our situation. But we will have to start somewhere. It will
be a long and exhausting journey for sure. The first step is always the hardest
one to take, but it must be done.

The Jewish controlled system is going after us for sure, we will be slandered,
tracked down, and many other forms of harassment. All of this is to be
expected, but we must make our shots count and take the fight to the enemy.
With the niggers going after us with fists, knives, and guns, with the Jewish
controlled IRS coming to rob us of more money to give to minorities and Israel,
you have to know that they are after your money and your life. They want to
keep you scared, ignorant, broke, and inevitably EXTERMINATED!

We must counter with our own forms of terrorism and power. After all, the only
way to defeat power is with more power. The only way to defeat racism is with
more racism. They are doing whatever it takes to make damn sure that White
people are a minority and have no more clout or power in this nation, and once
that happens, they will focus full force on making sure we're all killed off and
destroyed. They will most likely use the niggers and the other non-whites as a
full-blown strike against us. It will be open season on White people everywhere.
The cops will look the other way and conveniently not be anywhere near the
carnage; the media won't even report it while the niggers have their way with
slitting White men's throats and raping their White wives and giving them filthy
nigger rape babies! You think I'm exaggerating; then, I guess you never read
anything from Black Panther leader and former presidential candidate Eldrige
Cleaver from his book "Soul on Ice." The book in and of itself is disgusting and
reprehensible, but you get inside the mind of the nigger, something he doesn't
want you to see because he wants to come off politically correct and
non-threatening, and the Jews bolster that wholesome image up. There are
many interesting quotes in this book but just to give you an overall
understanding here are some of the main ones from this book:

Page 13: "My feelings towards White women, in general, could be summed up
in the following lines: 'To a White Girl: I love you because you're
White, not because you're charming or bright. Your Whiteness is a silky
thread snaking through my thoughts in redhot patterns of lust and
desire. I hate you because you're White. Your White meat is nightmare
food. White is the skin of Evil. You're my Moby Dick, White Witch,
symbol of the rope and hanging tree, of the burning cross. Loving you
thus and hating you so, my heart is torn in two. Crucified."
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Page 14: "I became a rapist. To refire my technique and modus operandi,
I started out by practicing on Black girls in the ghetto... and when I
considered myself smooth enough, I crossed the tracks and sought out
White prey.... Rape was an insurrectionary act. It delighted me that I
was defying and trampling upon the White man's law, upon his system of
values, and that I was defiling his women---and this point, I believe,
was the most satisfying to me... I felt I was getting revenge."

Not enough for you? How about when Cleaver mentions some material from
LeRoi Jones' book "The Dead Lecturer", which
he felt resonates with his behavior: “ 'A cult of death need of the
simple, striking arm under the street lamp. The cutters from under their
rented earth. Come up, Black dada nihilismus. Rape the White girls.
Rape their fathers. Cut the mothers' throats.' -- I have lived those
lines... There are, of course, many young Blacks out there right now
who are slitting White throats and raping the White girl."

And if you still don't understand the Blacks' and the Jew's objective, here is a
final quote from Cleaver: Page 161: "I believe that if a leader wanted to unite
the Negroes in a solid unity, he could do so very easily. All he'd have to do is
promise every Black man, a White woman, and every Black woman, a White
man. He would have so many followers that he wouldn't know what to do with
them all." This is called INTEGRATION. This was the promise offered by
Black leaders: MIXING with the Whites."

Now that you see them for what they are, what are you doing? We have no
choice; we will either fight, or we will die and be erased from history. We have
to fight and risk it all. What other choice do we have? It won't be easy, but to
survive and win back our country, that's exactly what we have to
do.
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The Jews Are the Enemy

Many of us who are ahead of our time and are willing to go against
conventional wisdom usually suffer miserably before people figure out that our
words, as crazy as they may have sounded in our era, held a great deal of
truth in them. We have had to suffer being unpopular, unprofitable, penniless,
controversial, vilified, denigrated, demonized, reviled, hated, targeted for
assassination, and branded as conspiracy theorists.

The people who laugh at us and call us crazy might one day wake up and
realize there was truth in our words. However, we must press on and keep
chopping away at the big tree that is the Jewish brainwashing. We won’t knock
it down in one shot, but bit by bit over time, the Jews will fall, their systems will
fall, and our people will finally see them and their tools for what they were all
along. The real racists, false prophets, destroyers, gas lighters, and complete
and utter Satanists. We must fight to win instead of fighting not to lose. There
is no other choice since we as a people are losing ground every day. It will
require a great deal of creativity and the will to act!

Many people who fought for us, such as Adolf Hitler and George Lincoln
Rockwell, gave as much as anyone could ask for in regards to helping our
people awaken to the tyranny of the bloodsucking Jews. However, our
forefathers failed us in seeing the light. They fucked up, miserably, and to add
insult to injury; it was in an era that White people were much more racially
conscious than today. I won’t lie to you about this, the road ahead will require
us to give and sacrifice EVEN MORE than either one of those men gave to us.
MUCH MORE! Therefore, in order to make sure we have a fighting chance, we
must make god damn sure that we make our time, money, energy, and efforts
count!

We need to quit sitting on the couch, watching the Jewtube, voting Republican,
kissing up to the Jews, and expecting democracy and politicians to clean it all
up for us. This will not happen. Playing it safe and fighting not to lose will get us
killed, it might be a slow death, but it will be inevitable. We have to fuck shit up;
we have to stir the pot, we have to get uncomfortable and make others even
more uncomfortable. We have to scare the shit out of our people, to leave
them so shook up that their entire reality goes from rock-solid to sand. We
have to shatter their Jewish indoctrinated beliefs in a thousand pieces like a
broken mirror, never to be recovered again. As Tyler Durden from Fight Club
once said, “Only after disaster can we be resurrected.” Once we shatter our
Jew orchestrated false reality hard enough, it will short circuit the minds of
many White people. Once that happens, a new reality must take its place.
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Only a radical level of extremism can do this. Only hitting someone so hard
with facts, plot twists, politically incorrect language, riling up of deep-rooted
natural emotions, especially negative emotions, can achieve this. Political
correctness, tiptoeing, compromise, moderation, and apologeticness NEVER
HAS and NEVER WILL achieve this. It isn’t enough to stir the soul, give you
something to remember, and compel you to take action. Only extremism can
do that. Let’s get emotional, loud, angry, and conscious! That’s what the Jews
fear, and that’s why they shame us with the statements of “angry, racist White
people.” Fine, let’s embrace that for a change. Yes! We are angry, racist White
people, and what?! If we had an attitude like that, the cowardly little kikes
would shit their pants, cry in their corner and look for ways to go back to Israel.
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The I.R. to the S.

Many of us despise and at the same time have a healthy fear for the I.R.S. As
crazy as the Joker was in Batman universe, he even said himself that even HE
wasn’t crazy enough to fuck with the I.R.S. That says something right there. I
can understand why people try to pay them as little as possible. Our
government wastes so much money on giving aid to the third world, helping
and financing non-Whites at the expense of White taxpayer money, giving aid
to Israel to continue their terrorist operations in occupied Palestine! There are
a lot of reasons to be angry with them!

I wonder how much do White people need to be fleeced until they decide the
game is rigged and start going after the I.R.S mafia and put them in fucking
bodybags!

That would be interesting. I wonder what the Jew infested government would
do next? After all, we know the Jews worship money and Satan; these are their
Gods for sure. There have been some revolts in the past, although the Jew
media will do whatever they can to censor and purge that information before it
could ever land in your search results. I wonder why?

Whatever you’re drinking right now, be it water, whisky, wine, or soda pop, let’s
raise our glasses to the I.R.S. falling apart and their hired vampires stacked
thousands high in body bags that would make Tommy from The Karate Kid
proud.
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Battleship

It almost goes without saying that in the road ahead, we will get subjected to
discomfort. We can’t run, hide, lock ourselves up in White enclaves forever,
that’s only delaying the inevitable. Sooner or later, we will have to fight THEM;
we can’t shield ourselves from the inevitable battle ahead. This is a fight we
can’t walk away from; this is a fight for our very survival. We are going to raise
hell; we are going to open Pandora’s box, we are going to stir up the hornet’s
nest. Once this happens, we are going to get dirty; things are going to get
messy, bloody, and violent. We can’t avoid this. We know the current standstill
must inevitably be disrupted. If we continue to maintain the status quo and
allow business, as usual, we will see everything our race ever built and
bestowed to us go right down the fucking crapper! Nothing good will come of
our country and our race if we allow the same shit to continue day in and day
out. In order to one day have REAL CHANGE and control over our country
once more, we must take drastic action. There is no other way. The average
White American sadly is quite sensitive and weak to the circumstances. He
has been too comfortable and too coddled for too damn long. He thinks things
are fucked up as it is, enough crime, enough mayhem, enough disorder as it is,
so why add more? What they don’t understand is currently we have “controlled
chaos,” which has been orchestrated and manufactured by the Jews, also
known as Big Brother. They have the tools and ability to stop the crime, riots,
murders, and the madness anytime they want to, but they choose to do
otherwise because it fits into their overall agenda.

The current crime waves are highly beneficial to the Jews and his tools of the
established order. The niggers rioting, raping, killing, stealing, vandalizing, and
destroying property has caused the Jewish run insurance companies,
legislators, and all the other blood-sucking Jewish institutions free rein to
fleece and extort all of us, and the businesses that would do whatever it takes
to pacify the filthy niggers instead of joining together and wiping them out! The
nigger and illegal crime waves give the Jewish owned Big Brother more
leverage to pass more invasive laws so that we are indeed “One Nation Under
Surveillance”, and to disarm the law-abiding White population while the
niggers and illegals can still keep their illegal weapons to “kill Whitey!” The
crime that is predominantly caused by non-Whites allows the Jewish owned
legislators to pass laws to create a perpetual and all-consuming police state,
and it goes without saying that the Jews’ hands are at the controls. THEY don’t
want crime to decline; THEY need things to continue and get worse to further
their agenda.
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What THEY don’t want and are afraid of is a level of complete and utter chaos
and disorder that they can’t manage, control, or eliminate. If it gets too crazy
that it goes beyond their ability to control the situation, then it won’t be
beneficial to their master plan. We can’t play it safe and just make waves, we
need to sink and destroy the entire fucking battleship! When this happens, we
need to hustle hard and get to our lifeboats while the rest drown and die of
hypothermia. We must sink the Jewish Titanic, the ship many gullible
Americans believe cannot sink.
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Strategy

We have to face facts as a people that the Jews, their minions, and the system
that they own and control will not change their ways. If someone has a gun to
your head and you're unable to counter him with a gun of your own guess what?
Your begging, pleading, bargaining, and any other form of de-escalation won't
stop him from killing you if that's his intention. Our entire establishment is
corrupt and rotten to the core. As long as it stands as it is nothing good can
come of it, real change will never happen. Even former President Barack
Obama said it himself, "The most important lesson I've learned is that you can't
change Washington from the inside. You can only change it from the outside."

I use this statement to prove a point, working with the system isn't the path to
real change, getting elected president won't get you real change, democracy
and the status quo of the system won't bring you real change. We are and will
be in a perpetual battle with the system until we're able to smash the Jewish
motherfuckers into junk and all of their hired dogs along with them. The
revolution will take time, just like everything else does. We won't go from
drinking beer, eating potato chips and watching football to then arming
ourselves and going straight into battle. We have a lot that we have to do
beforehand. We also need to stop thinking that there will be a messiah that will
tell us what to do and lead us into battle. The Jews and their system would
destroy him so fast that he would never have a chance to set anything up. We
need to be free thinkers and stop letting the Jewish owned media tell us what
to think, what to feel, and what to do. Inevitably, once you see the big picture,
our current situation in America, the other side of history that the Jews have
tried feverishly to suppress, purge and ban from your viewing, you come to an
understanding. Your eyes, for the first time, become open. You see clearly for
the first time in your entire life, and you FINALLY know what you and your race
must do. We must educate ourselves and our fellow people. I see it as three
main issues: What's going on? Why is it happening? What must be done?

Many so-called White "leaders" can do the first two of those pretty well, but
once it comes down to a call to action, they get scared or throw something
weak, such as "go vote." Many deep down know that the only way we're
getting out of this is through battle, but they are afraid to shout it because the
Jews will take them down instantly. Many white "leaders" are so scared of
naming the Jews as the enemy that they dare not speak their name. They
come up with other words such as elites, globalists, the system, the media, etc.
But any of us who have been around long enough can read between the lines.
We must start focusing on educating ourselves in revolution and preparation
for it rather than voting Republican or other irrelevant issues.
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The White race collectively must come to despise the Jews and the system
they own, and even lose respect for it. The system is still feared and respected
because it has the perception of impenetrability, but what happens when the
system's spirit is broken, and people see it as weak and lose respect for it?
The likelihood of an all-out assault is quite high indeed.

We also need to organize, and sadly the pro-White movements overall have
failed miserably in this attempt. We have many problems such as rival factions
fighting over what makes the most sense on the road to victory, and race
traitors who sell out their fellow White man for a few bucks, to save his own ass
and to win brownie points with the nigger loving Jews. We must have safe
havens for our race, a close-knit group that the Jews can't kill off, pay off or
scare off. A community that will give safe haven for our people, our fighters,
support when the Jewish owned establishment tries to cut off our livelihoods,
that will keep each other's secrets. We must be aligned in our culture, values,
standard operating procedures in the event of critical moments, a sense of
integrity and loyalty, dependability, and togetherness. If we can do this
successfully and work together, we can become a powerful battering ram that
will smash the living shit out of the Jews and their system. We must have the
will to act, the will to use our power, our brains, everything that we have in
order to win. Because guess what? It will take everything we got and MORE.

None of the pro-White groups of today even come close to this ideal. We have
a lot of work to do.
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The Secrets That We Keep

If you're going to do something revolutionary, don't talk about it. When you talk
there are many people from the establishment to their Hired Guns to their
snitches that can benefit from this you can go to jail for a long time simply for
conspiracy. You don't even need to DO anything you only need to talk about it
to a small group of people, and they can bring you in for conspiracy. Sadly, we
have seen throughout pro-White revolutions that our own people are the ones
who end up ratting us out or screwing us over. This is highly unfortunate;
however, it is a reality. You have to be very careful with who you trust and the
company that you keep, or otherwise, you end up like George Lincoln
Rockwell who got killed by one of his own people or Bob Mathews who was
ratted out by one of his own people, and the list goes on and on. Loose lips
sink ships.

Unfortunately, this is the reality for now because of us being unable to tell
friend from foe. We don't know which White people are in support of our cause,
and we don't know which ones aren't, and we don't know which ones are
pretending to be supportive to us but then are going to rat us out later. A lot of
these revolutions and these revolutionary acts will be carried out by individuals
rather than large groups. This is highly unfortunate, but this is the harsh reality
that we have to deal with right now if you conspire with other people, if you
have a group, there's always a chance that at least one of them will leak the
information. There's always a chance at least one of them will snitch. There's
always a chance that at least one of them will turn on you, but if it's carried out
by lone individuals, there's a good chance that it will be less likely to be traced
or found out about. Inevitably when this revolution grows, and the system can't
stop it from spreading like wildfire, we can eventually send the race traitors,
sell-outs, and snitches to their final reward. Be it snitches that try to infiltrate
our organization, politicians that sell us out, or anyone else for that matter.
They will all get the sword or be purified by fire!

Targets of choice will most likely be Jews with some Blacks sprinkled in there.
Anyone can learn how to train themselves through many different types of
books and YouTube videos when it comes to basic military training, combat
training, or weapons training. They will most likely make a statement and make
an example of these people to make sure that the media and everyone else
knows the message they’re trying to send. If social media wants to censor and
ban us, then we have no choice but to take it to the streets, and if they ban
weapons or they try to disarm the White population, this will only increase the
revolutionary acts. If you can't do it, if you decide that it's not sensible for you to
do it, or feel that you're going to get caught, then don't do it. Don't try to tell
anyone else to do it, and don't listen if anyone else is trying to talk you into
doing it. Just don't talk at all, but you should think about keeping yourself
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informed, well trained, and have your weapons, materials, and plans at the
ready because with so many tension points going on in America now, you
never know when you might need them. As more civil unrest ensues, as more
people stop following the rules of the system, once more blatant disobedience
comes along, and the society as a whole has become decayed, broken,
weakened and vulnerable then you will feel it in the air that this will indeed be
the "final battle." You will see massive murder, assault, and chaos. If we play
our cards right, we will have a chance at re-taking what's rightfully ours again.
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Marked for Death

It goes without saying that being part of these public Pro White organizations,
doing protests, rallies, and anything else where we get exposure, our names
are forever marked for death in the databases of the FBI, the CIA, and the ADL.
This doesn't include state and local police. Doing it the old way is not going to
work. We have to go off the grid, away from the system, take it underground,
and do things by ourselves on an independent basis. One person, no partners,
no plan, no organization. It's going to be made of many renegades and
one-man shows. You must be careful not to make any full-blown direct attacks
against the enemy in doing so we would be outnumbered and easily
smashed. Doing parades, rallies and all these protests open and in the streets,
for everyone to see is not a good idea. We must be careful with our
propaganda machines and not go too wide due to the fact that we don't need
to be in those databases if we can avoid it. We should go and spread the
propaganda person-to-person especially the people that we know very closely
and take it from there.

Also, be careful in regards to how we present ourselves and any indications or
indicators that are associated with this type of cause we have to be able to
move freely or as freely as we can within the mainstream without being noticed
by anybody that might be against us in order for this to work. We must be able
to carry out our mission without expecting praise, reward, or fame. Whatever it
is that we do, we must be able to do it and do it effectively. All of us have
different roles to play. The real leaders are the ones that actually DO what they
say they're going to do, and they don't just talk about it because, as we all
know, talk is cheap. Anyone can talk the talk, very few are able to walk the
walk, and that's the sign of a real leader. It is with virtually any revolution the
youth are our future; they don't have the baggage that we have, so we must
teach them well and let them lead the way.
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Beware of the Sellouts

The unfortunate truth is that we have many sellouts among us, they look White,
they act White, they ARE White, but they snitch for the system, they sell out
their own fellow White people in order to get brownie points from the
establishment and all the minorities that they pander to in order to convince
them that they're not "racist." The people who are fighting for our cause, who
have had the most success are the people who typically at this point in the
game act alone they don't have a team. They don't have partners, and they
don't talk about their escapades. If you do this the chances of you committing
many different actions without getting caught or at least not getting caught until
much, later on, is much more likely because often the system is looking for
White people who might be connected to these White radicals who will sell
them out, and often they get what they want. We have to be careful; we can't
afford to have snitches and sellouts among us.

Another lesson is, don't deal with the police. Not only are they incompetent and
do not serve the White man's interests, but they are nothing more than hired
guns for the Jewish system. In other words, if anything, they are your enemy,
but White folks are not aware of this even if someday the police become police
for the White race, you still have to be careful. Too many of our own people
want to think that they are doing a civic duty by selling us out. The Jews will
brand us as terrorists and outlaws, but many of these White lemmings are not
able to think for themselves. If the authorities tell them something is so, they
believe it, and they roll over like submissive little dogs. Until the White race is
the authority, and their purpose, and their allegiance is to the White race only,
we have to be realistic and understand the ugly truth that the establishment
and the cops and everybody else that's with them is against us.

When you compare the United States to other nations such as Northern
Ireland or even Hungary, they stick up for each other, and you don't have
sellouts or snitches in their group. But in the United States, we have an alien
tribe (the Jews) who own the government and pretend that the government is
for everyone, which obviously is not the case. And then you have Blacks, and
illegals who are being used as weapons, and expendable pawns by the Jews
to destroy the White race. They wouldn't be as effective if it weren't for so
many White sellouts that work with the Jewish run government. It would be a
lot easier to defeat the establishment, the system, the Jews, and everyone
else that's on their side if White people had half a brain, and had any level of
solidarity in regards to their race. But the fact of the matter is is that they don't
at least not currently, and there is a possibility that they may never have it and
if that's the reality we will have to do things differently. We must be careful, and
not overlook anything; we have to be careful not to say anything that could
connect us or associate us with illegality. We must focus on staying silent, beat
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down the sellouts, and beat down the Jews, and their established order.
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Dummies

In order for any type of small movement, whether it is a startup or a
revolutionary movement, the founding people, and the earliest associates have
to be smart, effective, and highly competent. They must be capable of doing
their jobs without being hand-held. What we have seen within large companies,
and our own government is that they become not only slower, and more
bureaucratic, but the quality and the intellect of the talent that comes in sharply
declines. They are nothing more than cogs in machines, and many of them can
be replaced at a moment's notice, and on the surface, it looks like they cannot
be beaten. Of course, there are plenty of intelligent people within these larger
organizations, but they are not exactly the same as you find in the smaller
companies, and in revolutions. These people can do things independently. The
bigger companies need plenty of dumb people who can be little messenger
boys or monkeys who just do as they're told. However, in startups, and in
revolutions, you cannot afford to have these types of people whatsoever. In
order for real ownership, things will succeed or fail with a very small group of
people.

Unintelligent people en masse or even as individuals are still quite dangerous.
They can definitely fuck up a cup of coffee, and they can definitely make things
much worse when it comes to strategies, plans, and operations that actually
matter. However, sometimes we don't think about our opponents being stupid.
For an intelligent person to make a mistake, it's a little bit more acceptable, at
least they have a chance to course-correct or do damage control. They have
the awareness that they made a mistake, and they can change it and rectify it.
Whereas if you bet the house on someone who's not intelligent at all, and they
make a mistake, there's really not much you can do other than you, and some
other people having to do an intervention.

Too many people that are below average or not up to par on the intelligence
scale joining the fold of any organization will eventually bring it down, collapse,
hurt the establishment itself, and everyone else around them. It's also hard to
understand or assess someone who's not smart. A lot of them don't THINK
they just DO things. They are hard to predict, and they have the capacity to do
virtually anything, and messing up everything. Someone who's smart that you
have to fight against, you probably know what they're going to do, and they
might actually be smarter than you, and be a few steps ahead of you. You
know that there's a high probability that he will fight to the bitter end, he will
fight intelligently, and he will fight with the mission, and the values that he
holds dear. But with dumb people, they don't have that same care or regard
like I said they are not the thinkers; they are just doers, and they do without
thinking. You have to be careful not to associate with these people. You must
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distance yourself, and your cause from them because many of them have no
cause at all. If you can do that, you will have a much stronger team as a result.
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Inform Your Associates

As mentioned before, everyone has a part to play in this battle, and not
everyone is cut out to be a leader. We can't expect everybody to have the
ability to do all the strategizing and all of the big picture planning. This is
especially true if there is a SWAT team, an FBI or a police raid that comes up
against you on short notice and under highly stressful conditions. You have to
inform everyone on what to do and what needs to be done. Just the facts. Just
the important information that they need to know. People need certainty, and
doubt needs to be erased as much as possible. Once your people are aware of
the basics, then everything else is pretty much easy; you might even have to
do this in the event that there is a court testimony where they have to testify in
regards to the events that may have happened. You must keep your side of
the story consistent if you're under any interrogation or investigation by the
cops, and that includes informing your associates. Everything must be
consistent. You, and everyone else around you need to be aware of how the
cops, the investigators and everyone else involved questions, and interrogates
people, how they get you to open up, all of their tricks of the trade and anything
else that they may do in order to put you in a bad spot. Often, you will know in
a commonsense way how to answer their questions; if anything, you may have
to stay silent and wait for legal counsel to come along. They will do whatever it
takes for you to waive your rights. They are not your friends; they are not there
to help you; they're there to get something out of you, which is usually a
confession. The way you inform your people should be in such a way that they
become miniature experts as well in a very short time that they will know what
to do, and the enemy will not know what you might be up to. You must always
focus on outsmarting the cops.
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Keep a Level Head

In any of these revolutionary situations, you have to do the best you can to
keep a level head. In these types of scenarios, things can become violent and
volatile in a short time. Never assume that other people are more level headed
than you are. You want to avoid being caught up in the middle of a firefight that
you have no control over. You'll want as much control over the battle, how it
takes place, where it takes place, and the outcome as much as you can. And
you must focus on survival no matter what. We can't afford to get caught up in
situations that can make us lose our heads and there's nothing to gain other
than being angry. If there's a conflict or a precarious situation, and we don't
have a clear path to victory or anything to gain from it, then it is best that we
avoid it altogether. With any decisions that you make, make sure that you
thought it through, and that you know the outcome, and that it's in your favor.
Discipline must be maintained when going into battle. If you're able to come
out of it unscathed ,and most importantly alive, then in some respects, that's a
moral victory as well as gaining experience, and data from your opponents that
you could use as leverage in your next battle. We must be careful, we must
have smart planning into everything that we do or don't do until the White race
as a collective wakes up, and bands together to fight the enemy. We must do
whatever we have to do to continue to survive until that day comes. We must
keep a level head. It has to be crystal clear that you must keep your cool
because there's no guarantee that other people will.
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On The Run

You can't be involved in a revolution and have the expectations that you're not
going to be bothered by the police or any other authorities. They could come
after you at any given moment. Some people could be able to pack a bag or
two and head out without too much of an issue. Maybe that wouldn't be the
case if overall we had much stronger defenses, but that's not the case. At the
same time, there's plenty of us that are not prepared adequately on the offense
either, but I'm speaking in the context of the possibility of you going to jail,
being arrested for any type of manufactured legal or criminal infraction that
they make up you have to ask yourself a lot of questions. First of all, what
would you do if that happened? Would you be able to leave your house on
short notice or immediately? Do you have reliable transport that you can use
immediately? Do you have a safe house in the area that's available
immediately? Do you have a safe house outside of your home state that's also
available immediately? What about a safe house outside the country? Do you
have reliable people that you can communicate with from your home country
that can inform you on everything that's happening while you're not
around? Do you know of any foreign governments that might offer help and a
safe haven if you had to leave your country forever? If it boiled down to it,
could you go through with it? Or would you be completely paralyzed by fear,
unable to do anything at all?

These are things you need to start thinking about. You have to figure out how
to get all those things done your life might depend on it. It won't be like the
movies for if it's an all-out battle chances are it's just going to be the police
against you so you're going to have to figure out whether or not you can run
away from the police by yourself, and be ready to go at a moment's notice with
very few items to take with you if the answer is no that could prove to be fatal. I
highly advise you to start thinking about these things and then put them into
action.
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We Must Survive

I wouldn't consider myself a survivalist even though I have survived under
some relatively harsh conditions. However, as our society keeps falling apart in
many ways, every day is a battle for survival. Some of us are hobbyists when it
comes to what is considered being a prepper. We have to put things into
perspective and consider that yes, it is a part of what we need to focus on, but
it's not the end-all-be-all. As with anything else when it becomes mainstream,
and there are corporations looking to profit from it, then it starts to become
trendy and has lost its meaning. It becomes just another fad for the Jews to
exploit—case in point when everyone was going on about the alleged zombie
apocalypse that obviously never happened. We have to take into consideration
that the only way real change is going to happen is through an eventual
revolution. Revolution is caused by civil unrest; civil unrest is caused when the
entire system has rotted away, and fallen apart entirely.

We are currently in the process of societal collapse, but we also have to
understand that any change that we're going to be able to bring is going to be
bit by bit and done in a gradual way. A lot of people think one big event is going
to change the whole system. Most of the time, it doesn't happen that way.
Many people can't think of the big picture. That things are done gradually over
time. This is how our opponents gain the upper hand. They do a little bit of
damage at a time, but over a long span of time, it becomes so cumulative that
you can't do anything, and then you start to question how it all happened to
begin with. Well, it was a little bit at a time. What we have to do is focus on the
basics, one of them being to do the best you can to stay away from the big
cities. These are the areas where Big Brother has the most power, and many
of them are run by minorities where you are as a White person are
overwhelmingly outnumbered. Second of all, you need to do the best you can
to live in an area where self-reliance is feasible, an area where you can survive
effectively and not be targeted because you're White. In the event of complete
national chaos and panic, the big cities chances are will all fall apart. Thirdly,
you need to make sure that you can have independent sources of food, water,
and heating; you must also have weaponry and plenty of ammunition. What I
have stated are the basics, nothing fancy.

This is nothing more than a way of living and a way to make it a habit, all the
while not disrupting the way you currently live on a day-to-day basis. Sadly
many people will come up short in these initiatives. And many of these people
will not live to see another day in the event of widespread collapse of society.
You also need first aid materials, other medical supplies, and alternative,
independent forms of communication, although difficult it's not impossible to
possibly organize with neighbors in your community if it's tight-knit and all
White. The possibility of us elaborating any further beyond this is probably not
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attainable at this time. You want to make sure that it's done sensibly, and a
little bit at a time, you don't want it to turn to a hobby or fall into materialism as
a result of doing this. There might even be plenty of young urban professionals
that will commit wholeheartedly to prepping, especially the ones with the
money to do so, but there's plenty of things that they may not understand due
to their brainwashing from Jewish academia. First of all, are they living in a
multicultural metropolitan cesspool? Are they in an area where there are
hundreds of thousands or even millions of racial alien criminals in their
immediate vicinity? Do they have a reliable well for water? Do they have fuel
and wood for heat? Can they make and kill their own food? If there is a race
war in their town, and are they a target? Many people involved in survivalism
are nothing more than fancy hobbyists. No different than the men who love
having a man-cave. Still, we have to use common sense if we're going to
survive, and when so we need to focus on being realistic, and coming up with
ways of taking action in the road ahead.
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Revolution Preparation

Many Whites in this country are currently asleep despite there being blatantly
obvious civil unrest at this time. Unfortunately, too many Whites still would be
blindsided if there was an all-out revolt. We are aware of how corrupt,
irredeemable, and rotten the entire Jewish run system is. If we also believe in
ourselves, and our abilities to be effective in the revolution, even if we're
blindsided by what may happen, at least we'll have some degree of readiness
and will be less likely to become a victim or a statistic. At this time, some of the
blockers that are preventing a revolution in America from happening are the
Jewish run mass media, the smooth sailing (more or less) of our national
economy, and the complacency, and idle mindedness of White people. Much
like the Matrix the system run by the Jews can continue to exist, and more or
less survive without too much of an issue. Under this system the people are
not allowed to think freely, not allowed to think for themselves, not allowed to
be informed on the truth, and not allowed to speak out and have a divergent
opinion. People are still under the brainwashing spell of the Jewish run mass
media.

One massive objective that we need to focus on is somehow riling up the
people, waking them up, pushing their ideology all the way to radicalism, and a
total revolt and assault against the system. Many of us will have to find a way
or make a way to create our own respective economy or live off the system in
order to accelerate its collapse and to increase our chances of surviving
despite how much time we may or may not have, avoiding the big cities, and
creating our own close-knit, all White micro-communities for ourselves and our
respective families. We will also have to undo all the brainwashing and
focusing on the complete abandonment of the Jewish system's set of beliefs
and replace them with one for our race, such as National Socialism. We must
also have a sufficient amount of weaponry and ammunition. What we should
not do is panic buy as far as large amounts of weapons. We need to focus on
finding safe havens so that our lives, our beliefs, our heritage, and our values
are inherently ours, and nothing that the blood-sucking Jews can try to rape,
and ruin with their anti-White mass media propaganda.

We must focus on undermining the Jewish run system, preparing ourselves,
and organizing ourselves for a complete and utter assault on their system. In
other words, a total revolution. In the road ahead the best catalyst for this
revolution in America will be any significant destruction or entire, complete
collapse of the national economy. Another possibility is also any type of large
crisis indiscriminate of where it comes from. We want the Jewish run system to
burnout, to go belly-up so that their illusion of control is completely
disrupted, that their hired guns will lose their purpose and morale, and we
definitely want to see them under complete assault by the different types of
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mobs of people that exist in this country. Considering the circumstances, it will
be the Blacks and illegals that will most likely be the culprits, which will be
highly ironic because they have been focusing on those people to murder and
undermine the White people in this country for quite some time so it will be
very interesting when these very people that they were using to further their
agenda will be turned against them. Once this happens, then we will be able to
slowly but surely take back everything, and take back control of this country.
Afterward, no one knows for sure how long it will take it might actually come
sooner than one would think, but we need to have a very intact, loyal, and high
functioning revolutionary group that is ready-made, and experienced possibly
from ex-military personnel. If this cannot happen, then the only way it could
continue to go on and work would be somebody would have to have the will to
act, strong leadership ability, and the strength and discipline to make it a reality.
Hitler was a perfect embodiment of this type of man with not only military
experience but with the strength, discipline, and, most importantly, the WILL to
use everything he possessed to achieve this goal. It's our duty and obligation
to make this happen.
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Against the Grain

Many people regardless of what it is that they do tend to do things in a way that
sounds sensible, it sounds normal on paper, but in reality, it could actually get
you in a lot of trouble, and this is not uncommon in respect to what a lot of
pro-White movements do. What they do a lot of the time is before they have
advantageous positioning. Before they have a strategy, before they have
everything as planned out as possible, they start shooting up the place
immediately against the Jewish system and then trying to find a place to hide.
Wouldn't it be better to go against the grain and make sure that you have
everything at the ready before you go into battle? For example disengage as
much as possible from mainstream Society, if you can go off the grid, have
your own secret place and do that for a while to make sure that you know how
to go to your enemies locations and back to your home with your eyes closed,
to make sure that you've adapted and you're comfortable in your new
environment. Once you're able to do that, then you could go forward and
unleash multiple assaults on the enemy without getting caught, at least for a
sustained period of time. Letting your anger get the better of you, and making a
spontaneous attack, and then scrambling to find a hiding place is suicide.
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The Right Time to Strike

You might ask when is the right time to strike against the enemy? Well
depending on how much damage you want to do you don't need a lot of
weapons per se you might just need a knife or a pistol but you got to have the
will to use them as mentioned in the previous writings. If you're really thinking
about going into battle, you should focus on planning, strategy and taking your
time first. Drop out of sight; if you can, you should isolate yourself, and even go
off the grid or as much as possible, get accustomed to your new environment,
and then can you can start thinking about taking military action against the
Jewish system. The probability of you not only succeeding in your attacks but
also surviving them will be much higher than some trigger-happy idiot who
grabs whatever weapon he has, starts causing havoc, and then trying to figure
out on the fly where he's going to hide. But we have to think about the future.
The possibility of a White revolution will be determined by some event
triggering an entire chain reaction of events. National panic, collapse, and
chaos will keep the system occupied, and would allow us breathing room to do
what we need to do. I can't tell you who that group will be or what that event
will be. Some people thought that COVID-19 was going to be that event, but it
seems like it wasn't devastating enough to trigger something of that
magnitude.

As far as what could trigger this huge event it could be the Black people, it
could be a natural disaster, it could be an economic collapse, it could be some
attack that people interpret as a hate crime, and it becomes an all-out race
war. It could be any of these things, but it has to be something large enough
and destructive enough that it keeps the cops and the entire Jewish run Big
Brother system occupied and distracted at the same time we have to be
cognizant of the fact that we still won't be completely left to our own devices.
The people who are already prepared, and are isolated from the mainstream
world probably are not worried that much, but many of us who are living
conventional lives, and especially homeowners in traditional neighborhoods
are going to have a lot of problems to solve, and a lot of things to think about
when the revolution comes along. We better start thinking about it right away
because once the shooting, the chaos, and the panic starts happening, we
won't have any time to adapt.

We must also understand that the Jewish run system is probably going to do
several things. First of all, once the shooting starts, they will start arresting any
and all revolutionaries they know of. When the economy starts to collapse you
can expect the Jewish system to also start confiscating private property, guns,
and assets from the White people, and finally once they feel their days are
numbered, they're going to overstep their boundaries beyond orders of
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magnitude in violating people's civil liberties and rights. The reason why we
have to focus on a counter strike against the Jewish run system is that our
numbers are simply not large enough to withstand a full-blown assault from the
Jewish system's law enforcement. Each individual will have to do their own fair
share of work once a full-blown assault has started, and whether or not he's in
the position to get away with it when the system comes after him. Some of us
might be considered a huge threat to the Jewish owned cops, we may be
hunted down like dogs, some of us might not be considered very important,
and we can continue to get away with fighting back without the cops being
none the wiser. We're going to have to figure out all of these things on an
individual basis before we start taking action. You must also take into
consideration that they are quite used to White people rolling over like dogs
before them.

Once the violence starts, that belief probably will not be changed, or otherwise,
they probably would bring a full-blown army after us immediately. This will
force us to make uncomfortable choices about what to do when a handful of
these cops come after us. If we allow them to arrest us in some cases, we
might be as good as dead. They will take everything we have, and strip us from
everyone we know, and love, or we can take the fight to them, which then will
force us to either kill or be killed. The outcome is quite clear either we will kill
them, and bury them in the ground or somewhere away from prying eyes or we
will end up being killed. These are all things that we need to seriously consider,
and think about right now and to prepare for them because once the shooting
starts, there will be no time left.
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National Socialism

“National Socialism fundamentally is the application of science not only to
inanimate objects and animals, but to mankind himself.” - George Lincoln
Rockwell

“Every National Socialist believes in idealism - believes in something that is
worth more than his own one single human life. He's willing to die for
something. When you're ready to die for something, then you're alive. And until
you are ready to die for something, you have no real fanaticism.” - George
Lincoln Rockwell

“Struggle is the father of all things. It is not by the principles of humanity that
man lives or is able to preserve himself above the animal world, but solely by
means of the most brutal struggle.” - Adolf Hitler

“I'm for a multi-racial world in which each race keeps to itself, in harmony
with the other races. Like in a garden, you have flowerbeds of roses and
flowerbeds of carnations and irises and different other flowers. They don't
intermarry. They stay separate, and each one has its beauty. . . . I'm against
colonialism for the reason that colonialism infects the master as well as the
slave. It even infects the master more.” - Savitri Devi
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Being a National Socialist

As the old saying goes, if it ain't broke, don't fix it. In order to win this racial war,
a belief system does help with that, especially if it's towards the most important
thing we can fight for: our race. And some people may decide to take up a
Eurocentric belief system such as Odinism, Paganism, Greek or Roman
mythology, or Creativity. However, it might be more sensible at least, for now,
to focus on something that's a little bit more tangible. I would say something
like Brahmanism, which is basically Aryanism. The White race at the top of the
totem pole of nature's finest being ever created on this planet. Our race should
be our religion. One could also argue that National Socialism and by that I
mean White National Socialism is arguably the best political, and philosophical
system made by, and for the White race. Instead of trying to reinvent the wheel,
it would be more sensible to stick with what works, and for all intents, and
purposes, this is the most suitable system for our needs.

We must focus on the White race and nothing but the White race. Nothing else
matters at this present time. Sadly many conservatives who claim without even
saying it directly that they are pro-White in actuality aren't. Many times they
focus on religion, grovel to racial aliens, pander to Jews, pander to a
constitution that's been bastardized, pander to businesses that have no loyalty
to the White race, and strictly focusing on the dollar instead of focusing on the
White race. I suppose Commander Rockwell was right when he said famously:
“To hell with the right-wing!” Therefore we need to keep everything simple; we
must keep our objectives clear, our reason for existence clear, and not allow
any divergent thinking to derail us. We are focused on preserving, bettering,
and advancing the White race. Everything else is bullshit.
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Unity

National Socialism has many differences than what we could consider today to
be the Republican Party. Our ideology focuses on the realities, and importance
of race. The Republican ideology doesn't. Our ideology advocates for wiping
out the Jews, and anyone else that wants to destroy the White race. The
Republican ideology doesn’t. We must focus on what this country is going to
be like once we smash the Jewish system motherfuckers into junk. We're not
talking about once the system has collapsed because there will still be many
factions fighting against each other for supremacy but rather once order has
been created from the chaos.

Many people that are considered Republicans say that big government is
always an evil entity and has to be eliminated. A lot of people on the left
believe that the government should be run similar to a nanny state. I disagree
with both; it's not a matter of the size of the government; it's a matter of who
the government serves and how healthy it is. Hitler made it very clear in Mein
Kampf that National Socialism was going to be Germany's singular power
source and authority. In North America, it should be no different. To get to that
point will be a long uphill climb, and even when we do get there, there will be
many tribes and factions that will be fighting for supremacy not only for the fate
of this nation but for the whole world. The Jewish run system is the enemy and
make no mistake about it; they will not take this fight lying down. They will have
to be dethroned one way or another. Most likely, we will also have enemies
from the outside that will also try to fight against us.

However, regardless of whether our enemies are foreign or domestic, they
must all be destroyed. Once the smoke clears even within the pro-White
movement, there will be many subdivisions, but somehow, someway, they will
all have to be unified under one leadership group. This might upset people's
stomachs, and it is highly chaotic, but it is the will to power. From a National
Socialist perspective, the purpose of government is to be the leader of its
citizens, not simply a nanny or anything else. The leaders, and the founding
fathers of any society dictate what the nation becomes. We must focus on
raising strong children, molding them and shaping them in such a way that
they are a reflection of our philosophy so that we can achieve the perfect
human race, and therefore the perfect nation in a reasonable time period.

Only an authoritarian and centralized form of government could ever fulfill this
daunting task. We must balance our civic duties, and responsibilities with our
rights, and freedoms. The reason why our nation, and society has become so
weak is that people have become way too entitled, and have focused strictly
on what rights, and freedoms they can get without having to focus on social
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duties, and responsibilities to their race. All of this is further down the line. In
the short-term, it would be nice if the pro-White movements could have enough
sense, and discipline to focus on unifying themselves together into a single
powerful group if we could do that we would accomplish things much faster,
and much further than we ever could by ourselves. The reason why a lot of
non-Whites don't take the pro-White movement seriously is because of the fact
that we have too many factions, and we are way too scattered. Let me tell you
something if we somehow could bring all of us together into one strong
battering ram they would be shitting their pants tomorrow. Many people will cry
out that having a dictatorship is wrong, but it depends on the context. A
dictatorship focused strictly for, and by the White race will be highly
effective. They also don't take into consideration that dictatorships are not
done completely by one man; it requires a strong, and intelligent team to run
everything, especially a rather large nation. We are discussing one team and
only one team, not many teams scrambling around butting heads, and
impeding progress. And if we really want to go there, we are already under a
dictatorship of the Jewish Big Brother system. We want to remove the Jews
from everything in our White society and replace it with our own dictatorship for
the White race. And we will steamroll past any form of opposition that's against
the advancement of the White race.

One reason why the Jews have been able to get away with being Big Brother
for so long is that they hide in the shadows although we know that they pull the
strings so, in essence, they come off without a face, without a name, without
anything tangible enough for us to declare them directly as the enemy. This is
why many White people are asleep; they cannot see clearly that the Jews are
behind all of this. Adolf Hitler was a perfect example of someone who was able
to formulate an effective dictatorship that was beneficial to the White race. The
upcoming government will have to be one that is for the White race and by the
White race. It will be run in a disciplined manner and run by White men who
are strictly focused on furthering, bettering, and augmenting the greatness of
the White race. Everything else will be secondary. Everything will be focused
on whether it will benefit the White race or if it will not benefit the White
race. The Jews that run the Big Brother system are focused entirely on
destroying the White race, and they have gone to the ends of the Earth and
spared no expense focusing on that destruction. We know the depth to which
the Jew will sink in order to attain his goals. We must be even more focused to
preserve, and further our race, and have the will to act on it.
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System Separation

The misconceived notions that the common White man has of our ideology are
so backwards that it's sad. However, the determining factor of our victory will
not be in becoming more moderate or on compromise. As a matter of fact,
when it comes to political ideology, has that never worked with the
masses? They will only respect, and respond to strength. We must be
unapologetically, uncompromisingly in favor of the White race, against the
Jews and the Blacks, and not be afraid to use the swastika as our symbol. We
will have to fight many misconceived notions about us that the Jewish media
doesn't stop perpetuating on a daily basis. They have spread lies about
Hitler, about the National Socialist movement, the lie that we gassed six million
little Jews, and that somehow we are synonymous with Communism.

Thankfully once the shooting starts, and the hornet's nest has been stirred up,
a lot of these ad hominem attacks will go out the window, and the White people
will want to align themselves with the winning team that looks like them. This is
especially true with a lot of the White liberals, and moderates when the
non-Whites they have been kissing ass to for all these years finally turn their
weapons on them and start to tear them apart. They will finally start to become
racist again and see the Blacks and the Jews for who they really are. Even the
far-right reactionaries who believe anything the Republican Party tells them will
be the most likely group of people that will join our team. They will not only be
the quickest but also the most useful since most of them know how to shoot a
gun. The far left will call us fascists because they don't dare call us Communist
because deep down even though some of them will try to deny it are exactly
that. Chairman Mao, Joseph Stalin, Kim Jong-un, loving Communists.

The irony is they will throw dirt at us on the alleged six million little Jews that
were "allegedly" killed but will never look at the tens of millions of murders that
occurred under Jewish Communism (the leaders, administrators, and the
butchers were JEWS!). The average White worker needs to understand that
we are the better alternative to what we have now, which is Jewish run
plutocracy. However, the Jews still own the means of generating public opinion,
and they will always twist it around and make us out to be the evil White
nationalists and the White supremacists when the Jews and the other races
are the true racists. (What's even more disturbing is that the Department of
Homeland Security, the FBI, and many other high-level groups have declared
war on us Whites. They have gone on record to say that White men who are
proud of their race as public enemy number 1! Both parties are in on it, and the
Jews own it all. The Jews have literally declared war on you!)

To add insult to injury and as sad as it is to say the Aryans that live in America
today aren't as healthy in mind, body, and spirit as they were when Adolf Hitler
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attained power. These Aryans at the time were highly receptive to, and in
support of Adolf Hitler and his policies. Even people who were considered
businessmen, entrepreneurs, and of the wealthy class. Unlike the industrialists
in our nation that have been completely disloyal to their race, the industrialists
in Germany at the time had as much if not more desire to see Germany, and
their Aryan brothers thrive as they desired strong bottom-line results on their
balance sheet. Because of this reality, Adolf Hitler still saw them as part of
Germany. Unlike the Jews who use underhanded tactics, exploitation, and
usury to get what they want, the German businessmen in that period overall
got there in an honest manner. But in the eyes of the Communists, they still
see them as evil capitalists.

How ironic it is that the masses in this country cannot see that the true evil
capitalists in America today are the Jews. The upper class in Germany at that
time and the upper class in America now are quite different breeds. I think it's
relatively safe to say that the wealthy class in America has been disloyal
sellouts, and need to be expelled. This premise is something that the average
White worker could agree with, and is highly cognizant of. To compare
Germany then to America now, Adolf Hitler in that time had the ability to
completely work in a relatively cooperative manner within the established
system, and not only gained victory but also brought
sovereignty, prosperity, and great pride for the German
people. Unfortunately, there is no possible way Adolf Hitler could have done
that in modern-day America, much less any of us that are currently living here
today. We can't allow the Jews to dictate the narrative to the White
working-class that somehow we are part of the establishment. The only way to
counter this is the focus on, and clearly declare revolution. To destroy the
Jews, and the system they run. We must also clearly declare our National
Socialist policies to better White American society. That means separation
from the right-wing, and separation from the Republican party. If we cannot do
this, then we are as good as dead.
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Death, and Renewal

We are highly aware, as was mentioned in the film Network, that things are
bad in American society. That our country is sick, diseased, and in every way
is the opposite of what White National Socialist Germany was at its peak.
Many rebels, renegades, and revolutionary types are highly aware of this no
matter how Jewish run media tries to spin it. What people are wondering is if
the revolution will come from the old guard or organically on its own from
people who have never had formal training or experience? Much of the old
guard is quite tired, and stuck in their ways, holding on to the past, and thinking
that working within the system, that our democracy, or protests, or rallies will
somehow work in their favor. By not being able to evolve, and not being able to
take real action, the Jewish run media makes us the laughing stock of
America.

A harsh reality that we have to recognize is that although it is absolutely true
that the Jewish Question has always been an issue, and that no pro-White
revolutionary can be truly called one without being educated about the Jewish
Question. We must also understand what the Jews have done most likely
never would have been able to be done if it weren't for us, allowing it to happen.
Throughout European civilization, the Jews could never sink their hooks in
unless something was already wrong with how we ran things. And although it
is absolutely true that democracy has ruined our race, and has allowed the
blood-sucking Jews to get their hands on our power systems, you must
understand that even before democracy came into the picture, the Jews were
still able to sink their hooks into our civilizations, and our very way of
life. Democracy is relatively new, but even during the aristocracy, the Jews
were able to get in, and they were allowed to by the very aristocracy that was
supposed to be in support of their own race. The White race. The ruling class,
and the elites were the ones who allowed these Jews to come in.

We are highly aware that the Jews are experts when it comes to
corruption, moral depravity, and how to erode, and destroy a civilization, all the
while making money from it. And even though the Jews are over-represented
when it comes to the media, politics, finance, law, and many other aspects of
American society, we must also understand that there are plenty of White
sellouts who have continued to enable this as well. We are not only fighting a
filthy foreign entity but unfortunately, we are also fighting ourselves, we are
fighting our own corrupted, and diseased people who have sold out their own
race to the filthy Jews. Even though the Jews are for sure public enemy
number one, we must also come to grips with a painful, and ugly truth that they
would never have been able to get where they are right now if it weren't for the
ruling upper class of our society. These were the very people who let the Jews
in to begin with. These filthy Jews who always love creating new trendy fads
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full of filth, perversion of morality, and utter degeneracy. These Jews seem to
only profit while the rest of us become impoverished, and suffer. These filthy
hooked nosed pigs enjoy death more than life; they are satanic, and soulless
by nature who enjoy a merry-go-round full of drugs, and illegal sex acts before
they end up kicking the bucket. With the government, the media, finance, law,
education, and the entertainment business all in their back pocket, they have
all the keys needed to drive the masses to such low levels of moral depravity
that it ought to be a crime. At this point, things have gotten so bad, and White
Americans have fallen so low one could argue that they are only a few steps
away from success if they haven't already succeeded.

One thing we have to understand that if you want to compare the Aryan race
that was behind Adolf Hitler in National Socialist Germany versus the Aryans
that we have supporting some of the pro-White movements of today, you see a
very different class of White people. The best manifestations of the Aryan race
were behind Hitler in that time, and therefore, the Jews will always hate the
Aryans because they know if we woke up, their sick party would be destroyed
virtually overnight. They have decided to use the United States, and the
western world as a weapon to destroy what they most hated. The White race.
To make matters worse, the Jews have tried throughout history to eliminate
the best of the Aryan race. Therefore all of National Socialist Germany in that
time had to be liquidated in the eyes of the satanic blood-sucking Jews. What
would it take for something remotely close to what Hitler did in National
Socialist Germany to occur in America? That's a tough question to answer
because unlike Germany in that era where virtually everyone was Aryan, we
do not have that in America.

America is not all White, it's barely even majority-White, and even that could
be debated. We are nothing but factions fighting each other for
supremacy. Many of the White people that we have here have lost any sense
of racial pride, consciousness, identity, and, most important of all solidarity.
Whatever the movement might be, it probably will not be National Socialism as
we envision it during the Hitler period. What we have now is a Jewish run
plutocracy. The elites, and the upper class that supported Hitler during the era
of National Socialist Germany had not only good racial stock, to begin with, but
they also had good jobs, good education, and ability when it came to
maintaining a high-performance civilization. Those types of White people in
our country wouldn't support a White America; they are nothing but sellouts to
the Jews, and their system at large that the Jews own. The upper class, and
wealthy White people in our country are far removed from the issues that
plagued the race as a whole, they have bought into multiculturalism, they have
bought into the belief that the poor little Jews are actually decent people, that
democracy is wonderful, that being liberal is trendy, and that materialism rules
all. And, as mentioned before, the Jews might be a minority in this country, but
they are over-represented when it comes to their positions of power, and how
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well they mingle, and move through this multicultural cesspool that they helped
orchestrate.

What's even worse is that there are many White people are playing a
degenerate game of limbo to see how low they can go in regards to their
morality, and lack of racial solidarity so they can be considered trendy, and a
racial ally to other minorities that keep screaming about White supremacy, and
White privilege. Sad to say, a large number of our own people are sellouts. We
must see things as they are, and see that our White leaders are sellouts, and
race traitors. As a result of this, there can be no Renaissance or rebirth within
the establishment; we can only have revolution. We have to burn down not
only the Jews, and not only the established order itself but even the lesser
stock of our own people. And a phoenix will rise from the ashes; a new
beginning will take place, a new genesis will be formed ,and most likely will
come from the White people of the suburbs and of the countryside. People
from humble beginnings. If this cannot happen, and they end up being polluted
and destroyed by the Jews as well, then we have truly lost.
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Fake Leaders

There have been multiple occasions where it felt like victory was within our
grasp, and then all of a sudden, an incompetent leader ended up sabotaging
all the progress that was made. Many of these false leaders don't want to rile
people up too much, they don't want to cause trouble, they don't want to rock
the boat, they don't want to upset the Jews or the violent Blacks, they don't
agree with all the methods, they fall back on moral smoke screens, they feel
that going too far will cut into their bottom line profits, or they might simply just
be a hater, and are jealous, and envious of the person or people that are trying
to get this movement started. It is totally understandable to be worried, and
even fearful of snitches or informants. However, these organizations die by
suicide rather than being infiltrated by the enemy. A lot of the time, it's caused
by the leaders all the way down to the grunts fucking up so badly that their
whole establishment collapses.

There are many people we could label as false prophets and false leaders
trying to come off as the second coming of Hitler or George Lincoln
Rockwell. A lot of these fake leaders are not capable of running anything or
leading anyone. It's no different than a lot of these corporations that have a lot
of these managers, directors, and vice presidents who all think that they have
what it takes to be CEO, but in actuality, a mighty few actually have the right
stuff. They simply don't have the leadership ability to run any type of operation,
but at the same time, they all want to be the next Adolf Hitler. In actuality, the
vast majority of these people wouldn't be fit to make Adolf Hitler a sandwich,
much less be able to fill his shoes. Joseph Tommasi should be given the credit
that he rightfully deserves. What separated him from so many of these
so-called leaders was that he stopped running his mouth and actually did
something.

As we have learned, the history of what we have done that talk is cheap, and
usually doesn't lead to anything productive. These pro-White organizations
have been talking for decades, and they continue to talk without any real action
to back it up. They still think setting up rallies, protesting, and making
newsletters are actually going to help. If you were to tell these pro-White
groups that they needed to take real action, band together, and get a
revolution going, they would look at you like you were crazy. This is one of the
biggest reasons why no one, not even other White people, take these
pro-White groups seriously at all, and why we are dying off bit by bit. I think it's
quite clear what we have to do. We can only make progress by actually doing
something, taking some sort of action that is so self-explanatory that anyone,
and everyone will get the message.
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Discipline, and Direction

At the risk of coming off like I'm beating a dead horse, it's quite obvious that the
right-wing and the Republican Party are lacking the direction and discipline
needed to be taken seriously. The game plans, and strategies of the first
successful revolution are already available if we look at Adolf Hitler, George
Lincoln Rockwell, and the like. It doesn't add up that a lot of White folks who
should be siding with the revolution decide instead to align themselves with the
right-wing, and continue to vote Republican even as they know the Republican
Party hasn't been able to help them, listen to their interests, and continue to fail
them. When it comes to strategy, and the big picture, we must be
uncompromising, but we should be able to show flexibility when it comes to our
tactics, and our approach. Our vision and strategy must triumph over virtually
everything else. You can have the smartest people, the best leaders, the best
work ethic, but if you're not going in the right direction, you have to ask yourself
if it matters. Many people of the right-wing fight small, and petty issues that
usually aren't worth pursuing, and this is usually due to the fact that they are
too scared to address the enemies, and address the real issues at hand. They
end up like a dog that keeps chasing after the newest shiny object, exhausted,
frantic, scatterbrained, and never able to land anything of significance.

A lot of the pro-White movements focus too much on what does not matter
such as what clothes and shoes to wear, what haircut do you have, what
books have you read, how much money will you donate (website or newsletter
of the day that ends up being embezzled, squandered or wasted), having
stupid rallies, and protests with a skeleton crew, and without any White
majority public support. Even the wealthy White public figures are too scared
to say anything. In reality, a good pro-White revolutionary movement or
organization would be much more simple in regards to their targets. Simply put,
the main mission is to smash the Jews, and their power structure AKA the Big
Brother System. The irony is is that a lot of the issues that the far-right has
been strongly against such as the illegal immigration issue, affirmative action,
forced integrated schools, and workplaces (all of these were brought about by
JEWS without our consent), and so on might actually be the very things that
become a catalyst for the entire Jewish run system to collapse, and maybe
White people will finally wake the hell up, take up arms, and start fighting.

As hard as it is for us to see this collapse, it does not seem that White people
care at the moment. There have been protests upon protests on these issues,
and White people are still asleep. As emotional as we have been about these
issues; we have to be realistic, and see things for what they, are and see what
makes sense in order to push things forward. As long as the Jewish run
system exists, the White race will inevitably disappear; what we might need to
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focus on instead is the system's destruction, and collapse. We also need to
quit thinking so politically correct.

As far as who or what types of people would be the best fit to take on this
monumental task of revolution? Well, it's definitely not going to be the suit and
tie, clean-shaven, Harvard graduate type. Most likely it will be the
misfits, those kids in school who had few or no friends, the ones who
questioned their teachers when everyone else obeyed, the ones who fought
for what they believed in even when everyone else shunned them, and made
them a complete social outcast, the ones who always questioned conventional
wisdom. Most likely this is the type of man who thinks for himself even when
his opinions are the most unpopular, and unconventional in the room, he's
willing to fight, and die for what he believes in, he sees society rotting, and he
finally hears the call for revolution like a war horn in battle. And when it's all
said, and done even though he is the one who most rightfully deserves it, he
doesn't do it for fame, for gratitude, or reward. When it comes to leaders, and
leadership itself, one would benefit greatly from understanding that real
leaders, and real leadership lead by example. Real leaders with real
leadership are people who do what they say they're going to do. They walk the
walk much more than they talk the talk, and they are relentlessly focused on
execution. They're the ones who are actually doing something rather than just
talking.

Sadly a lot of groups aren't willing to do these things, and the thought of
siphoning resources from the system to benefit the revolution or to make a
full-scale attack against the system, and their minions would be too much for
them to swallow. As mentioned before, we must be able to declare the enemy
with courage and conviction. Until we have the guts to declare the enemy, we
cannot go into battle. If we applied discipline, and direction with a unified value
system against the Jews, and their system, we would be able to go further then
if we were to do anything otherwise. It will be our race, our unified values, and
mission against the Jews, and their system that will allow us to grow stronger,
and become a great force to supplant the current one that's in power when it
collapses.

We must be ruthless against our enemies, but amongst ourselves, we must be
able to have solidarity, and to work together. We must develop a sense of
community, real community, and strong values, which will, in turn, keep us
together, and have less of a likelihood of being destroyed by the Jews. We
must have the ability to bolster those numbers of people on our side, the best
of us, and the smartest of us will ascend to positions of power, and leadership
from within. The rest of us will be able to maintain, and optimize the creativity,
and innovations of the ones at the top. We must have organizational discipline
so that we are the only entity that survives in the battle against the Jewish
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system. However, we must be flexible in the fact that in our current position,
we must be open, and appreciative of people willing to help us in this long
battle against the Jews and their system. There is some level of truth in
strength in numbers, and if that's the case, then we must be willing to be
flexible and keep an open mind in who we allow to join our team. We must
separate ourselves from the right-wing and conservatives. First of all, they are
either too afraid or too ignorant to base their ideology on RACE! We are
race-conscious, and we aren't afraid of it. The White race must have
separation from the other races in order to survive, and thrive. They are also
too afraid or too ignorant to advocate expelling, and exterminating the Jews!
We aren't afraid to mention the Jewish Question, and we know that we cannot
be free until the Jews are expelled, and wiped out from existence forever.
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What to Worry About

Although it might be hard for us White people to hear that our complaints,
although legitimate, are probably not going to solve much. We can complain all
day about the social ills in our country, how sick our society is, how it has
become a multicultural cesspool, and everything else that's going wrong in this
country. However, the main complaint we need to address is about ourselves
as a race. We have not gotten to the point yet mentally where we are so fed up
that we find the will to act. That we find the will to do something about it. At this
point, we can't even do anything until we focus on ourselves because unless
and until we become informed about what's happening, and are able to gain
solidarity as a race, we can't do anything else much less bring
revolution. There are far too many White people that are race traitors, sellouts
to the Jews; many of them are in denial, ignorance of or refuse to acknowledge
the racial issues, and the Jewish Question that is threatening the destruction of
the White race. That's a large part of the White population in this
country. Many of them are fast asleep or paralyzed with fear.

Until we figure out a way to get them into the fold, we can't do as much as we'd
like to do. A lot of people want to point the finger at the politicians and the
political system. Some of them even like to point the finger at one politician
alone. This is a mistake. All these people are nothing more than minions and
figureheads of the beast system. The worst thing you can do is to give these
people in the system itself any type of validation that they are even close to
being real, and genuine. They are not your leaders; they are not looking after
your best interests; they are not a representation of the American people. They
depend on your obedience in this joke of a government called democracy, that
your vote somehow counts, that they actually are going to look after White
American interests first. I think it's quite obvious that none of this is true. And
although it’s valid to think about what the Jews or the Blacks are doing right
now, this might be only secondary. The Jews are going to do what the Jews
have always done. The Blacks are going to do what the Blacks have always
done. This isn't unlike what a rattlesnake is going to do or what a scorpion is
going to do. And in this current cancerous society that we have, you can't be
100% sure about what anybody is going to do at any given time.

Maybe we have to acknowledge something that very few will ever want to
acknowledge that there are such things as universal enemies. All these
political people, regardless of level, rank, status, or title, are nothing more than
figureheads, and minions of the Jewish system. If this weren't the case, then
those folks would be in another profession. It doesn't matter if the man is the
president of the United States, Speaker of the House, congressman, or mayor;
all of them are nothing more then sell out pieces of bureaucratic shit. We don't
need to say anymore. It's also completely meaningless what their party
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affiliation is be it left, right, Democrat, Republican, Independent, Libertarian,
Green Party, or any other label that they want to throw in there. In order to
destroy an ideology, you have to destroy the people who subscribe to it. What
these politicians say, and do are so easy to predict that I'm surprised that
people still are offended, triggered, outraged, and shocked by them.

The thing that people have to understand, and notice is to accept these people
for what they are: nothing more than slime. At this moment we have to do
everything we can to work around them, we can't give them any reason to use
their hired muscle to destroy what we're trying to build. On the road ahead, we
will have to destroy their power system, and dethrone them from their positions
of power that they stole from the real American politicians, and leaders of
which we haven't had for what seems like ages. In the end, when it comes
down to it, we will have to kill every last one of them. As much of a nuisance as
they are what the Black people might be doing at any given moment, just like
all the other mobs of aliens should be put on the back burner for now. As sad
as it is to say, this is no longer White man's country, and they are definitely not
our people. They are nothing but pawns in this bloody racial war game.

We are no longer one nation one people but rather many factions who
currently and in the years to come will be fighting harder, and more ruthlessly
for supremacy. There's no evidence to speak of that this downward decline,
and self-destruction of America will stop. In many ways, they might be the
catalyst for the accelerated demise, disorder, and collapse of the Jewish Big
Brother system. As scary, and as uncomfortable as it may be, virtually
anything that can be considered a catalyst, a disruption or an acceleration of
the system's decline, and complete civil unrest might actually be beneficial to
us in the long term.

All things considered, we shouldn't be surprised at all when the subhuman
alien filth of the third world continues to violate, and have a complete lack of
respect for the White man's laws, which were created to run this country for
White people and by White people. We must accept the reality that these other
groups of people don't think like we do, they don't have the same views, they
don't have the same values, and they don't have the same respect for the
law. It's no different than a community of humans who think that gorillas are
equal to them, and that they only look different from us, but there are no other
differences. So we keep trying to integrate these aliens, we give them our
beliefs, our values, our legal system, our educational system, and everything
else to make them feel at home, believing that if we keep giving them money,
give them more preferential treatment, more pandering, more groveling, and
keep the social conditioning up that they will be just like us. But that doesn't
change anything. A gorilla will continue to be a gorilla: violent, aggressive,
savage, and with murderous intent.
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You would think after a few times we would learn our lesson, but I guess we
still have some idealism left within that needs to be beaten out of us or
completely eradicated. With these realities at hand, it's no surprise that our
society continues to go decay, and rot further, and further into complete shit
every single year. As much as we want to be upset, this is our new reality, and
we must choose to either sink or swim. We have to be adaptable so that we
can be as effective as we can within it. I'm not saying that we should smile, and
enjoy it. As cynical as it may sound, you may have to see it is nothing more
than our reality check for everyone else to finally see the truth. Currently,
you're like Neo in The Matrix, you're unplugged, and you see the system for
what it is. However, there are many people out there who are currently not
ready to be unplugged because it hasn't gotten so bad yet for them to start
questioning things, and to be red-pilled. You're ahead of the curve, but it's
probably going to have to get a lot worse for the masses to wake up. However,
there's not much you can do about those people because ultimately you can't
control them. There's only one thing that you can control, and that's you.
You're going to have to focus on yourself. Focus on what your next move is
and how you're going to deal with all of this, especially when the shit hits the
fan. The best thing you can do now is to stay alive, stay prepared, keep
yourself informed with the knowledge that you have accumulated, and pass it
down to your loved ones.
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Getting With the Times

Although one could identify as a National Socialist, we have to see things for
what they are. What Adolf Hitler was able to do was entirely tied to his era, and
place, it worked exclusively during his time. For us to think that we can
replicate everything he did, and exactly the way he did it during his time in
Germany, and carry it over to the United States in modern day would be
foolish. It simply isn't attainable in America today. And although George
Lincoln Rockwell, and his game plan might be more relevant to us, it's still
relatively dated. The demographics, the Jewish control over the media, and
virtually every aspect of government have gotten even worse. Rockwell in
modern-day America would probably be censored entirely or would have been
locked up permanently by the Jews. However, Rockwell and Hitler both were
under the mentality that the governmental institutions of their respective times
were still salvageable, and still able to be worked with. I must declare that this
option has come, and gone. And I think a lot of people who might be
sympathizers or supporters of what we stand for would benefit greatly if they
learned that lesson. It hurts, and it's uncomfortable to make changes, but we
have to acknowledge the fact that we are no longer running this country. Our
race is completely divided, we lack solidarity, and for all intents, and purposes
shackled. It isn't sensible to yell at, bargain with, or reason with the Jewish run
system. Some people think we need to politically correct, dilute, or sugarcoat
National Socialism. These are the same people who think being a moderate
actually gains you followers. May I remind you none of these people or groups
ever came close to George Lincoln Rockwell, and his American Nazi Party. As
much as we hate to admit it, we have to get with the times, and understand
that Hitler, as well as Rockwell, did what they were able to do in their
respective eras. In order for us to have success, we will have to come up with
a manifestation of the Nazi party that is a true representation of the modern
era. One that still can grab people, one that is uncompromising in its values,
and refuses to politically correct itself. There have been many catalysts in this
nation that can allow some sort of creation of a movement. What that is, and
what it can become no one knows for sure only time will tell.
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If They are Against You Then They Are the Enemy

The enemy, theoretically speaking, could be anyone. If they are against you, if
they antagonize you, if they show aggression towards you, and if they attack
you, then they are your enemy. Then the question remains: Define
attack? Well, to begin with, it can happen long before they pull out their gun or
knife against you. A lot of the time, covert tactics are used more often than
otherwise. Many of these people won't even declare themselves as your
enemy; even worse, a lot of them will portray themselves as a friend or an ally
to you. If we were able to tell friend from foe so easily, the pro-White
movement would have a much greater chance of winning. That is always the
hardest thing to be able to identify the enemy, and to be able to declare him as
such.

However, this is not sufficient. The scariest thing is oftentimes quite a few of
your enemies that will destroy you are not necessarily the ones from the
outside but from within, the ones closest to you, the ones you trust the
most. Especially with a lot of pro-White organizations, it's been many of the
associates from within that destroyed them. They know how to hurt you, they
know what to say, and do to deceive you, and they have the incriminating
evidence to put you away for life. And if you find out that you have a snitch, and
a sellout within your own organization, are you able to rectify that mistake
accordingly? Once you have the information and the evidence that this person
is in the process of or has already betrayed you, do you have the will to act?
Here's one that's even harder what about your own family? Are you able to cut
them off, to let them go, and embrace what could be considered a more
legitimate family within your own organization? If you honestly cannot do this
or if you're not sure if you could, then your chances of survival might be
relatively slim.

Unfortunately, many pro-White organizations do not understand the concept of
unity, how to band together to form an even stronger whole. They end up
ultimately fighting, and destroying each other. In many ways, this is no different
than suicide, especially from a racial perspective. When it comes to having to
fight, and going into battle, we must be able to suppress our feelings of
remorse, fear, and pity. You mustn't hesitate because if the situation were
reversed, they wouldn't give any mercy to you. You must do whatever it takes
to win. It doesn't matter who it is if they have shown you that they are against
you. Brothers in arms, best friends, or even your own family. It makes no
difference. Many companies don't die by the swords of their competitors but by
their own suicide. Many of the pro-White movements have suffered the same
fate. Many believed that their would be enemy would come from the outside,
and so it was a great surprise to them to realize it was their own people that
betrayed them or even assassinated them. Betrayal within the pro-White
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movement is one of the worst offenses. If the issue cannot be solved
immediately, then everything must be delayed until the situation can be put to
rest forever. One lesson to be learned from this is loyalty to the mission about
which the movement stands for is of utmost importance. If you are going to go
into it, you have to be ready to go all the way, no second thoughts, no sudden
religious conversions, no sudden moments of pity. You must be able to go all
the way or not at all.
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The Jewish System

There are many conservatives who believe that the system in our society as it
stands can be simply improved upon, and that it's not completely
broken. However, this is exactly what the Jewish Big Brother system wants
them to believe because they are doing everything they can even as we speak
to keep everything together, to suck as much money, and life force out of the
ever-shrinking productive White middle class in America before everything falls
to shit. We're seeing this even as we speak with the various nigger riots taking
place all over this country. But you also have to take into consideration that the
Jewish system as much as they claim they want to fight, and stop crime they
really don't. Their agenda is a far more sinister one, and that is to create a
complete police state, and have complete control over everybody. In many
respects, they orchestrated, and manufactured the crime waves that we have,
and it's a great way to then pass more laws encroaching on our freedoms, and
especially our rights to bear arms. And they can use the Black crime wave, the
illegal alien crime wave, and any other crime wave imaginable to get you to
obey any policy that they pass, which will end up destroying you.

If anything, it might be more sensible to let the crime, and the disorder escalate
so high that the Jewish system can no longer function, and collapses on
itself. We want them to lose their control over us, not to give them opportunities
to increase their control. We want to see the Jewish system collapse, and die
at a faster rate, not to simply delay the inevitable. Some people believe that we
need to have mandatory military service. However, he must understand that
even the military is owned by the Jews, and they are only going to allow the
military to go fight and kill other White people, save the third world mud races,
and serve Israel! Which all of this is in direct contradiction to what is best for
the White race. Also, if you're White, why would you want to be in the military
at this point in the game? You have to work alongside niggers and other dregs
of society; you may have to report to niggers, and then be sent to die in
manufactured wars that only benefit Jewish interests, and cause us to kill more
of our White brothers, and sisters.

As counter intuitive as it may be, society might have to hit rock bottom before
we can get anything done. If there aren't enough White Americans willing to
drop out of serving the Jews and the system, then we might as well make
society so fucked up, and let it sink to such a low in regards to depravity, and
morality that it will render the system useless. And the conservatives who
believe that voting Republican and having a stockpile of guns and ammunition
is going to help them without having the will to use those guns then it will be
quite interesting when the Jewish system passes the laws to take their
firearms away. Then we shall see how many of those gun owners really have
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the will to act, and have the guts to use their guns. This might look bleak to a
lot of people, but we must see things for what they are in a society of ours that
if it were completely White much of the crime, many of the needless laws
would not need to exist. We also wouldn't have so many unnatural, and society
destroying social ills that we have today, all of us would be combat trained, and
have our fair share of weapons. However, this can only be in a society, a
nation that is completely White, and not one that is owned by the Jews and has
become a multicultural cesspool of the third world.
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Back to Basics

Many of the moderate, and the weak-willed conservatives say that we simply
can't go into battle or have a revolution. However, many moderate
conservative White people, and the liberal White people cannot understand
that we have no choice but to go to war. The Blacks right now as we speak are
rioting, and destroying our cities while the cops do nothing. What message
does this send to these primitive mud people? That they basically can get
away with murder. If you give them an inch, they will take a mile, and they have
taken many miles, and they have gone on record to say they are planning to go
to the White suburbs and kill White people. Wake up, White man! You're a
target! We have no choice but to contend with them. However, it seems that
some of us will have to go into a defensive battle. If they invade our territories,
and our homes, we will have to do what we need to do to defend ourselves,
and our families.

We had opportunities to turn things around a long time ago, especially when
our Commander George Lincoln Rockwell was around, and tried to wake
White people up, but they didn't listen. We don't have any other options. In
order to get back to where we used to be as a predominantly White nation (and
ideally an all-White nation), we must remove the cancer that is plaguing our
country. It's quite simple, and straightforward the things that we need to do, but
it won't be easy. With the Black riots burning down our nation's cities, it has
become quite apparent that the system is overwhelmed. The system has
shown weakness, and lacking the will to act, to do what they should be doing.
Shoot to kill! As the old saying goes, when the looting starts, the shooting
starts! And no one is mowing down the expendable filth of the mud people.

What the system has shown is that they are vulnerable, and they have chinks
in the armor. We have seen the Blacks organize in the thousands in the cities,
causing havoc, destruction, mayhem, and arson. White people better start
organizing as well in order to contend with the inevitable race war. It wouldn't
be much of a stretch to see a race war occur on a global scale. Once we're
able to win, we will be able to cleanse ourselves of the third world filth that has
plagued our history, and we can begin anew without any aliens poisoning our
country. Without the blood-sucking parasites, we will be clean, and whole
again. We will go back to basics. An all-White country is inherently better than
any multicultural cesspool that we have in modern-day. We will be able to
create a new Renaissance for the White race.
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White Paralysis, and Indifference

The White people who blindly obey, and move on with their own indifference to
what's going on in their country, and allowing the Jewish system to keep
existing are doing more harm than good. We've seen many of them end up
being killed or assaulted by the mud races in America, among other things,
and none of this gets media coverage, no White outrage, no retaliation, no
Revolution, nothing. They shrug their shoulders, do their work, go home to
have a beer, and watch some TV. You have to think, has the desire to fight
been totally beaten out of them? This indifferent attitude has caused them to
be paralyzed, and do absolutely nothing when the writing's on the wall that we
are being targeted for extermination in the very country our ancestors built,
and founded. The numerous rapes, assaults, and murders that the mud races
commit against White people every day, and yet no retaliation.

To anyone with any common sense, and anybody that will come in the future
that will read up on these events in the history books will be completely
puzzled as to why we didn't have the will to act, the will to survive, the will to
fight. This does not paint a good picture for things to come, but hopefully, these
recent nigger riots that have been going on in America as of right now will
awaken the tribal, and fighting instincts of White people. That no matter how
much pandering, concessions, ass-kissing, or patronizing that they give to
these mud races, it will never be enough until White people are six feet under.
Hopefully, these White people wake up and realize that this is a racial holy war
that we have on our hands. If you side with the mud races, you're betraying
your race, and when everything's said and done, they're going to kill you too.
So if you're White, it only makes sense to align yourself with the White
race. We better start joining together as White people in order to attain some
chance of victory. Many of the European countries failed miserably to join
National Socialist Germany to defend not only Europe but the White race as a
whole. Unfortunately, the White people in America at that time were
brainwashed by the Jewish filth that controlled our media, and we ended up
killing our own brothers. All of the White nations lost. Contrary to popular belief,
the United States did not win World War II, but rather only the Jews won that
war.

Once you know this reality and that you were lied to, you will want to undo a lot
of the damage that was caused to your own people. George Lincoln Rockwell
understood this, and that's what made him one of the greatest White people in
modern American history, if not the greatest. Just like in the past, the enemies
have been declared; it's so clear that even a blind man can see it. We have
been warning White people for a long time about these issues, and yet they
still do nothing. If anything, we might be even worse off than before because
we are still divided, and we haven't achieved any level of solidarity as of yet.
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The German people, at the very least, were receptive to the message of Adolf
Hitler. The nigger riots in the major American cities right now might be the
catalyst for an all-out racial war, but it's still too early to tell. However, I think it's
definitely a catalyst for White people to wake up, and realize these mud people
are not our friends, and they do not have our best interests at heart, and we
better start waking up, get racist, get armed, get dangerous, get ready, and
start organizing. It is a matter of life and death not only for you, not only for
your children, not only for your children's children but for your entire race. This
Is War!
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The Dark Ages

In light of the violent Black riots, looting, rapes, and murders going on in this
country as of the time of this writing (year 2020), many people in this nation are
divided in regards to the law, and how to punish these criminals, and terrorists.
Some are completely permissive, and have no care in the world about the
havoc that's going on in their own country, and others believe that these
people need to be killed on sight, bring in the military, and tanks to deal with
them. Even before all of this was happening, we have been building prisons
like nobody's business. However, we have to see things for what they are, and
not for what we want them to be. First of all, the prison population is heavily
Black, as a matter of fact, it's flooded with Black people.

To hammer the facts even harder in many prisons, it's the non-White people
that outnumber the Whites, and oftentimes run the prisons. Of course, you will
have the social justice warriors, and the Black lives matter people who will say
this is proof that we live in a racist society. However, this is not the case. Black
people, even though they are no more than 13% of the population, commit the
overwhelming majority of the crime in this country. Not only do the FBI
statistics show this, but also Interpol statistics have shown on a global scale
that Blacks commit way more crime than any other ethnic group. Also, despite
what the mainstream media would like you to think Black people kill White
people ten times more than the other way around. We have to acknowledge
that this is who they are. It is not a product of the environment, it is not a
product of an institutionally racist society, but rather they are genetically
predisposed to being violent animals. They are the same in Africa, Europe, the
Caribbean, Latin America; it doesn't matter. Wherever they are, crime follows.
It's in their blood. Our laws were never designed for a non-White population.
We designed, and architected our systems, and laws for White people and by
White people.

For lack of a better explanation, we are holding them to a standard that they
can never attain, and that's with everything in our society. They cannot achieve
anything of meaning overall because they are not us; they don't have our
abilities or our temperament or anything matching us. We should actually have
either complete racial separation, and send them back to Africa. Let them run
things on their own, or if we are going to have an ethnostate, then fine. Allocate
some states that will strictly be for Black people; they will be able to create their
own laws, and manage their own people as they see fit. However, in the sick
society that keeps shoving the "diversity is our strength" speech down our
throats, I am not so sure if that's going to happen. Now it is true that we have
our own criminals in prison, that's for sure. However, if we were able to wash
our hands free of the non-Whites, and then giving the actual White criminals
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the death penalty, which we should be doing, there would be very very few
White people in prison overall.

As a matter of fact, the number of prisons we would need, and the prison
population would be only a small fraction of what we have right now. With a
strong and mentally healthy White nation we would be much better off, and the
ones who want to cause trouble, and don't want to be a part of a productive,
and healthy society we can ship them out of here too, and let them manage
their own affairs. The people involved in our government either are too blind,
and stupid to see the obvious, or they are part of the agenda to not allow it to
happen. They are either completely useless, and ineffective in their jobs, or
they are just as bad if not worse than the criminals that I am discussing here.
Not unlike the dark ages of the past where if you dared to say that the Earth
was round that you would either be in great trouble if not dead, there are also
things today that you cannot stay without being branded as a heretic. But there
have always been intelligent men who wanted to know the truth, and find it no
matter the price.

Today we have the same shit going on with things such as "all racial groups
are equal," which is obviously not true, but they keep on throwing it at us
anyway, hoping that we believe it blindly like obedient sheep. Not only is it
wrong, but it's been scientifically proven to not be true, and we have history to
also back it up. If we do not take heed to history, and science, we will allow this
madness to continue, and our society will inevitably fall apart. Where do we go
from here? And to add insult to injury, we have the big Jewish propaganda lie
that there were six million dead little Jews that were killed by the National
Socialists. And if you dare not acknowledge it or even start to question things
and investigate them, you will be in for a world of hurt. In many countries,
especially European countries, it's against the law to even speak of it (they will
lock you up for years in jail). However, there is significant evidence that is
showing that this alleged Holocaust, and the way the Jews describe it never
even happened.

By keeping the population illiterate, ignorant, and politically correct, THEY can
ensure that no nationwide revolution can happen. The Germans in their time
wanted the truth, and Hitler gave it to them. In America today, white people not
only hate the truth, and don't want it, but they will destroy you if you give it to
them. This is madness, and insanity at its worst. We are constantly declining
as a society, and turning into a third world hellhole. Machines, technology, and
society as a whole have made us less self-sufficient, and reliant than in the
past. When things fall apart, it will be interesting to see who can adapt, and
survive, and who will wither on the vine. Everything is in the hands of the
Jewish centralized system. All you have to do is look at the filthy kike George
Soros financing Jewish Antifa, the corrupt anti-White politicians, and the Black
militants to see where this is going to go. This might be the moment everything
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collapses.
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Society Falling Apart

I think it's quite obvious to anyone with half a brain, and also people who knew
what America was like before the moral depravity, and degeneracy grew into
what we're facing today that things have gone to shit. After World War II, one
can notice that things started taking a turn for the worse, and overall American
values were rotting away. The shitty music that was definitely not White was
polluting our airwaves and, at this point, have completely saturated them with
their filth. Of course, this type of crap has always attacked our impressionable,
and vulnerable youth. However, people just thought that it was a passing fad,
and that people would grow up. The site of a Caucasian woman with a nigger
was appalling, and disgusting but still considered bizarre. Drug addicts were
no different. We tried to put these issues out of our heads, that they were lost
souls, the slime of society, and were the outliers of our collective population.
However, things continue to erode, and break apart in our society. Nowadays
you're considered a lunatic if you're not on some sort of drug, many Caucasian
women from upstanding, and respectable families can be seen romantically
involved with niggers, the jungle hip hop music has become the popular music
of today, and that a lot of these degenerates are more financially successful
than regular people.

These people, and circumstances are no longer the outliers; they are the new
normal. It's no longer surprising or even considered in bad taste for music to be
no more than mush mouth garbage, for niggers, and Whites to be associated
with each other frequently, for the dregs of society to be in the upper positions
of jobs, and even political power, to see metal bars and wooden planks applied
to the doors, and windows of commercial, and residential properties. Society
has fallen apart so badly that you, and I are the outliers. They are the
"trendies" and the "intellectuals" because they are so "Liberal" and
"Enlightened." All of what was great in our society has fallen apart. Our society
used to be White, with White people, stable White families, White culture,
White belief systems, White values, White morals, and White laws. As a matter
of fact, in the 1950s, and any era before it, this was how it was in America. If
you weren't White, you had no choice but to assimilate into the White structure,
or you could get out. If you were some sort of degenerate, you kept that shit
secret, or otherwise, you were going to have some issues. There was a
standard, a high standard at that even if it was relatively vague; it was
inherently White. It has been gradually destroyed, and at this point, it has
practically become a faded memory. At this point in the game, we must have
the guts to recognize who we are, and what we stand for. We are what remains
of our Folk. Although the future is still not set, it is on our shoulders to dictate
that future for the White race.
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The lesser of our Folk might not be capable of being saved as these national
race riots have shown. Many of our Folk have betrayed their race in the worst
possible way, and it makes me sick. They are the filth, the chaff of our kind that
doesn't deserve to survive, let alone contaminate our gene pool. These race
riots prove one thing: society as we know it in America is practically dead, and
with every subsequent destructive riot accelerates the death of American
society. Once the smoke clears how racialist, and race-conscious the White
people who remain will become will be the determining factor of our race. Will
we wake up, and realize that the non-Whites want us killed, that it does not
matter if we kiss their ass or support them, we are still targeted for termination?
Will we realize that the mud people, also known as niggers are not our equals,
and to have them in our society, and to hold them accountable to a White
standard is unattainable, and undesirable? Will, we wake up, stand up in
solidarity, and expel the mud races out of America, and make our country
White again, or will we fade into obscurity to be nothing more than a faded
memory of what once was the greatest race to have ever lived?
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Cowards

We have seen how weak our Aryan Brothers have become in modern-day.
These are not the Aryans that I remember growing up as a child. Although to
be fair, they were still not as fine of stock as generations before them. But
whenever you go out into the world, and you deal with your fellow Aryans, the
issue becomes quite apparent. Lack of eye contact, the weak handshake that
resembles that of a dead fish, and their inability to keep their word. The last
one of these three is the one that agitates me the most. At one time, a man's
word was his bond, if he said he was going to do something, you didn't have to
worry, and you didn't have to think about it. You knew that he was going to get
the job done. For all intents, and purposes, you might as well have considered
it done right then, and there. That is not the case anymore. A man's word is his
bond, and if his word isn't shit, then he isn't shit. Such is the issue with our
fellow Aryans today. Hell, oftentimes, I've met women who give stronger, and
more crisp handshakes than the men. It might not sound like much, but it tells
you a lot.

Oftentimes these people are preoccupied with whatever is on the television all
the while sipping beer—being screwed over, and robbed by the Jewish
government, banks, and every other group that's looking for money, and going
along with it. It has gotten so tough, and people have gotten so sensitive that
they don't want to talk about politics, and religion. And if you think that is a
crazy situation they especially don't want to talk about race or the Jewish
Question! What kind of an Aryan race is this? These are the people who had
all of the strength, creativity, character, determination, and will beaten out of
them in a short time frame due to the non-stop Jewish media brainwashing.
There's hardly anything left of them. These are not the White people I
remember. During the whole George Floyd riots going on right now, I was
expecting a decent number of Caucasian people to wake up to recognize their
racial consciousness to band in solidarity with their fellow Aryan Brothers. But
what did we get instead?

A bunch of pussified, guilt-ridden, brown-nosing, attention-seeking, Uncle Tom,
race betraying, self-hating White people! Instead of Whites banding together
with each other to represent the White race during this race war where it's
currently open season on our kind instead, they join the people that want to kill
them! That is like all the chickens banding together to join Colonel Sanders!
And instead of protecting life, and property with your fists, blades, or guns,
these White people just sat there, and took it while the niggers beat them down,
and killed them! Compare these White people with the people that Hitler or
Commander Rockwell had in their fold: strong Aryan men of iron, ready, willing,
and able to go to war if needed for the White race. Sadly many of these White
people don't count as our Folk, and sadly they will probably do nothing. They
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just sit down, and let themselves be beaten down, all the while being verbally
abused by the coloreds about checking their White privilege! They will do what
the coloreds tell them to do because God forbid they don't want to be
considered racists! God forbid if they make the niggers angrier than they
already are! Maybe if we just show them how kind, harmless, non-threatening,
and submissive the White people are that everyone can get along, and that we
won't be considered racists anymore!

Needless to say, this reality, and the condition that the Aryan race is not only in
America but in Europe, and other parts of the White world. It all makes me sick!
You have the Black groups, their supporters, and their financiers out in full
effect. What about the White groups, the White leaders, and the White
financiers to help the White race? Where are they? It would be refreshing to
see something like this, to see our Aryan brothers rise up in solidarity together
to cast out the evil, and the darkness of the mud people. However, not enough
White people are waking up yet, and maybe it is not the right time. In Hinduism,
they say that currently, we are living in the Kali Yuga, which for lack of a better
term, would be considered the Dark Ages, and we are definitely living in a Dark
Ages. However, they say relatively soon (year 2025) that Kalki will show
himself, and he will cast out the darkness, and evil, and usher in a new golden
age for humanity. I am not so sure what to believe, but I do want to believe
much like in the 1986 cartoon film of the Transformers that a great leader for
the White race will come, and light our darkest hour just like the Matrix lit the
darkest hour for the Autobots when they defeated the Decepticons. The
question is, when will we be able to light our darkest hour that is upon us? And
who or what will light it?
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Self-hating White Victims

In the United States of America at this time, it's open season on White people.
The Jewish system, with its double standards in law enforcement ,and police
enforcement standards, has made it acceptable for the Negroes to loot,
assault, rape, destroy property, and murder innocent White people. For
anyone who cares to investigate, and read the data, you will notice it's in direct
contrast with what the mainstream media wants you to believe. In reality, you
being White, are much more likely to be assaulted, raped, and murdered by
Black people than the other way around. As a matter of fact, there is much
more Black on Black crime, and many more Black police officers killing other
Black people, but once again, you will not hear about that in the mainstream
media. A lot of White people thanks to the Jewish media have a very bad guilt
complex where many times literally, and metaphorically they offer their heads
to the guillotine for the Black spectators, and other non-Whites to cheer them
on to "Kill Whitey!" And you've seen that with the violent, and destructive riots
that have been going on right now in America where a lot of White people don't
have the will to act to protect their lives, their families, and their property. It
almost seems like they would rather be assaulted, raped, and even murdered
by these vicious Black thugs than to defend themselves, and be branded a
"racist." God forbid if anything or anyone calls them a racist! That is the worst
label of all to have if you're White!

The biggest problem that we have right now is that instead of White people
opening their eyes to the blatant hate, racism, and malicious intent of the
Blacks to kill the White people, and standing together in solidarity in order to
cast out the mud people what do we have instead? A bunch of pathetic
sellouts, and race traitors are teaming up with the Negroes for their own
self-destruction. What a disgusting, and brainwashed bunch of White people
that we have right now. If anything, they're pathetic excuses for White people,
a disgrace to everything our ancestors have done not only for our own race but
for other races as well. White people can team up for virtually anything that
isn't racially-based. A lot of them will hang out at a tailgater, and watch football
together, but God forbid if the subject of race comes up. Well, guess what
White people? The other races are united in solidarity, and they are united in
their mission to kill you, and your family! White people are paralyzed with
fear—the fear of speaking to other White people about this issue. The fear to
organize. The fear of taking action.

Even on social media from Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, and even
LinkedIn you have the self-hating White people posting Blackout photos, Black
lives matter hashtags, and every other sellout tactic in order to gain brownie
points, likes, positive comments from Black people that they probably don't
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even know. Because again, God forbid they say nothing or argue the opposing
viewpoint, and be branded a racist! Some of them even do it because it's so
trendy right now to post solid Black photos for Blackout Tuesday or any other
day for that matter, and once again to be socially accepted by the mindless
"woke" crowds of people. Even companies are guilty of this, possibly on an
even worse scale, because God forbid if a company is branded a racist and
loses even $1 in defense of their own people. These morons are nothing more
than sheep, and pigs getting ready to be slaughtered. What you need to do is
to move away from those mindless mobs that have been brainwashed by the
system. What you need to be is the type of individual that refuses to be
slaughtered, refuses to be a victim, refuses to kneel while the Jews, the violent
Blacks, and all the other anti-White groups try to break you literally, and
metaphorically. Make no mistake about it; you will be targeted because of your
skin tone because you're White. You better plan accordingly, and wake up.
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The Race War Was Inevitable

We are literally living in the Land of Confusion, or at the very least, it sure as
hell seems that way. The Jewish system has been shoving the propaganda
down our throats for decades to be more accepting, and, to some degree,
desensitized to the rampant violent crime in America predominantly caused by
Blacks, and racial aliens. Hell, look at what's going on in the streets right now
you have literally violent criminals running around in the streets. These people
are not peaceful protesters; these are violent criminals that are destroying
private property, robbing, stealing, raping, assaulting, and killing White people.
All the while are White people protesting or fighting against this? Are they
having rallies for White lives matter? Are they speaking up for the amount of
murders, rapes, robberies, and violent assaults their kind has to be subjected
to by Blacks on a daily basis, which may I remind you is several factors more
than what White people do to Black people? No. Not at all. You never hear of it.
Are the cops whose job is to serve and protect the people are they fighting
against these violent criminals? No. They aren't. Instead, you see them
kneeling down in submission to these violent animals.

Folks this is what White genocide looks like right before they slit your throat.
The amount of groveling, begging, pleading, complete, and utter submission to
the racial aliens is unheard of. This is not a sign of a healthy race. This is not
the race that I remember the White race being. I know that it's trendy for the
gazelles to be friends with the violent lions, and think that the lions won't kill
them, and eat them but guess what? It doesn't matter if you tell them that
you're on their side. It doesn't matter how much you give them in material
items or economic payments. It doesn't matter if you tell them that you feel
their pain. None of it matters. They will never be satisfied. It will never be
enough. There will always be more "work" for White people to do. You can't
bargain with them. You can't reason with them. They don't feel pity for you, or
remorse, or even fear. They will never stop. Never! Until all of us White people
are dead! They have laid it out, and they have gone on record to say this. It is
quite obvious, but at the same time, so many of our Folk continue to march to
the slaughterhouse. Not too bright folks not too fucking bright.

We also are brainwashed to believe that illegal immigration from the third world
is wonderful. That it's trendy! That it's liberal! That if you don't support it, then
you're racist, xenophobe, and you don't have a heart. Communism is also
trendy, and if you don't believe in that, then you or just a capitalist pig that
doesn't care about the people. In our society, there are two labels, especially if
you're White, that you cannot have thrown at you. You can't be a racist or a
fascist. For that would spell the end of any type of career or life for you. God
forbid if you're called something just as bad if not worse, an anti-Semite! The
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Jews will never let you live it down; they'll put you on their shit lists, also known
as the Southern Poverty Law Center, the Anti-Defamation League, have the
Mossad murder you, and make it look like a suicide. Our society is reaching
the end of traditional values. According to the far left, if it feels good, do it!
Because that's trendy! Duties, responsibilities, integrity, and good social
graces oh well, those are bad! Those aren't fun! Those are conservative! And
some of these far-left cooks would even argue that those values are racist!
And as you can see in the Jewish run media it's quite amusing to see these
fake, lying journalists, and newscasters get triggered, and get emotional in
order to fan the flames of racial hatred against White people, or any other
scenario in order to pander to, and perpetuate the outrage culture that we're in
right now, and to try to infringe upon our rights as a people more, and more
every year.

You could have ten “hate” crimes committed by blacks against a Caucasian in
this country, and you will never hear it in the media. It will never be reported,
there will be no outrage, and you won't see any rallies or protests. But if there's
even one White person doing something against a Black, that is a hate crime!
That is proof of institutionalized, systematic, and systemic racism! This clearly
proves that we haven't made enough progress yet as a country! This shows
that White people all over the country are just hunting down, and killing Black
people! But if you were to take the time to actually read the crime statistics,
and look into the facts, you would soon realize that this isn't true. It's the other
way around. We are the ones being hunted down, make no mistake about that.
Just as in the old days it was heresy to say that the world was round we have
heresies of today as well. One of which is even daring to contradict the
propaganda that shoved down our throats that everyone is equal. And God
forbid if you were to disagree with the belief that diversity is our strength! Or
even the newest one fresh off the press that we are all Americans!

We are a wayward society. It used to be when the child was getting out of line
in the classroom, or even in the home, he would spank that kid, and that was
discipline. Now that's abuse. And we wonder why these kids today that are
growing up don't have any respect or fear of authority. Simply due to the fact
that we've treated them with kid gloves. The Jews have been doing a great job
with divide, and conquer, and destroying the White family unit in this country.
They have been able to convince all these women, and society in general that
White men are bad, that families are bad, that raising strong White children is
somehow racist. These poor White kids, especially the White boys have to be
brainwashed, and beaten to death about how oppressive they are, how they
are by default oppressive, abusive rapists, that they have to check their
privilege, and so on. But this is how it works guys if you give the enemy an inch
I can assure you they will take at least a mile if not more. We still haven't
woken up to the fact that we enabled this behavior. It's no wonder that we're
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not respected, it's no wonder that we're no longer feared, it's no wonder things
have gotten so fucking bad! It's astonishing though that despite being beaten
down so badly by the Jewish system that obviously they're not satisfied yet,
they're making damn sure that any semblance of a healthy White race in
America will become nothing more than a faded memory.

When I have to read, and listen to all the sniveling, weak, apologetic, and
utterly pathetic White people begging for forgiveness from their racial alien
masters, I find it absolutely disgusting, disgraceful, sad, and beyond
cringe-worthy. The Jews are getting away with murder make no mistake about
that. It's quite apparent to us who are initiated we can read this like a billboard,
but the rest of the population, and I would even argue the vast majority of
White people are still fast asleep to these realities. It makes me sick that these
people who are the descendants of the very people who built, and founded this
country are crying out to be forgiven by the non-Whites, and apologizing ad
nauseam for their White privilege. To see this with the cops, with random
White people on the street being filmed, and numerous others give the rest of
us a bad name. Never apologize for being White because guess what? They
will never forgive you, and while you kneel, and expose your neck, that is the
moment where you will be beheaded.

The sad thing is I think some White people would love that. If some of them
knew that these racial aliens would forgive them they would gladly, and happily
allow the Blacks to murder them, tear them limb by limb, and then after it's all
finished, they will do like they've always done in the spirit of their ancestors
from the jungles of Africa, and have a bloodthirsty celebration with VooDoo,
and cannibalism. You don't need to be a prophet to see what's happening here,
and what will be happening on the road ahead. If you pay attention to the mass
media, you know where the wind is blowing. In many aspects, racial
consciousness, stable family units, and all the other signs of a healthy White
society have been completely eradicated by the Jewish system. Although our
society is unhealthy, and has fallen to shit, you can expect the Jewish mass
media to fan the flames, and to add more fuel to the fire towards the racial
aliens to make some feel that White people have been oppressing them all this
time, and that White people are so bad that they deserve to be hunted down
like dogs.

The Blacks who back in the day were relatively less troublesome than they are
today have now become completely unhinged. They've been brainwashed to
believe that they built America, and that so many creations and inventions in
civilization that were made by White people all of a the sudden are now Black
innovations! This has given them an unmerited, unwarranted, unjustifiable, and
undeserving ego, which has turned into complete belligerent arrogance. This
also adds fuel to the fire and causes them to be even more violent. Men, and
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women who used to work together to build strong families have been turned
against each other. And what seems to be the goal of the Jews with all of this?
To decimate entirely the Aryan people, and their respective civilizations that
used to rule the world. The Jewish system, and their media conglomerate are
highly skilled at finding an isolated issue that will trigger the non-White
population, shove it down our throats 24/7, sensationalize it, take it out of
context, blow it out of proportion to cause hatred, backlash, and violence
towards White people. While the Jews behind their curtain use their weapons
of propaganda to manipulate the ignorant masses, this country more, and
more falls into the hands of the Jew. And these brainwashed, unhinged,
colored masses of the third world are nothing more than the bullets in the gun
of the Jew to unleash havoc, bloodshed, and genocide towards the White race.
With so many people in lockdown because of the virus, so many of them
already hating White people, so many of them lacking impulse control, so
many of them genetically predisposed to violence, so many of them bored, and
alone with their thoughts, you have to ask yourself is it really any surprise that
the race war happened, and is already upon us?
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A Cut Above

The Aryans' biggest rival is the Jew. The Jews are known to be a small group
of people only representing a small percentage of the population of any nation
they live in, but they are highly tribal, highly racially conscious, highly elitist,
and indeed believe themselves to be God's chosen people. No matter what
issues they have among themselves, they always look after their own. Jews,
almost without exception, always help other Jews. White people, in contrast,
have given up their rightful place as the rulers of the world, and also as
representatives of their race. It's gotten so bad that to even mention White
people as a great race would be in, and of itself considered racist. White
people have stripped themselves of their pride, their racial consciousness, and
their ability to stand together in solidarity against the racial aliens of the third
world, and their Jewish masters. At this point, to even mention the greatness of
the White race is done in the past tense, and is at this point in the eyes of
many people a faded memory.

We've been taught to hate ourselves, to hate our fellow White people, to feel
guilty, ashamed, and apologetic for being White, to be divided racially so that
we can never ban together in solidarity against our foes. Where do we go from
here? We're at a crossroads in American civilization, and arguably in the entire
western world. On the one hand, we have the Aryan race, we are indeed the
force of good, and then we have the third world, and the Jews who are the
forces of evil. As Aryans, we have the genetic superiority, and applied with
intelligent eugenics, we will be able to create an ascending path towards the
stars, and towards becoming Godlike in mind, body, and spirit. The forces of
evil, that warship death more than life, are hell-bent on making the West and
the entire world a third world cesspool through the permanent destruction of
the racial character of the White race. In some aspects, they already have, and
once that happens on a permanent, and widespread scale, we can never go
back.

We must understand the reality that we fight for good, progress, order, life, and
to cast out the Jews, and their mud slaves. Once our plans are complete, we
will be able to cleanse, heal, regenerate, and rejuvenate the White race once
again. When you have the Jews, and the mud races looking to destroy you,
and tear you apart, then you must also be racist, and ready to battle. We must
see ourselves in a different light. No longer can we view ourselves as equal or
inferior to everyone else. We must see ourselves as the best, the elite, the
superior race that is head, and shoulders above everyone else. This is our
destiny, and nothing can deter us from it. The Jews think of themselves in the
same manner, and no one bats an eye. And in order for us to not only survive
but to thrive, and to rule our own lands once more, we must see to it that we do
the same as well, or else the White race will be no more.
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Destroying the Jewish System

In order to differentiate ourselves between Jewish Antifa, the Jewish
Communists, and any of the other radical groups, we have to make the
statement that there hasn't been a good government that has been by, of, and
for the White race in almost a century. Our people allowed racial aliens, such
as the Jews, into positions of power. These Jews, with their talent of
subversion, were able to get their tentacles on virtually all of our means of
production, media, financial systems, education, and inevitably our
government. The White people didn't really care because all they cared about
was greed, thrills, and their profits. They didn't have the foresight to think if any
of this was going to actually benefit the White race, or was it going to destroy
it?

Many of our people in government were worried about other affairs, so they
didn't think too much of it because they were still complacent, and had a sense
of security even though the country was rotting from the inside thanks to the
Jews who over a century ago already had a strong influence, and control over
our institutions. However, our people still believed in democracy, the
media, and the legacy infrastructure to right all the wrongs. By the time World
War 1 was upon us, the Jewish racial aliens for all intents, and purposes were
able to worm their way into our government. By that time, our government was
no longer White; it was under Jewish control. And the standard operating
procedure of the Jews, which is to destroy, and degenerate anything the White
man has built, was already put into action. Instead of the government serving
the White race, it was serving the Jews. Of course, in the early days, it was
subtle and relatively small, but in modern-day, it is obvious for anyone with any
level of intelligence to see. They don't even try to hide it anymore. They have
gone on record to say that they own our country, and every aspect of our
society. The Jews with their control over the media are able to distort the
realities of racial crime in America, and fanned the flames for a racial war. The
Jews have long been the propagandists and the financiers for these Black
militants to destroy everything the White man has built and has targeted
Whites for termination.

What's sad is that so many White people cannot see what is happening. They
cannot see that the Jews are behind this, and they cannot see that their
minions hate us and want us destroyed. So the Jews and their propaganda
channels keep on pounding into the minds of these simple-minded Blacks, and
other colored Folk that we live in an institutionalized racist society. The irony of
it is that most educated White Folk that have half a brain are highly aware that
this isn't the case. Our country is under siege by racial aliens, and in many
regions we are completely taken over, and have become a multicultural
cesspool of the third world. We have seen how loud they scream, protest, riot,
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and cause mayhem against alleged "White racism," "White supremacy," the
KKK, and the White nationalists. The riots of 2020 have shown that the Blacks,
Jewish Antifa, and their supporters have become a violent monster with the
brain of a child. We have seen how weak our police force, military, and our
own government officials have been toward these rampaging, violent animals.
And the far left is still shouting about how "racism" is still the number one issue
facing our country. This is what our society has become, a hostile environment
for Whites, and has been for quite some time. However, we cannot apologize
for being White, we cannot submit, we will not "take a knee," we will not kneel
to none of these racial alien tyrants, and we will not "check our privilege!"

We must find the strength within just like great examples of our people, such
as Commander Rockwell. We must be hardened in our resolve, we must not
back down, and we must stand by our beliefs. We must never surrender, never
be scared of being called Nazis, and embracing the swastika. Even though
they have declared war against us, embracing these symbols, and standing
together in solidarity will put them in check from even thinking that they can
overpower us. This is not the time to submit or back down because that will
only make you a bigger target in the eyes of these Black militants because
they will smell weakness. Don't think for one second that they want peace,
don't think for one second that they will show you mercy, don't think for one
second that your life will be spared if you kneel before them. Instead, you must
show strength, physical strength, mental strength, racist White power strength,
and be armed with something. Be it a gun, a knife, or whatever concealed on
your person. You must be the most unappealing target for them. They are
looking for cowards; they are looking for weakness; they are looking for people
who will not fight back.

As long as they don't hold power over you, and that you are strong in mind,
body, and have a weapon, you will be less likely to be a victim. Although it is
sad to see law enforcement, and military being unable, and unwilling to act
against these Black militants, and I do believe in national order, it might
actually play out favorably to us in the long term. This might reduce the
likelihood of the police coming after us. It's sad, and sick that it has to be the
Blacks, and the Jewish media agitators that are fanning the flames of this war,
and destroying the system, but that is the reality. For now, what you need to do
as a White person is to avoid as much as possible non-White neighborhoods,
avoid the big cities, disassociate yourself from as many non-Whites, and racial
aliens as possible, stay White, live White, avoid the chaos, and the danger. Let
the Blacks and their minions take on the police system, and destroy the Jewish
establishment. It's going to be bloody, it's going to be nasty, it's going to be
dirty so hang on to your hats and make sure you have your barf bag ready it's
going to be a rough ride.
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"The Jews have owned America since the Balfour Declaration of 1917."
Anonymous
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Do You Have the Will to Survive?

As we have seen with the Coronavirus, and the Negro race riots this year, we
have gathered plenty of data, and facts for review. What you have is not as
important as what you know and, of course, having a level head. You need to
be able to have your fair share of food, water, medical supplies, general
supplies, some guns, knives, and ammunition as well as knowing how to use
them, and of course, being physically fit. We know that the supply chain
system can get really ugly, really fast. If they were to shut down the logistics
business, a lot of people would starve and die in a short period of time. And if
the ineptitude, incompetence, and inability of the cops, and the National Guard
to stop the rioting, and the looting of these animals continues, you can bet your
bottom dollar that things can get a lot worse at a much faster rate. Not only
was the Coronavirus the most damaging in the big cities, but the Negro rioters
also targeted these very same large cities.

I think it's safe to say that living in largely populated urban areas such as New
York City, San Francisco, Minneapolis, Los Angeles, Seattle, Portland and
other big cities are not where you want to be. Not now, and sure as hell not
down the line. I'm not necessarily saying that you have to live in the middle of
nowhere in the countryside, there's some smaller towns or even some
mid-sized towns where you might be able to manage, but you need to avoid
the big cities, and the multicultural cesspools that are oftentimes synonymous
with these large metropolises. You're going to have to rely on yourself more
than ever before. The cops have shown that they will not help you, they do not
care about your safety, they do not care about your life, and they sure as hell
don't give a shit about your property. So you better be ready, make sure you
have your house in order, make sure you know what to do, and remember that
in these times, the biggest determining factor will be your level of self-reliance.
The system has proven in these incidents, time, and time again that they
cannot even help themselves much less help you.

Quit relying on the cops to be your hired guns, and to bail you out when the
Blacks start coming after your town. You better have a weapon on you, a gun,
a knife, or both, and you sure as hell better have the will to act when it comes
to defending your life, your family's lives, and your property. I'm reading about
so many people, especially first-time gun owners going out, and in reactionary
nature buying a stockpile of guns, and ammunition. But the fact of the matter is
it's no different than a security blanket. If it really came down to it, and a violent,
bloodthirsty, unhinged nigger were to barge into their house ready to kill an
overwhelming 92% of these justifiably fearful White Folk wouldn't have the will
to act, and put that nigger six feet under. That's the thing people. If you're
going to buy a weapon for home defense, you sure as hell better have the guts,
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and the will to use it; otherwise, you're wasting your time, your money, and
your life.

You have to ask yourself if one of those violent, entitled, brutish niggers were
to break into your house, and wanted to destroy you, and your family would
you have the will to kill him before he kills you? I would say a lot of White
people today don't have the will to act. They don't have the guts to kill the
intruder in their house that is looking to kill them, and their family. This is
especially true for a lot of these social justice warriors, and these liberal Whites
who are kneeling down, and kissing the boots of these violent apes! They're
even supporting this filth in defunding the police! What a disgrace our race has
become! But you know what? These White Folk get what they deserve, and
when it happens, I don't want to hear any crying from these bleeding heart
morons. You betrayed your race, submitted, aided, abetted, and enabled these
cannibalistic savages to dominate you. You deserve everything you get from
your painfully stupid actions. You made your bed full of filth, violence, rape,
and disease. Enjoy it! For the rest of my Folk get armed, get trained, get
prepared, and more than anything have the will to act!
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What About the Cops?

We're in a sad state of affairs at this moment. For all the harm that the Blacks,
and the Jews can do against White people in some respects, the police might
be even worse. Now you might be asking me why would you say something
like that? Well, it's due to the fact that the police protect them. Let's be honest
here if the rioters, the looters, the rapists, and the killers that have been raising
hell, and mayhem in this long-drawn-out riot were all White, and God forbid if
they were White nationalists the cops, and the National Guard wouldn't have
hesitated to mow them down like autumn wheat.

We have a double standard law enforcement system when it comes to the
police. If you're Black, a lot of officers will let you go, or at the worst, give you a
slap on the wrist because God forbid if they're branded as a racist for using
justified force. If you're White, they won't even hesitate to put you down
because guess what? Your life doesn't matter, and you won't show up in the
papers or in the news. The Jews hate you, and therefore, their media hates
you too. The Jewish media has an agenda, and you aren't a part of it unless it
benefits them to portray you as an evil White racist where in that case, they will
have your name, and picture on the screen 24/7.

What's disgusting is that you see the cops kneeling before the Black terrorists.
They have sold out. They no longer are there to serve and protect White
people. Not anymore. They had the opportunity to put down these
rioters, terrorists, and violent criminals, but they lacked the will to act. We must
make sure that we don't suffer the same fate when these violent animals come
knocking down our doors. At one time, being a cop had a certain amount of
status, it was considered a respectable profession, and they were able to
recruit relatively quality people for the job. Even by the admission of the police
themselves, they are scraping the bottom of the barrel when it comes to finding
quality candidates to fill these jobs today. A lot of these cops nowadays sad to
say are not of the same caliber of the cops of years past. And due to these
factors as well as the Jewish media denigrating their work, it is no longer a
respectable profession to get into.

At this point, they're nothing more than the Jewish system's hired guns, and
trigger happy ones at that. Their job is to overlook non-White crime, but make
sure to kill all White people that they can. It fits the Jewish agenda, after all.
Some might be able to be converted over to our ideology, and cause. However,
how many of those could stay loyal to the cause is debatable, especially from
what we have been seen as of late. Their sell-out, and race betraying behavior
are not at all inspiring or encouraging. Some of them are relatively neurotic,
suicidal, trigger happy punks, or just looking to kick someone's ass, and get
away with it. None of them have ideals, values, or any cause of their own.
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Instead, they're nothing more than government mercenaries. Who knows?
Maybe they'll team up with Black lives matter in order to kill all White people?

Up until this point, the economy, and fear of the police state were a few of the
factors that kept them in power. Well, a lot of people are out of work, they have
nothing better to do, and since the Jewish Antifa, and their ilk are in large
numbers, they were able to go, and wreak havoc, and cause huge amounts of
trouble without suffering too much punishment. They see weakness, and they
have shown us that cops aren't as omnipresent as we thought, and they
definitely can't see everything that's going on much less enforce the law. You
must focus on avoiding them, at least for now. At the rate we're going, there is
always a possibility that once all of society falls down, the more people will go
up against them. Black lives matter, and Jewish Antifa are showing to be
worthy opponents against the police. We must also build our own resistance
team. We must hold our own, and once they come for us. It could be the cops,
Jewish Antifa, or the rioting Blacks we must proceed to do what the cops
should have done. Wipe this mess out! If they refuse to protect, and serve the
White citizens who pay their salaries, then we must take up arms, and make
sure that we protect ourselves.
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Cops: The Double Edged Sword

With all the civil unrest going on and the ineptitude in the lack of willingness to
act by the cops, it starts to take away a lot of people's trust, and security that
the cops will help them in times of need. We've grown dependent on the cops
because we felt that we could rely on them. But with Black lives matter, and
Jewish Antifa going out there, raising hell, and committing all sorts of criminal
acts, we have seen that the cops don't have the balls to shoot them down like
the dogs they are. You can rest assured as a White person if there was a
home invasion going on (and most likely that person will be Black), and you
called up the cops you'll be more likely to hear the dispatcher tell you "shut up
racist!" and then hang up on you abruptly then to give you any help or
assistance. How does this apply to you? Well, you need to make goddamn
sure that you have some weapons in the house, and that you know how to use
them effectively if a situation like that occurs in the confines of your home.

Obviously, there's a double standard in regards to law enforcement. Black Folk
can get away with murder, but God forbid if you as a White person defend
himself in the gravest extreme against them. You'll be branded as a racist, and
will be punished severely. Many Whites are noticing this across the country.
Many of our people are now becoming more self-reliant than before, gun sales
are going up, and people are getting prepared just in case these people try to
invade their homes. The police are a double-edged sword in the eyes of many
people. In the large towns, especially ones with a huge Black population, they
are in a sad state of affairs. They have to deal with the Black on Black crime,
Black people killing White people, and all the while they have to make sure
they aren't too rough with the Black criminals because again, God forbid if
they're branded a racist, and then they lose their jobs. In the small towns, they
are a huge hassle, and most of the time, all they do is write up tickets.

People know instinctively if there's police around, there's nothing good ahead,
so people usually walk or run the other way. Many crimes are not released to
the public, and they, as well as the media, are scared to release the racial
demographic information about these crimes because we know that more
likely than not, it's somebody Black, and God forbid if they state the obvious,
and be branded a racist. God forbid if White people wake up, and realize that
the people who are hunted down the most in this country are White people,
and the hunters are Blacks and other non-Whites. The Jewish media
establishment can't have that happen. That's not in line with their agenda.
Sadly in a lot of towns, the police are completely useless. If you end up getting
jumped, and beaten down by an assailant, have your car bashed in, and all of
its contents stolen, or have damage, and vandalism done to your house, you
can forget about getting any assistance from the cops. The best they're going
to do is shrug their shoulders, and say sorry there's nothing we can do, but
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they'll be sure to write it down on their big notepads even though many
(especially Black cops) of them are barely literate. If you get your stuff stolen,
you can forget about ever getting it back, and rest assured they probably will
never find the perpetrator.

The sad thing is taking the law into your own hands, and defending yourself,
and then calling the cops after the fact could get you into more trouble than
what the perpetrator did to you! What kind of a backwards world is this?! I
guess they expect us to sit there, and take it. To let ourselves get robbed,
intimidated, assaulted, raped, and ultimately murdered by these pieces of shit.
What a world! Here's a thinking exercise what would happen if someone were
to come after you and you're able to handle your business, and not call the
cops after the fact. Would they even notice? Would it even matter? It is
something to think about, especially since cops have been proven to be inept
and unreliable. I’m not advocating you to do this. Just food for thought. It's
understandable that not everyone can handle their own affairs. And it's also
very sad how cops have become a parody of what they used to be. All you
have to do is think of all the stereotypes which are often true about the cops,
especially the one about the doughnut shop being their place of residence.

It's a disgrace to society that the most vulnerable among us that being the very
young, and the very old are under the illusion of safety that the cops are
looking after them when in reality, they are naked, and vulnerable against the
most ruthless bloodthirsty killers in the world. And these violent criminals,
many of them are not locked behind bars, but rather they are still at large living
freely among us, and financed by the Jewish system. In many parts of the
United States, it's more dangerous than many of the most dangerous favelas
in Brazil. And if the police can't do the job they're supposed to do which is to
serve and protect the people, then what the hell are they doing? It seems that
they exist for no other reason than to protect the Jewish system. To be used
when people get out of line. We have this whole talk of defunding and
disbanding the police. Obviously, if you're White in any of those communities,
you're at great risk. However, if you take that off the table, it will be a Black
person's worst nightmare because the cops are oftentimes the only thing from
keeping Black people from killing each other in massively large numbers.
Maybe with fewer cops, the White people can actually defend themselves
against their enemies without the cops fucking it up for us? It would be
interesting to see what would happen in those cities. I know exactly what will
happen, but many people don't. Maybe that would wake more people up, and
realize what the real problems are in this country.
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Nordic Awakening

Many people myself included are still looking around, and wondering why it's
taking so long for White people to wake up. Why isn't he standing up instead of
kneeling? Why isn't he speaking out instead of staying silent? Why isn't he
fighting back? Don't get me wrong; the current race war has caused many
White people to buy guns, and knives some for the first time ever. Even the
White people that consider themselves liberal or left-wing have been buying
weapons. Many are scared to say anything due to political correctness, but
they know deep down as I predicted that they subconsciously know that they
are a target.

Even non-White people that could be mistaken for being White are also on
guard. At the end of the day, when the violent Blacks, and their team of misfits
come running after you, they are not going to ask you what your heritage is. It
won't matter if you're half Mexican, it won't matter if you're a quarter Native
American Indian, it won't matter if you're one-quarter African. It will all be
based on the eye test. Can you or can you not go out into the street, and be
perceived as White? If you're a Mestizo or Castizo Latin American, but you
pass as White guess what? In their eyes, you're White. If you're mulatto, but
you pass as White guess what? In their eyes, you're White. Now we would
expect the far left of our race to bow down, and kneel for the non-Whites that
want to slit our throats. It's pathetic, and sad, but it's not completely
unpredictable.

What's really unexpected is the more conservative or the right-wing of the
White race has also bowed down, catered to, placated, pacified, and pandered
to these violent jungle criminals. Do they honestly believe they're going to get
the Black, and non-White vote? Are they a bunch of cucks? Even many
YouTubers who are very pro-gun, and most likely conservative or right-wing
talked about unifying every race together. Even they have drunk the Kool-Aid
of multiculturalism. They see nationalism not by blood but by soil alone. They
don't understand that every race carries their nation, and their continent in their
blood.

An African no matter where he goes will always be an African, and will always
carry the law of the jungle with him. That's why when White people built Haiti, it
was a reflection of Europe, and for a time, it was a very nice place. Fast
forward to 200 years later, under two centuries of Black African rule, what do
we have? A reflection of their poverty-stricken, run-down, disease-ridden,
warzone of third world Africa. If we were to reverse things, and throw all the
Black Haitians over in England and all of the White Englishmen to Haiti, what
we would see is Haiti rejuvenated again, and inevitably becoming a relatively
prosperous country. And for the Blacks that would be shipped to England? It
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would decay, and fall into lawlessness, and destruction, just like any other
nation in Africa. This is what many White Folk do not understand. Just because
you put a Black person in clothes, shoes, and give him a book, it doesn't make
him civilized, and it never will. It's not of his nature. It never was, and it never
will be.

Hopefully, White Folk will wake up to these harsh racial realities, rise up, and
get ready for the race war. When will it happen, and how long will it take to get
there? No one knows for sure, but it is inherent within us Nordics when needed,
we will unlock our warlike wrath against our enemies. When this happens, we
must go along with that tide, and not against it. Once it does happen, we will all
be asking why did it take so long? Remember, the real leaders are the ones
that are doing something, and lead by example.

The reason why Jewish Antifa, Black lives matter, the Jews, and the non-White
mobs are coming after us the way that they are is because they know that we
are not in solidarity with our other White brethren. As a result, when they see
us not fighting, and oftentimes many of us are submitting to this filth; it gives
them more power. They feed on the fear of our Folk. If there was a strong team
of us who harnessed our forefathers' Viking Warrior mentality, we would be
able to shut them down virtually overnight. They would finally fear, and respect
us because they know that we would fight back, and we would hit them hard.
The day that we regain a racial consciousness, and go out in the streets with
weapons, and armor carrying the swastika, our enemies will know that they are
fucked. When this happens, and when we fight back, the enemies will
understand why everyone was afraid of the men of the North. And hopefully,
we learn something afterward, to never apologize for being Nordic, to never
kneel before an enemy, that the Jews are not our friends, never were, and
never will be, to never let racial aliens tell us how to run our country, to show
no mercy towards our enemies, and to let the third world wither on the vine.
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Might Is Right

"Laws" and "Rules" imposed on you From days of old renown. Are not
intended for your "good" But for your crushing down. Then dare to rend the
chains that bind And to yourself be true. Dare to liberate your mind, From all
things, old and new. Always think your own thought. All other thoughts reject;
Learn to use your own brain And boldly stand erect. -Ragnar Redbeard, Might
is Right

Government is founded on property

Property is founded on conquest

Conquest is founded on power

All power is founded on brain and brawn.

- Ragnar Redbeard, Might is Right

Hate for hate — and ruth for ruth,

Eye for eye — and tooth for tooth,

Scorn for scorn — and smile for smile,

Love for love — and guile for guile,

War for war, — and woe for woe,

Blood for blood — and blow for blow.

- Ragnar Redbeard, Might is Right
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Chopped

I have gone on and on at this point about the White man's inability to fight in
the modern Western world. However, with the race riots, and all the other
bullshit currently going on, you would think it couldn't get any crazier right?
Well, you'd be surprised. In Seattle, Washington, Jewish Antifa has blocked off
about six blocks of the downtown area. They are officially calling it an
"autonomous zone", and are making demands such as reparations for Black
Folk, defunding, and dismantling the police, the release of violent criminals,
and of course, vegan food. I wish I was making this up, folks. It seems that
they have run out of food, and they might be in trouble, but you never know for
sure.

What's pathetic is how the police departments have been told to not stop them,
and have been driven out of their own precinct in Seattle that Jewish Antifa
drove them out of. Even if Jewish Antifa starts physical violence against them,
they can't do anything. What is wrong with this picture? We have literally
domestic terrorists that obviously have an intense hatred towards racially
conscious White Folk, they've been involved with numerous crimes, and have
literally seized a part of Seattle. And where is Seattle's mayor, Washington's
governor, or police or any other type of law enforcement in the area? I rest my
case. None of them have the guts or the will to act. Will we use military force
against them? No one knows for sure. It's unbelievable how soft the
government, and law enforcement has been on these domestic terrorists such
as Black lives matter, and Jewish Antifa. And government officials, and the far
left wonder why so many people are buying guns, knives, armor, and other
offensive, and defensive weapons to protect themselves. If you can't trust the
police to do their jobs, which is to SERVE AND TO PROTECT, then YOU have
to protect your life, your family's lives, and your property. Black lives matter,
and Jewish Antifa have literally gotten away with murder, rape, and then some.
However, when it comes to White nationalist groups that want their country to
be White again, and to preserve their heritage, just their very presence is
enough for the cops to tear them apart.

Could you imagine if any of these pro-White organizations did half of what
Black lives matter and Jewish Antifa have done? They wouldn't have hesitated
to exercise "Law and Order" against them. What is wrong with this picture?!
Instead of White people looking to take back their country, and gain any level
of solidarity, we have them siding with the enemy. Are we that weak, and that
pathetic that we don't deserve to live any longer? I would like to think otherwise,
but then again, I see far too many White people are getting destroyed, their
property looted, and broken into, being assaulted, being raped, getting killed,
and being subjugated to practically second-class citizenship without fighting
back. You would think at some point they would rise up together in solidarity,
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and say enough is enough, and smash the Black bastards, Jewish Antifa, and
the Jewish system itself. But we don't have a healthy White society in 2020
now do we?

It makes me so sick to see White people snitch on other White people for clout,
virtue signaling, and anything else they can get their hands on. We sure as hell
know we can't trust the enemy, but if we can't even trust each other, then we're
really screwed. It will probably make sense at some point somebody will have
to create some sort of enclave that could be more or less a safe haven for
White people to regroup until we can get our minds right, and figure out how
we're going to effectively go after our enemies. Because when you have your
own people selling you out, aligning themselves with Black lives matter, and
throwing their own White folks under the bus who needs enemies? This is not
a sign of a healthy society. Many of us White people have kept voting
Republican because we thought that they cared about us, but with so many
Republicans, and our own president in many respects are bowing down,
kneeling, pandering, and licking the boots of the Blacks, the Jews, the
domestic terrorists, and other racial aliens at the expense of throwing in the
garbage their very own White people.

It's obvious at this point that we don't have a voice in either political party.
Once we realize that, we will have to break away from everything. We do not
belong to either party, so we will probably have to create something of our own,
and to smash anything they currently have until we have the country in our
hands again. Let me tell you, something folks, if we don't get our heads out of
our asses, and wake the fuck up as soon as possible, this is only going to be
the beginning. We are going to continue to be subjugated, continue to be
stripped away of rights, and liberties; we will continue to be treated as
second-class citizens, we will continue to be hunted down, and murdered,
everything that White folks take for granted currently will be stripped away.

When the Jews are banning books, films, flags, and everything else that is
White because they claim they are all "racist," you better understand what the
true symbolism is. When they destroy statues of our White leaders, and want
to rename streets, and military bases, you better understand what that means!
They are looking to destroy, erase, exterminate, and replace us! You would
think we have been slapped hard enough in these last couple of weeks to get it
through our thick skulls that this is a race war, and in order to survive, we
better stick together as White people against the enemy. But obviously, we
have some pretty stupid people in our race that still can't get it through their
thick skulls that they are being attacked, persecuted, invaded, and
systematically destroyed. Unless, and until we can stand together against the
system, know exactly who we are, what we stand for, and what we are looking
to achieve, then we won't stand a chance at living free in this country as White
people. This country is systematically racist, but it's against White people.
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Anybody who has checked the various facts and statistics in regards to crime,
college admissions, job placement, and so on are highly aware of this, but
obviously, you cannot speak about it because then you'd be branded as a
racist, and then you wouldn't be able to work. Our country must be under our
possession again. We must build this world in our own image, and that means
we have to destroy our many enemies. The White people have been too
merciful, too kind, too generous, too lenient, and too permissive for far too long.
It is time to swing the war hammer, and drop it on our enemies' heads!
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The Light, the Way, the Truth, and the Righteous

Path

There is a huge deal of irony when people, especially White people, pride
themselves on being "woke." In reality, they are the furthest from being truly
woke. If anything, they're in a coma. I would like to make the argument that
White people should not be striving to be "woke" under the criteria of racial
aliens. If anything we should be focused on being "White woke" and that is to
be racially conscious as White people, to be racial realists, and understand
that there are huge differences on matters of race, to focus on the best
interests of the White race, and inevitably seek out racial separation. Because
for the White race to survive, we must be more tribal, and not focus strictly on
our own selfish interests, but the interests of our race. Many of us White Folk
are disenfranchised, many of us are out of work, and don't have a purpose. We
bought into the materialistic world of the Jews, but that's not our higher calling.

What could be a greater calling than to do your part, to the best of your abilities,
and in accordance with your innate skills to further the interest, and benefits of
your race? To want to preserve your people's heritage and, of course, make
your people the smartest, the strongest, and the best possible. This should be
our higher purpose, this is deeper, and more important than virtually anything
else available, and most importantly, it's a drive that can be sustained over a
long period of time. This means in many cases, you will be considered an
outcast because there are many mainstream activities, and beliefs that will
destroy you, and separate you from your race. As sad as it is, most people are
sheep, and if the media or the government tells them that something is cool or
trendy or is good for them, they never question it. They blindly, and mindlessly
join the rest of the mob, and march happily along to the slaughterhouse. Some
of them know deep down they're going to be slaughtered, but that's okay for
them because after all, it's trendy, it's progressive, it's liberal, and most
importantly it's anti-racist!

The man who divorces himself from the system, and the mainstream has to be
made of sterner stuff, and he has to have the grit to deal with the suffering, and
the pain he will be subjected to. These are things that you cannot teach.
Simply put, you either have them, or you don't. As much as I am trying in this
book to help awaken my fellow White people, I also know there will be plenty
that will still be unable or unwilling to be unplugged by the Jewish Matrix.
Perhaps it's more biological than environmental. Some people innately
question what's going on, and want to find out the truth no matter what. Other
folks would rather stay ignorant, turn a blind eye, or keep their head in the sand
because the truth is too painful for them to accept. We must all decide on
which path we want to take, and commit to it 100%. We must make sure that in
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accordance with our innate skills, and abilities that we do what we can to make
a significant impact for our people. Just because we didn't conform to this
Multicultural Cesspool of society doesn't make us failures.

We talk about living free in American society, and in some respects, maybe
this is as close as we're going to get to living free. To not conform to what the
Jewish media tells us to conform to, to not live the life that our society tells us
we have to live that we can choose to live our lives on our own terms, and as
we see fit. In many respects, that leaves us better off than many other parts of
society that blindly conform to whatever the Jews tell them to conform to. So
we have to choose. Do we choose the path of righteousness, to do what we
can to help our people no matter how big or small, to have the opportunity of
being remembered for our noble deeds, or do we fade into obscurity? Our path
to becoming "White woke" will give us a chance to survive, and thrive. The
Whites who continue to stay subservient, submissive, and weak before their
non-White masters will continue to be slaves forever. What path will you
choose?
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RAHOWA (Racial Holy War)

Many revolutions, and movements have failed due to the fact that there wasn't
a spiritual or religious component to them. Knowing that you're fighting for
something greater than yourself, and that you're on the side of what's good,
and what's righteous can give you a great advantage in the battlefield,
especially when the going gets tough, and your opponent starts to lose their
morale. However, I think the White man has become weak because he's
adopting the wrong ideologies. He's gone too far into Jewish-style, all-inclusive,
“all races are equal in the eyes of the Lord” Christianity, which Jews have
exploited to weaken the White man as they systematically picked apart our
great Roman Empire.

Like every great civilization that had its rise, and fall, all shared a common
pattern. In the beginning, it was founded, and built by Whites, and then it
ended up being non-White, and turned into absolute decay, barbarism, and
rottenness in the end. Ancient Egypt, Rome, India, Haiti, Persia, and Greece
all suffered the same fate. Race-mixing that has always been popularized by
the filthy, sadistic Jews has been a huge downfall for the White race. In many
of these White lands, the Jews opened the borders to our countries, brought in
black, and brown slaves, and we interbred with them. A White who breeds with
a Black ends his or her bloodline FOREVER! Race-mixing is vile because you
can never get your bloodline back once it's polluted, and destroyed. All of our
creativity, intellect, work ethic, and greatness of the White race ends forever
once you breed with these filthy jungle people. Instead of ascending to
greatness as a race, we devolve further down into the jungle. Human evolution
ends up going in REVERSE.

These vile, and sick Jews ultimately want to mongrelize our race forever!
Never for us to return again to greatness ever again! Look at those ONCE
GREAT White civilizations. Where are they now? GONE! Whites, in order to
survive, must separate themselves from the other races. Once a White person
procreates with one of these mud people, the resulting progeny is no longer
White. Race-mixing kills us off without the Jews even having to fire a single
bullet! This is why the Jews are so eagerly trying to continuously promote
race-mixing in movies, music, and pornography. They want us dead, and they
have done this before in the past. When will us gullible goyim ever learn from
history? Race-mixing, multiculturalism, and open borders have never done us
any good, and will only lead us to our doom. Our ideology, our true ideology
should be something that we inherently made by ourselves. Odinism,
Paganism, Cosmotheism, Creativity, Aryanism, National Socialism, all of these
are valid, and can be intertwined together to form the ideology that best
represents White people. Ben Klassen once wrote the book "The White Man's
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Bible," and I think anyone who's open to understanding the racial holy war
before us should take a look at this book.

The problem is that a lot of these churches, and other religious institutions that
White people spend time, money, and effort on are not in the interests of White
people. Many of them have given money away to non-White people, and many
of them are in bed with the Jews. We must divorce ourselves from these
traitors, and focus on a religion/ belief system that is for us, and by us. Our
philosophy must strengthen the morale of our race, and focus on what will
benefit us in the long run instead of sacrificing ourselves to everyone else.
Every tribe must look after their own, and we must be no different. The Asian
people look after their own very well, so do the Jews, so do the Black
people. And in some respects, Latin American people do the same, although
they do have conflicts among themselves, especially when it comes to
nationality, and racial identity since they aren't a monolithic group. However,
overall the different groups are highly tribal. But what about White people? Our
White leaders have been pathetic, and have said, and done nothing to help
their fellow White man. We have no organizations or anything that supports
our race, and preserving our heritage. Many White people have betrayed their
own kind, and sold us out for clout, money, brownie points, re-tweets, social
media likes, positive comments, virtue signaling, and so on.

Religion, just like virtually every other American institution, has been infiltrated,
subverted, and perverted by the Jews. Even the Republican Party is owned by
Jews, unfortunately. That's why we have the term Kosher Conservatives. They
seem like they would care about White folks, many of them are White folks, but
they would sell us out in a split second for the Jews, and their precious little
Israel. If we don't wake up quickly, and realize that we've been had, we're
going to be living in a world of hurt. In no time, the Jews will have their boots
crushing our skulls forever. George Orwell warned about this, but even he
couldn't have foreseen that the boot that would be on our faces forever would
have the Star of David on it! That the authoritarian dictators that would be
ruling over us would be the filthy Jews! George Orwell, and his prophetic book
1984 saw this coming. I highly advise you to read it because in America, and in
virtually every other country that is infested with Jews. All of what he
prophesized is happening virtually to the letter. Big Brother IS watching you!
And Big Brother IS JEWISH!
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Jewish Brainwashing

In 1985 Mike and the Mechanics did a song called: Silent Running. The lyrics
are highly prophetic and relevant in 2020 for our Folk. How does this relate to
what I'm about to talk about? Apart from the church, and the state both of
which you cannot trust because both have been infiltrated, and run by Jews,
you must also distrust the mainstream Jewish media, and Jewish run television.
Unlike the church which you go to from time to time, the TV, and any internet
platform such as Netflix or YouTube are always available, and always ready
for consumption. Any type of propaganda, be it political, religious, films, TV
shows, and commercials, you can bet your bottom dollar that a Jew has his
hand in it.

And it's not for the benefit of White people. Of course, they'll have some White
actors for you to accept their messages of brainwashing but trust me the ones
who are pulling the strings, the ones who run the show, the ones that wrote the
script, the ones who are putting the words on the teleprompter are all Jews! I
am not saying that television or any of these video platforms are inherently bad.
If anything, they can be great IF they are in the hands of our Folk. And once
the White National Socialists repossess them, they will be made great again.
There are some glimmers of hope on systems such as Gab, and Bitchute
where we can spread our message (although the Jew pigs are working hard to
silence us!), but time will tell what will happen from there. Once we run things
again, the White people who dared to destroy us will most likely be executed or
will have to be sent to a special camp to get their minds right. Jews, and
non-Whites will have to be thrown out. We should also brand, and label all race
traitors so we know who our enemies are so we can pick them apart like
vultures, and let them wither on the vine. Or we can just send them to Africa
along with the Blacks, and wash our hands of their filthiness. Either way,
justice will be served. Below are the lyrics of Silent Running. I think you will
agree that they are indeed highly prophetic. Not only of what's happening now
but what will have to happen in the future.

Take the children and yourself

And hide out in the cellar

By now the fighting will be close at hand

Don't believe the church and state

And everything they tell you
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Believe in me, I'm with the high command

Can you hear me, can you hear me running?

Can you hear me running, can you hear me calling you?

Can you hear me, can you hear me running?

Can you hear me running, can you hear me calling you?

There's a gun and ammunition

Just inside the doorway

Use it only in emergency

Better you should pray to God

The Father and the Spirit

Will guide you and protect from up here

Can you hear me, can you hear me running?

Can you hear me running, can you hear me calling you?

Can you hear me, can you hear me running?

Can you hear me running, can you hear me calling you?

Swear allegiance to the flag

Whatever flag they offer

Never hint at what you really feel

Teach the children quietly

For some day sons and daughters

Will rise up and fight while we stand still
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Race War Part Two: Atlanta

And you thought the race war was going to be over? You'd be surprised. Just a
few days before the date of this writing entry, we had a Rayshard Brooks in
Atlanta, Georgia, shot, and killed by an officer. And of course the primitive, and
savage Blacks do what primitive, and savage Blacks do: raise hell, block off
the highways, and burn down buildings and that included the Wendy's
drive-thru of where their poor little Rayshard Brooks was shot down. How did
this happen? Well, if you listen, and believe the narrative that the poor little
Negroes always say "he din do nutin," but in actuality, you'd be surprised. He
was asleep at Wendy's drive-thru, he admitted that he had too much alcohol,
and the breathalyzer confirmed this, and of course like many little Negroes he
resisted arrest, fought the two cops, disarmed the one police officer of his taser,
and started running away, firing back at the officer, and the officer of course
had no choice but to fire back. Another dead little negro.

Just like George Floyd, he was a career criminal with multiple felony charges,
but of course, the media won't show that. Another martyr for this fraudulent
cause of Black lives matter. And another excuse for the little niggers to raise
hell, destroy entire city blocks, burn cities to the ground, assault, murder,
intimidate, and rape innocent White folk. Of course, the Negroes will always
play the victim, they always do; that's just who they are. The White man's laws
are oppressive to them. They want to live in the lawless jungles of Africa again.
And of course, it's always the fault of the White police officer, before even
doing a thorough investigation they fired Garrett Rolfe. I find it funny that many
of the martyrs, and heroes of Black lives matter are Black people who were for
all intents, and purposes criminals with nothing redeemable about them.
"Saint" George Floyd, for instance, who is being painted as an angel, was a
violent career criminal, who also resisted arrest contrary to popular
belief. Some of his crimes were: theft, trespassing, drug possession,
aggravated robbery with a deadly weapon, one of which was a home invasion
where he put a gun up to a pregnant woman's stomach while the rest of his
crew robbed her.

I find it very telling how they're very permissive with their own kind when it
comes to criminal activity. Even our founding fathers didn't believe that we
could have different races coexist under the same government, and I think that
it's pretty obvious at this point. Anybody who thinks that defunding the police,
disbanding the police, focusing on healing, and deep talks about race will fix
these issues are dead wrong. If anything, they will only make them worse. We
must focus on separation as much as humanly possible. Even an ethnostate,
although very far from ideal, may I remind you would be a much better
alternative than what we are facing today. But let's look at the reality of things,
shall we? The police, as well as White people overall, and other non-Black
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Folk, have every right to be defensive, and careful around Black males. In the
last year, eight unarmed Black men were killed by cops, while 50 police
officers were killed by armed Black men. What people do not want to admit is
that Black men are only about 6% of our population, but they are responsible
for 46% of the police deaths.

Blacks commit the majority of the crime overall, and especially against their
own people. If you, and people who look like you are the common denominator
in the majority of crimes, of course, you're going to be racially profiled. Of
course, cops are going to put you under a microscope a little bit more. Do you
really blame them? As much as they're trying to make Floyd into a martyr, let's
establish one thing. His last act as a "human" if you even want to call him that
was committing a crime. Not only did he commit a crime, but he was also
pumped up to the gills on drugs, and resisted arrest like many other Black
criminals. He was, and always would be a criminal. I would say the only thing
that he has done that might be worse than all the crimes he committed was
him having all those kids, many of whom will most likely grow up to be
criminals themselves, and then they will breed more criminals, and on, and on,
and on. If he didn't have such a rap sheet, and if he wasn't a criminal, he
wouldn't have been in this predicament in the first place. There are more White
people who are killed by White cops all the time, but of course, no one tells you
that. The Jewish media will not tell you that. And Black folks who can barely
read or understand numbers much less comprehend facts would never believe
it either because they play victims all the time. And they always will be victims
to their own faulty, and criminal DNA.

I hope that White folk will wake up to these issues, become more realistic
about race, and have a better understanding of the different races, and how we
are inherently different. As much as some of our people go to Africa, and other
third world nations on mission trips, and try to make them model citizens. You
have to understand that they are there, and they are the way they are because
of what is within them, within their blood, within their genes. There is nothing
you can do to change them. It's like trying to dress up a pig, and make them
civilized like a human. When you turn your back around; they're going to roll in
the mud all over again. All of your progress, all of your hard work will be for
nothing. No matter how much we try to convert Black Folk to Christianity, no
matter how much we try to get them to wear our clothes, to abide by our laws,
and to live our standards in life, they will never be us. They will never be like us.
They will never be equal to us. Once we get that through our thick skulls, we
will understand what has to be done. But as long as we believe in the politically
correct mantras of “diversity is our strength”, and that “all men are created
equal”, we will continue to suffer, and they will also continue to suffer.

Neither one of us benefits from coexisting together. We're better off separating
entirely. We have to stay White, they have to stay Black, and the best way to
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do that is to separate. They will go their own way; we will go our own way, and
each of our respective groups will create, and fulfill our own unique destinies
as we see fit. We know that the Jews want us to mix with the Blacks to create
the mulattos that are smart enough to do most basic jobs but still stupid
enough to not know they're being enslaved. They are the perfect slave for the
Jew! Both of these things are an abomination, and the faster we realize this,
we will know exactly what we must do. We must stop the madness and stop
these criminal acts against our Folk, or we will drown in a sea of mud never to
return again. That's the problem with miscegenation with the mud people; you
cannot undo or go back from what would be considered the ultimate
destruction of our bloodline. Why anyone would want to with an inherently
criminal, dishonest, dirty, and unclean group of people is beyond anything
anyone with half a brain could ever comprehend.
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The Right to be a God

I have gone on to say that the White race's mind has been weakened by the
Jewish perversion of religion. To turn the other cheek is indeed a cowardly
approach against your enemy. Also, who in their right mind would ever
encourage someone to love their enemy? Not only should you hate your
enemy, but if he strikes you, you need to strike him back, and at least with
twice as much force, and damage as he struck you with. Anything less is an
invitation to be murdered. We must get rid of the sickness, which is
Jewish-style Christianity, and we must embrace a philosophy that's more
inherently White such as Odinism, or Paganism, Creativity, Cosmotheism, and
the like (some Whites argue for Christian Identity which is another story in and
of itself). Many of these philosophies are intertwined or have borrowed from
the other. It would be much more natural for a race to embrace philosophy,
such as one of these than what we currently have. For any group of people, it's
more healthy to embrace a philosophy that is of their race. Middle Eastern
religions such as Christianity, Islam, and the Jewish faith are alien to our
heritage. They are not for us, and we should not adopt them. And therefore, we
must toss them out.

We must embrace the best of our people. Just as the White race is nature's
finest creation, and the highest life form on this planet, National Socialism also
is the finest philosophy that we ever created for the advancement of our race.
For now, these are great places to start for our Folk. We must also understand
the importance of eugenics people cry so much about. Too many Jewish
brainwashed Whites cry on, and on about how bad it is, how it is cruel, and evil,
but let me remind you it has worked very well in improving plants and animals.
How could it not improve people? The truth of the matter is that we are far
behind where we need to be as a people. If we can focus on making ourselves
better intellectually, and physically, and focus on breeding accordingly based
on the best attributes of our Folk, as well as eliminating diseases, mental
illnesses, and anything else that would hold us back, we could be virtually
Gods on Earth. We cannot run away from our destiny, and from what is
rightfully ours. Once we're back in control, we must drive out anything foreign
that would mess up our brains ever again. We must simply ask ourselves each,
and every time when faced with a difficult decision the following question: Will
this benefit the White race yes or no? That's all that matters; if it benefits us,
we will embrace it, and adopt it. If it hurts us, then we will toss it away. This
might sound simple, but you would be surprised how many people are
unwilling to embrace effective simplicity.
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Alone

As mentioned before, as it currently stands to be a White revolutionary, you
have to do it on your own, alone. Maybe we will find out after the 2020
elections how many White people have some sense of racial consciousness,
but as it currently stands, we still lack solidarity as a folk. We aren't at that point
yet where we will protect, finance, and fight for our own. Not yet. We are still a
race divided, and unless, and until we can fight together against the elements
of the third world who seek to destroy us, we will continue to see everything we
ever built be destroyed or taken away from us. We have to come to the
conclusion that we're better off, and stronger together than apart.

When you see in the news White people being beaten down by the third world
in America, when you see White people kneeling, and washing the feet of
these arrogant Negroes you know something has gone terribly wrong. This is
insanity. This is madness. It's disgusting to watch, it's grotesque to think about,
and it's deplorable to consider doing the same thing. These weak White people
that give our Folk a bad name only add fuel to the fire of the race war. The
arrogance, and the boldness of these third world savages continue to grow
because of it, and eventually, they will come after the rest of our Folk because
then they will fear nothing. They will believe that we will not fight back. As
messed up as it may sound, maybe these weak White people deserve to die. If
you're unwilling to oppose them, and you kneel before them, you're basically
saying that you have surrendered. That it's okay for them to decapitate you as
a form of racial justice to absolve yourself from your alleged White guilt, and
privilege. Maybe we need to let our weak White Folk offer themselves to the
slaughter of the Negro guillotine in order to sever the weakest links of our
blood.

Once we have only strong White people, the ones who are at least relatively
racially conscious, the ones who understand that they are being hunted down,
the ones who have the will to fight, then we will be ready to go into battle
together. However, as it stands, we are not ready yet. We have to have people
who can, at the very least, stand-alone against the mob. Whether it be
physically, verbally, and to a lesser importance even virtually. It's easy to go
with what's popular; it's easy to join a mob of angry negro protesters or to join a
Black militant army, or join Jewish Antifa. It's harder to be the only White man
on the battlefield against the mobs of the third world that want you to die. When
you have a mob together, they only are as courageous as the numbers allow
them to be. If you can pick them off one by one, you notice that they start to
lose their courage, and you inevitably break their spirit.

When you're by yourself, and you have nothing, and no one to depend on, and
no backup to call upon, you find out whether you are a hero or a coward.
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These mobs that are destroying entire cities, looting, assaulting, and killing
White people are only doing so because White people aren't showing them
their claws. If half of those shopkeepers had guns, and even more importantly
USED THEM, things would be quite different at this point. What I want to know
is why so many of these White shopkeepers being in areas where there was a
large Black presence didn't think of having guns? Did they honestly think that
Black people weren't going to be violent? Maybe we felt too secure. I think
White folk in some circumstances have been way too secure. Too secure in
our jobs, our finances, our health, our law enforcement, our homes, and
everything else that we have taken for granted. As sad as it is, all you have to
do to control most of the people in this country is to put a squeeze on their
pocketbooks.

Even companies are aware of this reality, and that's why you see so many of
them even if they don't believe in the cause putting up banners on their
websites, and every other type of pandering propaganda for Black lives matter.
Many of the reports don't believe in the cause, but they do it anyway. Why?
Because they know if they don't, they'll be branded as racists, and it might
actually hurt their bottom line profits. God forbid. We haven't gotten to that
point yet where enough White have decided to stand alone, and fight. The
White masses simply haven't formed their own battering ram yet. Of course,
it's tough to go it alone; at the same time, it builds character which great men
are made of. Struggle makes us strong, and shows us who we really are.

We need strong White men for the revolution, not these pathetic excuses for
men that we see before us. No snowflakes, no social justice warriors, and no
soyboys. They must have courage, and grit, the things that you cannot teach.
The ones that have the will to act when it's needed. We will need many of
these good men, to cast out the evils that are plaguing our White nations in the
final race war for the ages that will determine the destiny of our planet. For now,
we are on our own, alone, because we have no other choice. Inevitably in
going our own ways alone, we will meet each other in the end on the battlefield
in full solidarity, and in necessary numbers to defeat our enemies. Or we will
die off or be killed off due to not being strong enough, and be washed away by
the rising tide of color. But make no mistake about it; either way, you will be
alone.
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The Jews at Google Fight to Censor Your Thoughts

The Jews at Google are at it again trying to censor free speech, and free
thought among our people. They are scared, and threatened that us White
people are awakening to their Zionist lies, and their agenda to completely
destroy the White race. As much as they try to say that we're the
propagandists, and that we're indoctrinating people, the opposite is true.
Somehow we subconsciously knew how things really were; we understood the
ugly truths, and harsh realities of life, of race, and the Jewish Question. It's the
Jewish system, and their media monopoly that have been brainwashing us
non-stop for decades. It has damaged us so badly that our current generation
of young people might be too far gone to be saved. They would rather have the
Blacks decapitate them than fight against the racial aliens, and the Jewish
system. To be subjected to non-stop brainwashing by the Jews in modern-day,
and still be able to escape as freethinkers, racial realists, and proud supporters
of National Socialism is an accomplishment that very few will ever understand.

For the few of us who have had our own awakenings, and have been able to
do it we should pat ourselves on the back. For being able to do so is a moral
victory under nearly impossible odds. We understand the trendy culture, the
manufactured popular opinion, false narratives, and the anti-White hatred
being spoon-fed to us by the Jews that own the mass media, and the Jews in
Hollywood that control of everything that we see on TV, and at the box office.
We have such few free thinkers of our Folk. Too many of them are reciting the
same shit implanted in their brains by the Jewish media conglomerates:
systemic racism, White privilege, White supremacy, racist White cops, Black
lives matter, mostly peaceful protests, and so on. As sad and as disgusting as
it is to see our Folk behaving in this way, there might not be much we can do to
save them. Unless, and until a large amount of our Folk can be free thinkers
without being mental slaves to the Jews, we may not have much of a chance of
taking the revolution as far as we could otherwise.
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Integrity

Another sad reality we have to see with our Folk is the lack of reliability, and
integrity. It used to be that a man's word was his bond, but nowadays, a man's
word isn't worth dogshit. They will nod their heads in agreement; they will say
yes, they promise you that they will get the job done, they promise that they will
show up, and they'll look at you with more honest conviction than you've seen
in decades, and they will give you a strong handshake to boot. But when it's
the time, and place to put up or shut up, they expose themselves as the
cowardly spineless dogs that they are. There will be many creative excuses to
be sure. We have too many people who are experts at talking the talk but
couldn't walk the walk to save their own lives: complete, and utter cowardice,
and lack of initiative. There used to be honor, certainty, integrity, and value to a
man's word. Maybe we need to go back to the old days of fistfights, dueling,
and disciplined child-rearing to help us eliminate this disease. It's rare to see
someone take action for themselves, or for the White race out of their own
pure initiative. Too many people can be moved to action or inaction out of
money, and fear. Napoleon's old saying still rings true today.
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The X Factor

Our society, any way you cut it, is sick. There are many things, a great many
things that we must do in order to take control of our lives, our race, and our
country in order to fulfill our destiny. One of the biggest issues that has been
holding us back is our inability to apply self-discipline, and work ethic to our
own lives as well as to our race. We have grown too complacent, too lazy, too
permissive, and too wayward. Our society has become sick, diseased,
degenerate, toxic, and demands little from many of its citizens. If it feels good,
do it. You don't have to do anything you don't want to do. The government can
give you your welfare money. The only true discipline that you're going to get
has to come from yourself. The lack of this X-Factor if you will is one of the
main reasons why we haven't been able to mobilize, be it politically or
revolutionary. Discipline has been, and will continue to be the foundation for
anything that we build upon. It will make us leaner, and hungrier than we
currently are, but perhaps we need to be shocked more until there is nothing
left to lose, and nothing left to do but to fight!

Unfortunately, many of our Folk have lacked the ability not to only build a
movement but to keep it going over a sustained period of time, and most
importantly, not to have infighting. Infighting, and selling out have been huge
thorns in our side when it comes to mobilizing. Unfortunately, it may continue
to be so for quite some time. It's easy these days to snitch, and sell out your
own fellow White Man to big brother, to earn brownie points with non-Whites,
to make a few dollars on the side, to feed your narcissism, to be able to virtue
signal to everyone on social media, and so on. This is a big reason why our
movements have fallen short; there's always one person who has a
last-second ideological conversion, and then sells everyone else. out And of
course, the cops are ready to put everyone away for life while the snitches get
off scot-free. And then people wonder why we don't have any real movements
anymore. They wonder why people have to go at it alone. Obviously, it's not
ideal, but what other choices do we have?

You can see the lack of discipline, and how divided White people are about
these race riots. The non-Whites overall are in relatively complete solidarity
with each other to destroy the White race. All the while, White people are
divided, and the White folk that are siding with the non-Whites are making it
their life's mission to snitch, and sell out every White who is actually sticking up
for their race. I find it completely disgusting. Many of these White Folk not only
are against White revolutionaries, but they're also helping out Jewish Antifa,
Black lives matter, and their ilk to make sure that we're burned to the ground. I
don't know 100% if we can get over this sickness, and turn our race around.
Obviously, I have some hope and optimism that we can. That we can wake up,
that we can open our eyes about the Jewish Question, about the race issues,
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and become strong, and a united White people again to cast out the enemies
of darkness once and for all.

However, we must acknowledge that the White folks that are selling out their
fellow Whites are the scum of the Earth. They no longer deserve to be
considered White, they no longer deserve police protection when the savage
Blacks come knocking down their doors looking to murder them after they've
defunded the very same law enforcement they claim to hate. They no longer
deserve freedom, liberty, or any rights at all. When you see these pathetic
excuses for White people kneeling to Black lives matter, groveling, and
begging to be forgiven for having "White privilege" and when you thought that
wasn't humiliating enough they're washing these Negroes’ feet then I have to
tell you these pathetic excuses for White people deserve everything they get.

They deserve every horrific thing that will happen to them, and when it does
happen to them, which I assure you it's inevitable, I don't want to hear any
crying. I don't want to see any tears, and I don't want to hear any begging for
help or protection from the police. We tried to tell you the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth, and not only were you unwilling to listen, but you also
censored us, silenced us, branded us as racists, and you focused all of your
efforts on destroying your own people. So to hell with you, but for the ones who
are on the fence or are starting to have an awakening, and realization at this
point, that this is indeed a race war then come home fellow White people, we
need you more than ever before. This is the final battle, the end game, the war
for all the ages. Once the dust settles, we must ensure that we are the rulers of
our country again.
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A White Awakening

As much as we want to believe that most people are smart, and can see
through the lies of others, and especially the Jewish media conglomerates,
oftentimes, we are simply projecting. Many of us believe that because we went
to a good school, or we have high level of intelligence, and are able to
objectively lay out the facts, and come to our own conclusions that other
people are exactly like us. We also believe that for politicians, leaders, or
anyone else trying to get their point across that using facts will win over the
masses, and public opinion. However, as sad as it may seem, none of these
things are true. People don't care about facts; they care about feelings, and
emotions. Looking at what's happening right now with the race war, the
narrative that the media, and other groups are using are blatantly false. If
anybody were to take 5 minutes to look through the FBI Uniform Crime Report,
the Bureau of Justice Crime Victimization Survey, or The Color of Crime
Report, or any other report they can get their hands on it's quite obvious that
Black Folk although a very small percentage of the overall United States
population commit the vast majority of the crime. But sadly, factual information,
logic, and intelligent discussion don't inspire people; it doesn't get people riled
up, it doesn't turn people on; it doesn't motivate them to do something. In many
cases, it can cause the opposite reaction.

We have to understand that the masses of people overall are not the sharpest
tools in the shed. Therefore, using logic, reason, and intelligent thinking will not
motivate, organize, or mobilize them. Most people are not thinkers; they are
DOERS. People overall are slaves to their emotions; they don't have impulse
control, they don't have foresight, they aren't able to evaluate what's going on,
and get to the truth of the situation. And as we have seen with the race war,
trying to pacify, and placate the masses doesn't work. Trying to bargain or
reason with violent criminals on the battlefield doesn't work. They don't operate
on that level of consciousness. The only way that these people can understand
anything is through force. You cannot communicate with those people any
other way. Begging for people "to heal" , and to "be united", and other
condescending slogans will not, and never have worked. Having strong
instincts, and being loyal to your tribe matters way more than pure intellect. We
have seen in the Jewish media that the narrative, the news, "the facts" can
easily be slanted, skewed, and altered for their own benefit, but having a
strong, and healthy instinct can cut through all of the lies of the Jews.

You can shove down people's throat for hours upon hours a day about how
White people are horrible, and about how Black people are innocent, never
cause crime, and that the White cops are to blame because all of us White
people are racist scum. But if your instincts are strong, subconsciously, you
know that all of this is bullshit, and your life experience proves otherwise, then
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they're going to have a hard time trying to convince you of their lies. When it
comes down to a combat situation, rest assured people aren't thinking about
anything logical. That's what a lot of these people scrutinizing the cops in these
fight or flight situations do not understand. They think that the cops can shut off
their combat instincts, and try to talk, bargain, reason, deescalate the situation
with someone who wants them to die. Not only are these critics stupid, but they
also do not understand reality. I would love for them to join the police force,
and see how far their social justice warrior education gets them. Savage
criminals out there will be licking their lips, knowing that there will be plenty of
fresh blood to be spilled. May I remind you that these people can smell
weakness a mile away, just like sharks can smell blood in the water at long
distances, and once they do, they attack, and they attack viciously.

What many of these folks don't understand is that when you're in a combat
situation, it's fight or flight. Using a high level of logic goes out the window. You
are focused on self-preservation, and survival. You're using your lizard brain,
your instincts, some things you do or say may not make sense in those
situations because you are literally fighting for your life. You have split seconds
if that to react, and if you don't react quickly enough or do the right thing, you'll
end up a corpse. As the old saying goes better to be tried by 12 than to be
carried by 6. There are plenty of White Folk today that do have a healthy
mentality with their instincts intact. They don't need to be riled up or motivated.
However, we have many of our people that have been stripped of their
instincts thanks to political correctness due to Jewish brainwashing, and they
need a lot of help.

Unless, and until they find their inner guiding light, their own racial
consciousness, they will always need help, they will always need to be
motivated, and riled up. They will never be able to do it independently. The
Jews have been shoving multiculturalism, multiracialism, and anti-White
propaganda at a very young age to our Folk so that our instincts never have
the opportunity to develop properly. They're killed off before they even begin.
For the few of us that hold onto our racial consciousness, we know the truth
about the Jews, about race how about what's happening to our Folk. The ones
of our Folk that continue to fight, and resist Jewish tyranny will inevitably
answer the call like a war horn in battle when the rightful leader of our Folk
emerges to light our darkest hour. Whether it is a leader or whether it's a
movement in itself, it will be about taking action. It might call for us to go to war,
and die for our race. Theoretically, it could be a variety of different, and
profound actions. But whatever the action might be, it has to be compelling; it
has to speak to us, it has to be true within our bones, and within our blood. And
it will most likely come from the people that are already doing things
independently.
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Although I won't count out the possibility of a highly influential leader of our
Folk who, for all intents, and purposes, deputizes all White citizens with
weapons to go out into battle. We see how Black lives matter, and Jewish
Antifa are practically protected by the system, and are receiving no retaliation
from the military or law enforcement. Could you imagine if the same treatment
was done for a bunch of hardened, racially conscious White warriors? This
country would be White-owned, and we would be able to expel the racial aliens
virtually overnight. In whatever way this all plays out, and whenever it plays out,
it will be swift, violent, and unstoppable. Currently, we haven't retaliated much
in this bloody racial war. We're still focusing on hunkering down, stocking up
on weapons, and supplies, waiting it out. Many White people are now feeling
the heat, and the pressure of what a race war is for the very first time. This will
separate the men from the boys, and this will test our minds, and our spirits
much more than our bodies.

The emotions required to go out into battle cannot be faked. None of this is a
fake it till you make it situation. Only when you are pushed to the brink, only
when the rage runs through your body like lightning, only when the anger, and
the fear are so overwhelming that you cannot take it anymore will you take
action. These feelings can also be contagious, and with this, you can organize,
and mobilize a group of racially motivated White warriors. All of this can
happen in a relatively short span of time. Trying to stop or slow this down could
hurt us as much as our opponents. The right-wing unfortunately has worn us
down, taken too long to address the race, and the Jewish issue, they have
dragged their feet for far too long in creating a White army to defend this nation
in our current racial war. There are a few people who have the fire in their
bellies that never burn out. But they are the exceptions to the rule. These large
full-scale wars are sustainable only for short periods of time. People who know
what to do understand this. They will know how to put it together, how to
acquire it, how to focus that power, and how to do the most amount of damage
in the shortest period of time before it burns out.

With a few exceptions, most of the troops will only stick around as long as their
true leader is present. Adolf Hitler was aware of this, and since he had
immense pressure on his shoulders for what was the most important
undertaking of modern world history, he ran as hard as he could for his noble
revolution for the Aryan race. He knew his time was limited, and they also
knew that he could die at any moment, and if he did die that his revolution
would crumble, and fall like a deck of cards. We must find the strength within to
provide leadership to our people. Once everything happens organically, and
we're able to awaken, organize, mobilize, and harness ourselves against those
who seek to destroy us then we will be able to smash the Jews, their media
conglomerates, their propaganda, their brainwashing, their tyranny, and their
racial alien minions into junk. We are in a racial holy war for our people, the
sooner we understand that, the sooner we will know what we must do.
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RAHOWA!
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High Culture

What so many people misunderstand is that they believe that culture,
civilization, infrastructure, and communities are independent of the people that
built, and inhabited them. That you can swap out a White man for a Black, and
that the community, the culture, and the civilization will remain the same.
However, nothing could be further from the truth. This is something that people
do not want to hear, but we must confront the ugly truths of life. What came
first, the ghetto or the Black? If you answered the Black, you're correct. Culture,
civilization, communities, and everything else that goes with it all comes from
blood, from race, from the people who inhabit the land. Look at Japan,
Switzerland, Belgium, and Singapore. These countries are all relatively poor
when it comes to natural resources, but all of these countries for all intents and
purposes are highly developed. Why? Because the people who inhabit those
lands on the average are relatively intelligent, have strong work ethics, and
know-how to build, and maintain a level of functionality to their civilizations. But
you look at other places such as Haiti, the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
and for that matter, you could lump in virtually all of Africa. These lands are full
of natural resources, which would be the envy of many White, and East Asian
nations. But for all intents, and purposes, these respective regions are still
poor. Why? Because of the people who inhabit the land.

We know that the African people have relatively low IQs in comparison to
White, and East Asian Folk, and they also don't have the work ethic, and
industriousness that we have. Hence this is the reason why no matter what we
do, no matter how much help or aid we give them, they will never get better. If
you put White people in Africa, and Haiti, we would be able to build, and create
the greatest economic powerhouse the world has ever known. The reason for
this is that we know how to harness those natural resources. We know how to
create, build, and maintain a civilization, even in the most resource-poor lands.
But if you put Black people in Europe, what would you see? Destruction,
violence, crumbled infrastructure, disease, nothing creative, nothing productive,
nothing outstanding. To get a deep understanding of this, all you have to do is
read the following book: Where Black Rules White.

Once the Africans slaughtered all the White folk in Haiti, and had the country
all to themselves on a silver platter no less, you find out what they can do after
being independent for over 200 years. And it's not much let me tell you, and
even saying that is giving them too much credit. Even in the real estate market,
anyone with half a brain when people say real estate is all about location; that's
only half of the story. The location is relevant because of the race of the
inhabitants who live there. You look at cities that were built by, and were
inhabited predominantly by Whites such as Cleveland, Milwaukee, Kansas
City, Memphis, Baltimore, Detroit, and St Louis are now crime-ridden war
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zones. Why? Because these towns are NOW predominantly inhabited by
Blacks. Obviously, this is something that no one speaks about, and is taboo to
speak about, but it's absolutely true.

Even the most liberal, and politically correct of White people wouldn't dare set
foot in these towns. This is another reason why White people instinctively
leave towns when the Black population gets too big (when 30% or more of the
town's population becomes Black, White folks start to leave in droves!). Deep
down, they know that crime will inevitably go up, and those wonderfully kept
houses, safe streets, and well-maintained businesses fall completely into
shambles. Black people have shown historically time, and time again, no
matter where they go, they cannot maintain much less build or create any type
of civilization or community. You would think people with half a brain would
realize you can't replace the people in a community, a state, or a nation without
getting different results. Even the music, movies, art, and all the other aspects
of culture that we deal with day in, and day out in this country have been
distorted, and destroyed because of the Jews injecting racial alien material into
what was once the White man's country, and culture.

American culture, and one could even argue Western culture as a whole have
been completely destroyed, and burned to ashes. This is why so many people
want to listen to "classical" music or watch "classic" movies or read "the
classics." This is due to the fact that good music, movies, and books aren't
being made like that anymore. Our language has spiraled downward to a level
of degeneracy, and stupidity that you rarely saw the days of yore. Now, of
course, we have the masses that many of the content creators of these
different types of media cater to. And as usual, many times, it's dumbed down,
and watered down to cater to their mediocre levels. However, even in times
past, the masses had an affinity for a culture that was much higher, and
healthier than what we have today. Our people, and our culture have become
sick, and of course, we have the Jews to thank for that. They are the people
who manufacture the trends, the tastes, and the public opinion for the easily
manipulated masses. This also does not help our Folk, and we see the results
today.

Sadly this happens even in our Democratic elections. Either way you vote the
Jews win, and you lose. The average White man has never had the
opportunity to listen to his own music that stems from his own blood, and his
own culture. This is why many people eventually return to artists such as
Brahms, Beethoven, Chopin, Debussy, Mozart, and the like. The Jewish
system is highly aware of the power of music, the power of lyrics, which is why
many of the songs that they push down your throat are full of degeneracy and
destructive subliminals. And with the ever-present, and far-reaching
capabilities of the internet, this has been one of their best times to massively
brainwash the White race. We already know that White people, by, and large,
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disproportionately have an affinity, and appreciation for the arts and for culture.
They financed the arts at a much higher rate, and whenever they leave, a lot of
these institutions struggle to stay around. Why? Because Blacks, and people
like them are incapable of appreciating high culture. It is not of their blood.
What they appreciate is voodoo, bongos, cannibalism, violence, looting, and
the like.

It's like trying to domesticate, and civilize a gorilla. It will be a great day for our
Folk when we can revert back to this type of music, and possibly make music
like this again that truly speaks to us, to our blood, and to our race. It used to
be during the Renaissance that the artist made his creations strictly for HIS
people. Now artists have to please, and cater to everyone that they end up
creating nothing substantial or compelling at all. Better to create a piece of art
that speaks to your people wholeheartedly than creating a piece of art that
arouses, and pleases no one at all. That was true high culture, but sadly in
modern-day America, and the Western world, it has fallen to shambles. It's
almost as archaic, unfamiliar, and dead to us as the Roman Empire.
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What Are You Made Of?

There's a saying that goes along the lines of you never know how strong you
are until being strong is the only choice you have. Many people physically, and
psychologically break when the going gets tough. You're seeing that with too
many of these White Folk that are crumbling when the menace arrives at their
own doorstep. A lot of what we considered to be potential danger is more
perceived than real. If someone or a gang of thugs is trying to hurt or kill you,
that's danger. If the police, and the rest of the system are detaining you with
the intent on prosecution, and incarceration, that's danger. Everything else is
questionable. The possibility of having to defend yourself, and your family in
the gravest extreme, facing adversity, suffering incarceration, and being a
complete social outcast because you speak the truth are all scary,
adrenaline-pumping situations that most people don't want to think about much
less experience. “Things aren't supposed to be that way”; many people will
argue. However, if you're noticing what's going on in this country with the race
war playing out even as we speak you have realized that the scenarios are
becoming more, and more likely to happen, and therefore you have to get
physically as well as mentally prepared to confront them just in case they land
on your doorstep.

There are some people who scare easier than others. However, we must do
the best we can to manage our fears, have all of our weapons at the ready,
and have the courage to use them in the gravest extreme. Inevitably we will be
able to prioritize what are real threats to us, and what aren't. Unless something
or someone is looking to kill us or lock us up, we should take it with a grain of
salt as much as possible. There is a saying that hard times create strong men,
and in many ways, that is true. But I also believe that only the strong survive.
Adversity, and tough times weed out people who do not deserve to perpetuate
their genes. This, in turn, makes sure that only the strong are leftover, and that
those genes continue, so as a species, they are stronger, and better as a
result. As mentioned, humanity has been too comfortable for far too long, we
have avoided this natural process for far too long, and as a result, the strong
have been outnumbered by the weak who should never have had the
opportunity to pass on their genes in the first place.

You never know yourself totally or someone else for that matter until extreme
stress, and duress are thrust upon you. Many people are weak physically as
well as mentally, and will break. What the rioting, and the race war have taught
us is that many of us probably would be useless in a full-blown revolutionary
war scenario. Many of us are not prepared, and I'm not just talking about
material acquisition. Of course, you have to have certain materials to be
prepared for battle that goes without saying, but the fact that matter is that you
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can have all those materials, but if you don't have the courage, and the will to
use them, you're as good as dead. We have to go through a baptism by fire to
figure out what we really are. Some of us are ready for war, and are willing to
stand up, and fight. There are others who think kneeling, licking boots,
washing feet, and placating the violent Negroes is going to save them. These
people are not ready, and probably never will be ready for war; they don't want
the boat to be rocked much less destroyed; they want everything to go back to
the way things were. A lot of these violent mobs are aware of these people.
They can smell the fear, and they will eat them up in no time flat I assure you.

When the chips are down, and times get tough, you see things for what they
really are. You see who, and what is strong enough to endure the adversity.
Your adrenaline gives you an edge that you need in order to fight hard, and
survive. The harder the adversity, the more weak people are destroyed by it,
and it makes the tough people stronger. As the old saying goes, you're either
consumed by fire, or you're tempered by it. When the fire of adversity comes
along, the weak will be reduced to ashes while the strong people become
forged in those fires, and become even more deadly. As a result of this reality,
you will see tough people becoming even tougher under pressure. It's easy to
talk the talk; it's harder to walk the walk. Being out there on the battlefield is the
only way to find out what you're made of, and what your comrades are made
of.

As stressful, and as tough as it is, adversity should be seen as par for the
course. It's the cost of doing business. We have to confront it, we have to deal
with it, and we must overcome it. Sometimes the best things for us are the
things that are the most painful, and the ones that taste the worst. It's medicine
that leaves a long, and lingering bad taste in our mouths. However, if we don't
take that bad medicine, we will die. We have to make friends with pain, and
tough times. We have to get comfortable with adversity until it becomes the
new normal. If we can't get over our fears of it, and try to run from them instead
of facing them head on, we will not survive.
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What Will it Take White Man For You to Fight!?

What we are seeing right now in America is astounding, and at the same time,
if we really analyzed the dynamics behind it, it's not surprising. Those who
refuse to struggle, and refuse to fight will be killed, and beaten down by people
who will fight. That's what we see right now; we have violent, savage Blacks,
various other non-Whites, and the self-hating race traitors of the Jewish Antifa
fighting to take what they consider to be "theirs." Many White folks haven't had
to struggle for a very long time. They still want to believe that they can hold on
to their comforts, placate, and pacify the Blacks, and other angry non-Whites
of the third world, cave in to their demands, and that everything will be okay.
That all we have to do is kneel, lick their boots, wash their feet, apologize for
how horrible we are because we're White, give them money, let them destroy
our statues, let them loot, and destroy our businesses, and homes, let them
assault, rape, and kill us, and then everything will be okay. If you can't see the
madness, and the backwards assed stupidity behind these thoughts, then
you're part of the problem.

Many of these racial aliens of the third world have had to struggle, and fight to
survive. Many of them also believe that they're entitled to reparations which
means tens of thousands of dollars from every White household (possibly
more),that they believe they're entitled to this country, they believe they're
entitled to everything that the White man has built. And guess what folks?
They're willing to fight, and kill to get it. And White people still think that they
can try to be non-violent, and diplomatic with people who have no desire to be
either. They want to take everything from you White man make no mistake
about it, and they will do whatever it takes to get it. If you haven't seen what
they've done, and you can't put two, and two together, you need professional
help.

When they're destroying all the White statues in America, what do you think
that symbolizes? What do you think they're going to do next? Who or what do
you think they're going to destroy next? Once they've destroyed any, and all
types of White symbolism, they will destroy the White people next. That's right
White man! You're next! Sadly a lot of White people still don't even grasp this
despite the media, and all of these angry third world racial aliens going on
record to say that their mission is to wipe out the White race. These third
worlders in our country have been fighting, struggling, are full of White hatred,
and are enraged. This gives them strength, aggression, a warlike mentality,
and combat toughness. When was the last time White people have embodied
these traits? Most, if not all, White folks believe that their battles, struggles,
and accomplishments have been fulfilled, and secured. That they no longer
have to fight or struggle. That was something their "forefathers" had to do, and
all they have to do was just sit back and reap the rewards. This has created
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generations of soft, weak, lazy, and complacent White Folk. The non-Whites
are shouting for Black Power, and any other non-White supremacy. White
people are scared to even think much less organize, and shout White Power
back at them.

They are overwhelmed by White guilt and laziness. Many of them think well we
already had White Power; we've had "White privilege" for so long that it's time
to give other people a chance even if it means that the White race has to be
killed off in the process. Again we are dealing with a very sick group of White
people these days. The racial aliens that reside in this country know for a fact
that this is a zero-sum game. For them, this is winner-take-all, and let there be
no doubt about it; they are taking it by force. As mentioned before, might is
right, and by natural law, the people who are the most aggressive, and the
most willing to fight will win, and seize all assets. The winner gets the gold, and
to the victor goes the spoils. Many White folks believe that they have nothing
further to accomplish, no more uncharted territory to explore, no more
compelling endeavors to struggle, and fight for. However, the other races
believe the opposite. They believe they have much more to do, much more
work to be done, much more "progress" to be made. And the group that is
standing in their way is what little remains of the White infrastructure, and the
White people that we have left.

"Equality" that these third worlders keep on proclaiming is nothing more than a
moral smokescreen, and code talk for their own supremacy. And how are they
going to do that? To keep doing what they have been doing, to keep
browbeating, shaming, intimidating, weakening, and guilt-tripping the White
race (not to mention physical force, theft, rape, and murder). And once they
see their moment to strike, they will seize it without any pity for us. When they
have the opportunity to throw the killing blow at us, they will do so without
mercy. All of our stupid doctrines of equality, and brotherhood will not save us.
And once they have their throne stacked on top of the countless dead bodies
of White people, don't you think for one second that they will stop there.
Whatever White Folk are leftover, they will kill them too. White Americans have
been severely brainwashed that they don't have to struggle or fight for anything
anymore, that they have everything, and now is the time that they need to
share the wealth with the non-Whites or as Barack Obama loved to say
"redistribution."

White people are struggling these days strictly for their own individual
self-interest but not for the collective of their own race, and you can see the
result plainly, and clearly. Many of them accomplish very little by themselves, if
anything at all. And with White Folk enabling, and some of them even
participating in the destruction of everything that their ancestors founded, and
built in this country, you have seen a race that is lost. We have forgotten our
past, hate our present, and could care less about our future.
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First of all, we must recognize that we're under attack, and let me tell you right
now, so few Whites even understand that despite all the writing on the wall
telling us otherwise. Secondly, we must declare the enemies. Until we can do
that, we are going to be in trouble. Thirdly, we must organize a pro-White
revolutionary army. We might have to start off in the local communities with our
neighbors, and then build from there, but something has to happen. We must
understand what our values are, and what we must do as a race. We must be
just as tribal if not more tribal than the racial aliens looking to destroy us. And
then finally we must have the will to act. You can have all the weapons, all the
training, all the knowledge, but if you don't have the will to act, then you're as
good as dead. As Adolf Hitler once said to his soldiers, "Close your hearts to
pity." We must take heed to those words, and do the same.
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In the Face of Hopelessness

Everything that's going on right now under these race riots or what I like to call
them race wars is nothing short of insane. We have an all-out assault, and war
against the White race with Jews having the media at their fingertips, and
using the racial aliens, especially the Blacks, as their slaves, and weapons to
kill, and intimidate the Whites. Some White people, with some sense, healthy
racial instincts, and some sort of racial consciousness, are starting to take
notice, and speak out. Of course, the Jewish media is doing whatever it takes
to accelerate our destruction. They are censoring our speech; they are
stopping us from attaining a livelihood, and locking us up for speaking out or
defending ourselves. Freedom of speech is no longer a real thing in the
modern-day United States. They aren't even trying to hide their hatred towards
us anymore.

Amazon's film series called Cracka, is a perfect example of this. It's on
YouTube for all to see. What I find hilarious is that YouTube keeps it on there. I
guess hate speech against White people doesn't count as hate speech.
However, we should not be surprised as we know the Jews own YouTube as
well. Even this film series, which is despicable, and disgusting, is also run by a
Jew. Needless to say, a lot of White people aren't buying it, and currently,
there are more dislikes than there are likes. Maybe this is a sign of hope for us
yet? You have to wonder how much longer can this go on without White
people fighting back? I think it will depend on a few factors. First of all, the
White middle class needs to gain a sense of racial consciousness. Many of
them have never had to deal with or are far removed from having to deal with
anyone other than their own race, so when they hear about Black lives matter,
they're in support of it because they think that Black people are the same as
White people, but that is obviously not true for any Caucasian that has had to
deal with a lot of Black Folk in their lifetime.

Second of all, they have to gain a sense of fear, and shock, be deprived of
their comforts, and experience some pain. If enough of these working-class
professional White folk start to awaken in this capacity, many things could be
done. In science, there is a belief that holds true that for every action, there is
an equal but opposite reaction. Others call it cause, and effect. And other call it
the pendulum swing. Some of us have waited our entire lives for this, and look
forward to that day that it does. There is a possibility, a serious possibility, that
the day is coming near. We are in the Dark Ages, never doubt it. We are
currently in an awful mess, but as Winston Churchill for all of his flaws did have
a valid saying: “If you're going through hell, keep going.” And I think that holds
true currently. We have to stand tough, and no matter how scary, painful,
impossible or hopeless it looks like we must power through until we reach the
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light at the end of the tunnel. I intend to be there all the way through, no matter
what.

Currently, many of us White Folk are still in an altruistic mentality. We see
everybody as equals, that everyone is good, that we're all in this together, that
there's only one race, and that's the human race. Obviously, all these cliche
sayings are complete bullshit, but many White folks still believe in them. They
haven't become tribal yet. Black people, for instance, and Jews are highly tribal.
They both have a strong hatred for the White race. If we were to become tribal
in kind, and see them as evil. This is where revolution can be made. We must
get enraged so much that we can't take it anymore, we must become so tribal
that we don't care what we are called, that we will do whatever it takes to
defend our own.

There will be the masses that are destroying themselves. You see this right
now with a lot of Jewish Antifa, a fair share of them are White, but they are so
brainwashed from the Jewish media, and the Jewish Communist universities
that they destroy themselves, their heritage, and everything that the White race
stood for and built. For all intents and purposes, they are indeed a lost cause,
and we must let them reach their destiny even if that means that they will
perish in the flames. This will be a nasty battle, and in many ways, it doesn't
matter who wins this election because whoever wins the other side will be so
violently upset that there will be fallout. They will be on the lookout for blood,
and you must be prepared for that. Hold onto the truth. You, and I both know
that the Jews, and their racial alien masses (mostly Blacks) that they have
been able to brainwash, and control, are the evil of this country. Stay ready,
stay prepared, stay formed, and stand your ground. Kneel for no man.
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What, and When?

As the current race war continues to unfold, there are some patterns that are
becoming highly apparent. Black people believe wholeheartedly that they are
stronger than ever with their powers bordering on invincibility. White people
are crippled, and weakened by their own guilt, their own self-hatred, and
therefore haven't been as eager or willing to act to stop the Black menace.
They would rather be murdered by the non-White masses than to stand up,
and fight at the risk of being called a racist. It is incredible that in the eyes of
many White people that being branded a racist is a fate worse than death. The
Jews, and their media monopolies have been more than responsible for
fanning the flames of the bloody racial war, and brainwashing the White
masses.

If we were to throw out all the Jews, especially their control over what should
be OUR media, it wouldn't be a question of if we could turn our country around.
It would be an inevitability; we would be able to expel the rest of their minions,
and have a great White America again. We must not only understand who is
running things but also understand what their motives are. What's their
endgame? Well, we are aware that the Jews are looking to use the non-Whites
as a weapon to eradicate, and destroy not only the White race but everything
the White race has created. We will be deprived of luxuries, comforts,
conveniences, and many other things that make a functional society. But we
must make friends with this concept. If we can't, then we do not deserve to live.
Our civilization is getting rotten, and falling more, and more down to the levels
of the third world. The law, and order that we're used to in a White society is
devolving into the law of the jungle. We must be prepared, and strong enough
to adapt to this new world. We will have a great society once again after we
expel the racial aliens, but we must live with being deprived of the life that our
families once knew, and focus on a higher calling.

The generations of White people who have been brainwashed will die off, and
a tougher breed of White people will have to replace them in this new society
that relies upon the law of the jungle. If we continue to stay divided, and do
nothing, then we're as good as dead. If we survive, and then thrive as a race, it
will be because a sufficient number of us saw the writing on the wall, organized,
and did something about it. Like many things in this world, timing is key. There
were many revolutionaries of our race who saw the writing on the wall before
the vast majority of us did, and even though they will always be important
symbols of our movement, they were too far ahead of their time. However,
looking at the climate now, I will say that the time is almost near. Something or
someone, or perhaps both, will shine like a beacon, a signal that will awaken
the White race. White people will become more racially conscious, and highly
aware of the racial alien threat plaguing their country. When that happens, it
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will be game over for the Jews, and their minions. The only question remains is
what will light our darkest hour, and when?
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Fire That Destroys, and Purifies

As the race war continues to plague the White race, things are starting to
become clearer to me. There are things that we can control, and at the same
time, there are plenty of things that we cannot control. The Jewish system, and
their minions starting the race war are unfortunately beyond our control. There
is nothing, and no one to stop them. At this present moment they seem
all-powerful, they seem invincible. However, they won't stay on top forever. In
an ideal world, we would have a huge team of White revolutionaries standing
in solidarity to destroy everyone who would dare try to destroy the White race.
However, at this present moment, this isn't going to happen. This monstrosity
that has been conceived, and wreaking havoc on our people, and nation is an
abomination. We need to hold on to the truth, for that is our sword, and shield.
We know about the realities, and the truth about race, and about the Jewish
Question that sadly, so many people are highly unaware of. We must hold on
to these beliefs, for they are the absolute truth, and we must spread them to
our people as much as we possibly can.

This Frankenstein monster that the Jews are trying to steer has a high
likelihood of coming apart at the seams, and becoming completely unhinged.
We must be prepared for this fallout. Make sure you have your food, water,
supplies, and weaponry at the ready. And as much as possible, stay out of
trouble; this mutated monster is going to overextend itself, and crash hard.
There will be significant fallout, significant destruction, and significant loss of
life. However, once the dust settles, we will have a much higher likelihood of
re-acquiring everything again. The system will inevitably fall, the beast has
gotten too big, and is out of its own control, at least up to a certain degree. This
can't go on forever, and the inevitability of everything falling apart becomes
more, and more likely as time goes on. I take a lot of these realities for granted,
and I wish someone would have told me these things when I was a younger
person because who knows what path or trajectory I could have followed.

However, there's no better time than the present, and I'm not here to go over
what should have or could have been. We fortunate few have been able to find,
and know the truth in a society full of lies. We must make sure to impart this
knowledge to our people so they won't have to suffer or be brainwashed like
we were by these filthy Jews. As mentioned, there are certain things that we
can control, and there are things that we cannot control. Knowing the
difference between the two will be able to help us in our decision-making, and
not having to worry as much about what is happening, and what will happen. It
isn't easy, I know. We have all been stressed out to some degree about the
events that are happening. I have been guilty of this, as well. However, we
must do everything in our power to put everything into perspective, and to see
the big picture. We have to distance ourselves, and cut ourselves off from
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what's going on. Let Jewish Antifa, Black lives matter, and all of their
supporting mobs continue to march to their doom. If you're in the process of
getting yourself out of this web of destruction, degeneracy, and lies, then
continue to do so and tread softly.

Our fight, and struggle for survival will be the only thing that matters. Let the
filth, and scum of society continue to destroy themselves in their own mess,
and let them get caught in their own trap. This is one of the best punishments
of all. Let the mud people, and the Jews perish in the flames (or they may just
flee to Israel to leave us to clean it up, and if that's true, we must never have
them come here again!). When the dust settles, and the third world filth gets
reduced to ashes, we will be the last ones standing to inherit our country again,
and make it great once more.
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Are We Reaching the End?

Are we reaching the end? Are we at the end already? These are legitimate
questions that we have to ask with everything going on at this time. For any
White American with even a small ember of racial consciousness, we know
that our society is sick. So many White people have betrayed their own kind all
the while voting against their own interests, obeying, and loving the
government, supporting the Jews, willing to pay more, and more in taxes,
giving their time money, and effort to racial aliens who don't give a two-bit
damn about them. And what do these White Folk get in return? They get
assaulted, mugged, raped, killed, and completely betrayed by the very people
they genuinely tried to help. Not only are they brainwashed but also their own
children, thanks to the Jewish education system. And then to add to that, we
have let hordes of racial aliens into this country, and allowed them to
outnumber us in the very country that our ancestors founded, and built. Instead
of waking up and joining together instead, our own people are the first ones to
ostracize, doxx, betray, and attack us to get brownie points from the racial
aliens.

And they continue to live under a false sense of security, denigrating, and
vilifying us who speak the truth about what's going on right now. They continue
to brand us with the same old words: racist, xenophobic, hater, White
supremacist, Nazi, and many others. But once the racial aliens come after
them, it will be too late. No amount of liberalism, brotherhood, racial equality,
cultural studies, Marxism, or any other tools of the now useless college
education is going to save them. If the racial aliens want you dead for being
White, no amount of apologies, kneeling, bootlicking, or abdication of White
privilege is going to save you. For those White people, I say good riddance.
We're prepared for what's going to happen; they aren't. These idiots calling for
the defunding, and dismantling of the police might actually help us in the long
run. The thing that's stopping us from smashing the enemy is the pesky
intervention of the police who obviously serve the Jews.

In many of these neighborhoods full of non-Whites, they tend to kill each other
off. This might actually prove to be beneficial for us. Once everything has gone
to shit, and they have killed off a lot of their own, we will be able to take our
country back from the racial aliens, and rebuild it, we could make it whole
again. And then America will truly be made great again because it will serve
the White race. So let it sink to hell, stay clear of the danger zones, be
prepared, wait for everything to crash because all of this will inevitably crash,
and once the dust settles, we will be able to inherit the Earth again. But we still
have to ask the question at what time, and in what form will the other horrific
events start to take place? So far out of the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,
if you believe in that sort of thing, we've had two out of the four occur quite
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clearly. We first had pestilence, which took the form of COVID-19, and then we
had war, which took the form of the current violent racial riots. Next will be
famine (the supply chain and logistics breakages, and meat supply shortages
could cause hundreds of millions to starve and die), and then after that, there
will be death, and devastation. It will be quite interesting to see how this all fits
together. It seems as they say the chickens are coming home to roost, and all I
have to say is that it's about time!
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When Will They Ever Learn?

It seems to be apparent that at this point in time, the Jewish system is a beast
that has gone out of control. And it's also apparent that we are outgunned, and
out-manned. It's simply a bomb that's already exploding. Although it's not easy,
the best we can do is to get out of the areas that are causing the most
collateral damage. With moving to safer areas that are predominantly White,
we need to be prepared, and enjoy our lives as much as we possibly can under
the current circumstances. Let it rot, let it destroy itself, let it collapse on itself
under its weak foundation. We are currently living in rotten Rome, and our
entire country, and everything that it used to stand for is being completely
eroded, and destroyed. And we're also seeing it in virtually every Western
nation. It's quite obvious that there is no one, and nothing to stop it at this
present time. As defeatist as it may sound, we simply don't have enough
people that have awakened, and are willing to stand together, take up arms,
destroy this system, and everything in it.

For now, at least it might not be worth it to go into battle against the system.
Not only are we up against relatively strong institutions, and are outnumbered
in regards to our enemies, but we're also fighting too many of our own people.
And make no mistake about it; they would be the first ones to betray, demonize,
snitch, and murder us just so they can convince all the non-Whites that they
aren't racist. That's how sick and crazy things are right now. And then they'll be
able to smile from ear-to-ear to report more Whites being murdered, and use
us as an example for the other Whites to not resist, and simply obey. At this
moment, the most sensible thing to do is to leave the areas where the most
amount of crime, destruction, and overall collateral damage is happening.

Obviously, if you haven't left New York, Chicago, Minneapolis, Atlanta, Los
Angeles, the border towns, and any other big city, it would be best advised for
you to leave NOW! The murder, and mayhem are just getting started, and as
they do more defunding and disbanding of police, it will continue to get worse.
Simply stay away. There is nothing that can be done or should be done to save
this filthy Jewish system. Us White people understand that we are civilization,
and without us, they have nothing. Let them try to continue this madness, this
endless need for control, and destruction at the hands of the filthy Jews. As
much as they shove egalitarian propaganda down everyone's throats, we can
sit back, and keep on telling everyone that we told them so.

Civilization is based on the people that live on the land. If you have Aryans of
good character, you'll have a relatively functioning civilization, with cleanliness,
and a relatively low crime rate. You throw us out of there, and you bring in third
worlders you're going to get the third world, and all the social ills that come with
it. And as things continue to fall apart, and our country continues to rot at the
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hands of the Jews, our certainty, and conviction of the truth continue to be
validated. We continue to try to warn our own race, which continues to sell us
out, and betray us because they don't have any loyalty or sense of the truth.
And despite them getting slapped a hundred times, they continue to obey the
Jewish system, not questioning anything going on. Even though I still stand by
the fact that Jews are our number one enemy, we mustn't deny the fact that
having so many Whites betray us is a huge thorn in our side as well. We have
so many Whites doing the Jews' dirty work in spreading the propaganda for
them, poisoning, and infecting more Whites to betray their own race, and their
own self-interests. What do you think is going to happen once the non-Whites
have gained enough power, and influence? Do they honestly think that they
(the White race traitors) are going to be spared? If anything, they'll be the first
ones decapitated on live television, and of course, the non-Whites will be
watching with huge smiles on their faces knowing that the people that they
hate the most are being sacrificed.

As much as the Jews cause so much trouble for us, and I still stand by the fact
that they are our worst enemy we're not going to be ready to throw them, and
their racial alien minions out until we recognize that so many Whites are
brainwashed, and fight against their own kind. We will have to break the
Jewish propaganda spell, and awaken our people. We have to wake up
enough of our people that we can join in solidarity against the Jews, throw
them, then throw our other enemies out, and cleanse our country again.
However, until we can cleanse ourselves of the Jewish filth that has polluted
our brains, we will never be free. These White people who kneel before the
mob, the ones who kiss, and wash the feet of niggers, the ones who willingly
hand over their money, and property to these racial aliens, the ones who do
nothing to defend themselves when these non-Whites are beating them to a
pulp are a disgrace to our race.

How weak we have become where we defend the Jews, and non-Whites but
we hate ourselves, sellout, and betray our own kind? It all makes me sick. And
none of us want to confront these harsh realities, so we use whatever type of
escapism to numb our thoughts, and feelings about what's going on and to
stop us from confronting the ugly truths. So we continue to do drugs, we
continue to watch nigger-ball sports, watch Jewish made news, and films. We
have to recognize the precarious situation that we're in right now. Our
civilization is rotten, and being leeched off of by bloodsucking Jews. We're no
longer a first world country. We're as the far left loves to say "transforming" into
a third world country. This is what the far-left is actually saying about how
they're "transforming America." And they love that word “change”, but that
begs the question. Change from what and into what? They're taking us from
what used to be a predominantly White first world nation into a rotten,
multicultural, crime-infested, third-world shithole! But obviously, they don't
understand history because, like any civilization that has ever risen, and fell
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always started, and ended the same. White, in the beginning, non-White at the
end.

Once we leave, everything will continue to fall apart, cease to function, and
then will be no different than looking at the great Pyramids or the opulent
palaces in India, or the beautiful buildings of Rome. They will show a glimmer
of prosperity, and optimism of a long forgotten era of White greatness without
any of those Whites around anymore. Are we destined to continue to repeat
our mistakes? To some degree, it reminds me of a 1965 song Where Have All
the Flowers Gone? Read the lyrics below and tell me if you think there's some
degree of truth to them.

Where have all the flowers gone, long time passing?

Where have all the flowers gone, long time ago?

Where have all the flowers gone?

Young girls have picked them everyone

Oh, when will they ever learn?

Oh, when will they ever learn?

Where have all the young girls gone, long time passing?

Where have all the young girls gone, long time ago?

Where have all the young girls gone?

Gone for husbands everyone

Oh, when will they ever learn?

Oh, when will they ever learn?

Where have all the husbands gone, long time passing?

Where have all the husbands gone, long time ago?

Where have all the husbands gone?

Gone for soldiers everyone
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Oh, when will they ever learn?

Oh, when will they ever learn?

Where have all the soldiers gone, long time passing?

Where have all the soldiers gone, long time ago?

Where have all the soldiers gone?

Gone to graveyards, everyone

Oh, when will they ever learn?

Oh, when will they ever learn?

Where have all the graveyards gone, long time passing?

Where have all the graveyards gone, long time ago?

Where have all the graveyards gone?

Gone to flowers, everyone

Oh, when will they ever learn?

Oh, when will they ever learn?
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Leadership

“If you want to shine like the sun first, you have to burn like it.” - Adolf Hitler

“The color of your skin is your uniform in this ultimate battle for the survival of
the West.” - George Lincoln Rockwell

“And I can fight only for something that I love, love only what I respect, and
respect only what I at least know.” - Adolf Hitler

“I knew I would not live to see the victory which I would make possible. But I
would not die before I would make that victory certain.” - George Lincoln
Rockwell

“White Man, let us stand together to secure the survival of your people and my
people, for they are one and the same - they are our beloved, miraculous,
wonderful, blessed, and masterful White race!” - George Lincoln Rockwell

“It is not the evil itself which is horrifying about our times – it is the way we not
only tolerate evil but have made a cult of positively worshipping weakness,
depravity, rottenness, and evil itself.” - George Lincoln Rockwell

“You're a slave in your own country, White Man. Each year you get to keep
less of the fruits of your labor; each year it gets more difficult to carry the
burden the aliens have placed upon you; each year the cheap labor of aliens
makes your future less secure; each year you retreat a few steps more into the
world of slavery.” - George Lincoln Rockwell

“Life is struggle. Even to stand up is a struggle against the law of gravity, and I
think that the joy of life in the struggle itself - not the victory - because if it were,
we'd all lose. We're all gonna croak. We all lose the battle of life, so if you can't
find fun in the fight to live and to live to the fullest, then you're a failure already
before you even start.” - George Lincoln Rockwell
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The Book of Books

It's amazing that after almost a hundred years that the book Mein Kampf still
draws hatred, and fear in the hearts of Jews and their minions. Of all the books
that the Jews would like to sensor, burn, purge, and drive out of existence, it
would be Mein Kampf. Everyone will shame you for even thinking of reading
that book, much less getting your hands on it, and actually reading it. If they
didn't fear it so much, they would laugh it off or let it be published freely, and
easily accessible for everyone. However, when someone or something is
trying to stop you with all their might from reading a certain book, you have to
wonder why. What do they have to hide? What are they afraid of? For me, my
innate curiosity got the better of me, and I started reading these books that
people didn't want me to read, and once I read them, I found out why.

Hitler's book is straightforward, direct, honest, and complete transparency. He
lays all of his cards on the table, and shows you what's going on, why it's going
on, and how he's going to take action. Unlike many of our pampered, and silver
spoon-fed politicians that we have of modern-day that lack a spine, Adolf Hitler
was a breath of fresh air. He came from humble beginnings, struggled, and
worked as hard as he could to help his people. When was the last time you
ever ran into someone like that? He was also highly self-aware. He knew that
he had certain strengths, certain weaknesses, and certain limitations of being
everything that he believed a leader could, and should be. He knew that he
was not the ideal leader for the Aryan race. However, no one else was
stepping up to the plate. No one else was doing the job that should have been
done. In an ideal world, he would have preferred to be second in command to
someone else, and helping that leader build the vision that would best benefit
the Aryan race. But that ideal environment wasn't happening in his era, and he
knew it, so without any other choice, he picked up the mantle, and did it
himself.

Of course, he triggered the Jews, their system, and the pathetic dupes that
followed these satanic bastards. Many people threw him under the bus
because they didn't believe he was qualified to do what he was attempting to
do. What people did not understand was that there was no one else to do the
job. Hitler himself was self-aware that he wasn't the perfect person for it, but
there was no one else, and when there's no one else to do the job, and you're
the only one with the will to act, then you are what's needed for the time. There
hasn't been anything historically significant since the mid-1940s. The Jews got
their stronghold in this country by that time, and even on a global scale.
Multiculturalism, Jewish propaganda, and other Jewish based conspiracies on
destroying the White race, and everything we stand for are killing us.
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Our civilization is not only falling apart, and dying off but also self-destructing.
Hitler, Rockwell, Mathews, Pierce, Mason, and numerous others believed in
total Aryan victory, and were willing or indeed paid the ultimate price for their
beliefs. None of these people could have achieved what they achieved on
false premises or lies. The Jews feared them then, and still fear us today
because we are the truth. When Hitler, and Germany were out of their way,
they thought they defeated us. However, they failed to recognize that the truth
cannot be killed or defeated! We, as Aryans, must make sure that Hitler, and
our other great leaders' sacrifices, and deaths weren't in vain. Hail Victory!
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The Hero of Our Time

Many of us within the White movement are looking for the next Adolf Hitler. We
think things will happen just like they happened when Hitler ascended to power.
However, those days are long past us. He was able to work within the system,
and his country was not a multiracial, multicultural cesspool that we have in the
United States. It's virtually impossible for a politician even if he was looking
after the best interests of the White race, and many of them aren't, to be able
to work within the system, and use it in a positive manner. That's just how
rotten things are right now. Hitler was our last shot at reviving White civilization
in the way that he did. This time things will have to be different, and more
drastic. It will be a tough situation at this point.

Back during the era of Hitler, when he spoke, people listened, and there was a
strong level of healthy White consciousness that many White people had in his
time. Compare that to now where you have self-hating Whites destroying
statues of their own heritage, snitching on other Whites who still want to
preserve White society, and how many sell out Whites are donating money,
and time to the Black lives matter movement. Even if a potential White leader
were able to get followers today, he would be censored heavily by the Jewish
media. Things are just that sick right now, and unfortunately, many of the
White people of today are too gullible to think for themselves. They believe
anything that the Jewish media tells them. But another problem we have in our
society is we're unable to question conventional wisdom like we used to. We
aren't as willing to think for ourselves because that would be heresy. The Jews
tell us what's trendy, what's popular, and what's acceptable. Anything outside
of that small box, then you might as well be considered persona non grata.

There are many White people who are starving for a White leader out of this
hellhole the Jews have created for us. Who might that leader be? Well, let’s
look at what that leader probably will not be. A lot of people on the right are
expecting perfection, and refinement. He probably will not be any of that.
Forget about the Brioni suits or the refined Southern gentleman on a pale
horse. You can forget about White Middle America, and the silent White
majority. These people will be great supporters, and followers of that leader,
but the leader will not come from these people. And you can't count anybody
from the current Republican establishment because many of them are cucks,
Jew-lovers, and are too weak to speak up for the White race. The ideal White
leader would know deep down that the Jewish system would never allow a real
threat to their establishment to ever ascend to power. As a matter of fact, he
would never get into politics at all as he knows deep down that the White
masses are so brainwashed that they wouldn't know a White leader if it was
handed to them on a silver platter. He's also well aware that the Jewish system
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would slam down, block, and censor any official White movement or
organization.

We know what happens with these groups: they are branded as hate groups,
terrorist groups, everyone is incarcerated or killed by the Jewish cops, and
federal agents. The truth is still our best sword and shield. This leader will
know that and will put it into action the best way that he knows how. Ever since
losing great leaders such as Adolf Hitler, and George Lincoln Rockwell, there's
been a huge hole in the movement. Trying to find someone on their level of
charisma, and leadership ability has been relatively difficult. In order to build a
quality movement, you need a quality leader, and he would have to fit that bill.
And as Adolf Hitler said, movements are created by speakers, not by writers,
and therefore he would have to be highly effective in the spoken word in order
to rile the people up, and get them to follow him. He would most likely be a
man who struggled throughout his life to mold himself into what he is today,
and would just be in the early stages of getting the revolution started. He
wouldn't be a teenager or a twenty-something that's for sure. Most likely, a
man in his mid-30s. And finally, he won't be politically correct or try to hide
what he, and his movement stand for. He will also have no feat to fully
embrace the swastika. The great symbol represents our race. It will attract the
true believers, and it will scare the living shit out of the Jews.
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The Man Without Apologies

In the White movement, the man who is unapologetically White, and fearlessly
embraces the swastika scares the living shit out of the moderates, and the
fakes who try not to rock the boat. If you look at people like Adolf Hitler, and
George Lincoln Rockwell, these were men who not only talked, but they
backed up everything that they said. And also, neither one of them was scared
to embrace the swastika. They were men of their word, which you rarely see in
this day, and age. Many men will claim that they are but how many of them
actually follow through on their word? How many times have they had any
actual semblance of integrity? Mighty few. Sadly in the pro-White movement
as well as mainstream society, these types of men (men of integrity) are
looked down upon. Regardless of what title or position they have in their lives,
these men are leaders. Of course the fake, and spineless men hate with all of
their hearts these good men because they know they will never be them. Our
race, and our movement are starving for leadership.

The ugly truth is that people in our movement hate on the man who is actually
doing something. As much as the Jewish media tries to hide the truth, and our
message, it's very hard for them to hide the things that we actually do. If we
take action, it's harder for the media to suppress it. It does indeed separate the
men from the boys in the movement. And it helps speed up the momentum,
and confidence in the rest of the people. Eventually, it becomes so contagious,
so big, and powerful that it cannot be stopped. The problem is we don't have
anybody in the movement as of yet that our people would die for, fight for, and
respect.

These leaders are people who have made greater sacrifices than any of their
followers. The ones who were willing to risk it all, and show the rest of the
people that it can be done. Unfortunately, there are mighty few that would be
qualified for this type of title. Adolf Hitler was definitely one of them.
Commander George Lincoln Rockwell was also, without a doubt, one of the
greatest leaders of our movement. James Mason, and Joseph Tommasi would
also fit the bill. These great leaders are worth their weight in gold, and then
some because they are mighty few, and precious. This unapologetic man on
the road ahead must become the leader, and savior of our movement, and
people. And will inevitably have to take some form of action before it becomes
contagious, and large enough to be used as a battering ram across the nation,
running through any opposition. But in order for this to get started, we must get
our thinking straight.
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Short Term Pain, Long Term Gain?

Most pro-White movements, in many respects, have been conservative in
nature. In other words, they favor order over disorder. You see the Republican
supporters trying their best to keep the system alive while the far-left
Democrats want to destroy all of it because they believe it represents White
supremacy. This is an interesting situation to observe. Although difficult, we
must be careful not to be too emotionally attached to party politics. Both parties,
in some way, shape, form, or fashion, are owned by the Jewish system. We
have also established that the Jewish system has to come crashing down at
some point. If you learned anything about these ill-fated autonomous zones,
you have most likely realized that most folks are completely incapable of
managing their own lives, their own resources, or anything else for that matter.

As long as the system has any level of power, and control, there's no way for
an alternative power to supplant it. As painful, and tough as it is to watch these
Communist radicals, and rioters destroy everything, it might actually play into
our favor in the long term. If we were to try to do the same thing, they would
have the military, and the SWAT team mow us down like autumn wheat tonight.
However, these people are being treated with kid gloves, and although in the
short-term it's causing a lot of damage to us, in the long term, it might actually
work in our favor. If the system, and the police are defunded, and disbanded,
then they can't manage the chaos, and the crime. Which means it'll just be us
against Jewish Antifa, and Black lives matter. I like those odds. Too many
White people have betrayed their own race, and we see that with these rioters.
However, we are also seeing some White people that are waking up. It's sad,
sick, and unfortunate to see our kind being beaten down at the hands of the
savage niggers. However, it might take some beatings, and some harsh wake
up calls for White people to realize who the enemies are, and to quit selling out
their own race.

Again as I have mentioned before, it's only when we lose everything that we
are free to do anything. This whole system is going to come crashing down. In
some aspects, it already is. This might be what it takes for White people to join
together in solidarity to fight against the enemies. In the short-term, it hurts. We
have to watch the statues of our heritage get destroyed, and removed,
historical holidays of our heritage are being taken away, our right to defend
ourselves is being compromised, and infringed, hate crimes against us are
going through the roof, the police are being defunded, and disbanded, and
numerous other atrocities against us are happening. However, for the sake of
brevity, I won't mention them for now. It might take a lot of these things for
White people to realize what's going on.
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The system has to crash, and anarchy will happen. Black lives matter, and
Jewish Antifa have been treated with kid gloves by the authorities, and many of
them have a false sense of security. If White people actually band together,
and create their own militia, then the enemies are going to get a rude
awakening because the gloves will be off by then. All of what's going on is
stressful for many of us. However, it might be the only way for the Jewish
system to be burned down, not by us but by its own demonic "children." This
might be the only way to even the score. Once things are put into action, we
must not surrender or make any concessions to the enemy. We must do things
our way, and only our way. We must be the masters of our own destiny once,
and for all.
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The Coming Man

It would be a good time to reflect upon a certain harsh reality at this present
moment that we are currently living in the age of Satan. Or in the Hindu
philosophy, we're living in the age of the Kali Yuga. They're basically the same.
We're still waiting on Kalki, who is supposed to come around 2025. He will cast
out the evil, and the darkness that is currently within our midst, and usher in a
new golden age. Maybe this is the man that Hitler said was going to come after
him. He said shortly before his death that we must prepare for "the coming
man." Hitler, for all the great attributes he had, was also hyper-aware that he
was not "The One." He was just trying to do everything in his power to keep
history on the correct trajectory for the coming man who would light our darkest
hour. Once this happens, the White warriors who join together in battle will be
the Final Order. The last Reich of the National Socialists, the soldiers who will
show no mercy to their enemies, and won't stop until they're completely driven
out, and annihilated.

These warriors, like so many of us, have been gagged, censored, and
persecuted for speaking the truth. We have been ostracized, and disowned
from mainstream society. Our own heritage, history, and the great truthful
deeds of Adolf Hitler have been vilified, denigrated, purged, and hidden from
us. Nonetheless, we will not allow this to stand in our way. Against all odds, we
will stand against the people who wish to destroy us. We will avenge all of our
White ancestors who suffered at the hands of the racial aliens, and of the evil,
and usurious Jews. We will march through the fire for the final battle, and when
the dust settles, we will bask in the welcoming sun of victory, and usher in a
new age of White Renaissance. We will restore the proper image of Adolf
Hitler. Not the denigrated, and vilified image that the Jews like to portray him
as but of what he truly was: a welcoming beacon, a powerful symbol for our
people. We will never allow any racial aliens ever again to make us feel guilty
or ashamed of who we are. We will never allow the filthy Jews to ever exist
again much less to brainwash us to go against our own destiny, and
self-interests. White pride, White solidarity, White heritage, and White power
will be restored once again. The only question remains who will be the coming
man that Hitler prophesized?
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Now, and Forever

I was a little bit of a late bloomer when it came to my Aryan racial
consciousness. However, I suppose in this heavily censored Jew dominated
society that we're in it's better late than never in regards to understanding the
truth. In my heart, in my mind, and in my spirit, there are certain things that I
will hold onto until I die. First of all, Adolf Hitler was, and still is the greatest
embodiment of Aryanism in modern history, and one could argue in all of
history. From his philosophy to his principles of building a European Utopia for
our people, to his unyielding devotion to our race, he will always be
immortalized forever in the minds, and hearts over fellow Aryans. Being able to
understand him for what he really is, and not what the Jews portrayed him as
helped me open my eyes to what was considered a man who simply wanted
what was best for his people.

After reading his book Mein Kampf, and seeing the film documentary The
Greatest Story Never Told, you get to see the real Hitler, the man who gave his
life to his people, created an economic miracle, formulated the greatest
philosophy for our race. And yet despite all of this he is still vilified, denigrated,
feared, and hated by the Jews because in some respects the power, and the
potential of Hitler resides in each, and every one of us Aryans today. If this
wasn't true, the Jews wouldn't be focusing so hard on trying to destroy us 24/7.
They know we have the innate ability to do what Hitler did, and expel the Jews,
and their degeneracy that has destroyed our once healthy White society. He
will live forever in the hearts, and minds of the true believers of the Aryan race.
He is the greatest symbol, and the greatest beacon for what we should aspire
to become. He created the blueprint, and the strategy for us to reach our
greatness as a race. It would be smart for all of us to take heed to what he has
laid out for our people. I will always stand by Hitler as THE leader, and THE
inspiration for our race no matter what.

George Lincoln Rockwell should be remembered always as the greatest
modern American hero in history. This is a man who gave everything he had to
his country, and once he realized, and learned about the Jewish Question,
how the Jews were using the Blacks ,and other racial aliens to destroy the
White race, he went against all odds to try to awaken his people. He was a
larger than life, and charismatic leader who never backed down from a fight.
His dedication, his bravery, his unyielding loyalty to his race no matter how
much he was vilified by the White race traitors, and the Jews will never be
forgotten. His legend will never die.

The American Nazi Party was never the same when we lost him. He was, and
is a hero. He was also the best chance we had since Adolf Hitler to light our
darkest hour, and to help save the White race. No one else since has come
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close to what he had achieved. He knew the power of symbolism. He wasn’t
afraid to embrace the symbol of the swastika that was, is, and will be the best
symbol that will light our path. Never forget that. As much as our own people
try to vilify him because he wasn't "moderate" enough, which really meant that
they were just too chickenshit to rock the boat, and were too scared of what
other people thought they can never take away what he had achieved. George
Lincoln Rockwell understood that life was a struggle just like Adolf Hitler did,
and as a result, he gave everything he had to the cause. We are forever
indebted to him, and he must never be forgotten. He will always be, in my eyes,
the greatest American hero of modern history. He will continue to inspire me
for the rest of my life. His legend will NEVER DIE.

Robert Mathews, mistakes aside still represented the courage, and conviction
that we all should embody in driving out the Jews, and their minions from our
country. He represents many of our youth who were destroyed by our own
people. It will be the youth of our race that will go to battle to take back our
country. If we had ten or fifteen thousand White warriors like Robert Mathews,
we probably would already be in control of our country again. He knew what
was going on in regards to the Jewish Question, the subject of race, and he
decided that he was going to do something about it. The true leaders are the
ones who end up doing something. Robert Mathews was a leader, and he will
be an eternal symbol of our movement of a man who gave it everything he had
for the hopes of preserving, and saving his race. He represents the spirit that
we should hold dear as Aryans. Never back down, never surrender, and never
kneel to the Jews, and their racial alien minions. We must ensure total Aryan
Victory, and stand up like men just as Robert Mathews once said.

There are many others that have done great things for our Folk, and I will not
leave them out without mentioning them by name such as James Mason, Ben
Klassen, Joseph Tommasi, William Luther Pierce, among many others. I do
want to say, however, that Hitler, Rockwell, and Mathews all ended up having
their plans fall apart, and meeting their inevitable deaths because of betrayal,
and backstabbing from our own people! Our own people sold out these great
Aryans! All they wanted to do was save the White race! And how do we repay
them!? Betrayal!? Disgusting! Rockwell was betrayed, and murdered by
someone very close to him, who he tried to help out numerous times, and
never gave up on him. And Rockwell was repaid with death by this very man.
And then Mathews had some of his own people snitch on him as well, which
led him into a shootout that inevitably proved to be fatal. This seems to be the
pattern, the end result of all of these great Aryans who build towards greatness,
and try to light a path for their own people. These warriors, and leaders gave
everything they had, and paid the ultimate price unselfishly for our race. The
selling out of our own people must stop now! In order for any White movement
to amount to anything, we must stop snitching, and selling out our people for
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brownie points from non-Whites, and virtue signaling. If we can't even do that,
then we will never reach towards the stars, much less have a White country.
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The Final Order

“Those who want to live, let them fight, and those who do not want to fight in
this world of eternal struggle do not deserve to live.” - Adolf Hitler

“In the final analysis, a race or specie is not judged superior or inferior by its
accomplishments, but by its will and ability to survive.” - David Lane - 88
Precepts

“The color of your skin is your uniform in this ultimate battle for the survival
of the West.” - George Lincoln Rockwell

“I don't believe in democracy. In the second place, neither did our White
forefathers. I believe, as they did, in a Republican authoritarian republic with
a limited electorate - just like the one the writers of our Constitution meant
this country to be. When these White Christian patriots sat down to write the
Declaration of Independence, there were no Black citizens for them to worry
about.” - George Lincoln Rockwell

“This time we'll hate, alright - but we'll hate the enemy - the vicious gang of
colored scum attackers and Jewish-Communist traitors - rather than one
part of our own people hating another part for the benefit of the Jews and
their army of scum!” - George Lincoln Rockwell

“I knew I would not live to see the victory which I would make possible. But I
would not die before I would make that victory certain.” - George Lincoln
Rockwell
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Get Your Thinking Straight, or Die!

Something that many White people in America do not understand is that we
are at war on our own soil. The race war that's currently happening couldn't
make it more obvious. You see it on alternative video platforms showing the
amount of violence that Blacks are committing against Whites that the
mainstream Jewish media is not showing you. So far, the war is still relatively
one-sided. The enemy is beating us senseless. And if you know where to look,
you would soon realize that it's happening on a daily basis. The non-Whites in
this country have declared war against us plain and simple. The Jewish media
makes no apology about this, and enjoys it as they keep trying to brain rape us
through their media, and educational systems to hate our own race. You see it
on television how they're destroying our statues that were once a part of, and
once represented our heritage, and country. You hear them say things such as
"Kill all colonizers!" And you see them beating, raping, robbing, and killing us,
and of course these Blacks, and other racial alien criminals get away with it
free of charge. You never hear any outrage about this in the media, and no
protesting in the streets. In the eyes of the Jewish owned media, White lives
don't matter. Make no mistake about it. White man, they want you dead, and
they're doing everything they can to kill you every single day. Never doubt it.

However, as you saw with the McCloskeys, and many other Whites like them,
God forbid if we do nothing more than defend ourselves against these violent
criminals, and then you see what happens. We are vilified, denigrated,
demonized, and treated as if we were the instigators. What is wrong with this
picture!? A Black person can kill a White person, no one bats an eye, but if a
White person simply defends himself against a Black person in self-defense,
then everyone loses their minds! White people are being incarcerated, losing
their jobs, and being excessively punished strictly because they don't want to
be beaten down, robbed, raped, or killed by these violent Blacks ,and other
racial aliens! This is going to backfire on the Jews, and law-enforcement
agencies that they own. If White people know that no matter what they do,
they're going to be punished; they're going to go all the way with it. They aren't
going to just brandish their weapon. They aren't going to just warn these
savage Blacks. They are going to shoot and ask questions later.

The White couple who was ganged up on, and intimidated by a gang of ghetto
Blacks in a Chipotle parking lot in Michigan will be the turning point, and
blueprint for how a lot of White people are going to do things. That White
couple only pulled out their gun. The next White couple in a similar scenario in
the future will not only pull out their gun they will shoot to kill! This isn't unlike
being in school where if a bully hits you that you both get suspended even
though you did nothing to deserve it. If you're going to get suspended
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regardless of the outcome, you might as well hit back. And White people are
starting to realize that and are probably going to have to follow suit. Mark my
words, White people are going to have to stick together in regard to these
issues. We have to contemplate in the event that some of our own people
would actually retaliate against these Blacks, would we condone, and protect
them? Are we able to be unified as a race, and declare the enemies of our
people?

As a race for us to stand a chance, we have to get our thoughts together. If we
don't have that, then we have nothing. The reason why these racial aliens are
still doing the things they're doing against us is because we're not unified in our
thoughts, and actions to stop them. We still have too many race traitors within
our Folk that are fighting alongside our enemies, that snitch on us so they can
get brownie points from the Blacks, and even worse we have plenty of our own
Folk that are trying to bargain with, reason with, grovel, pander, and submit to
our enemies! Because they actually believe that that's going to stop the
violence! That's as stupid as trying to befriend a savage gorilla, and expecting
the gorilla to not kill you! And don't think for one second that the violence, and
the racial tensions are going to subside anytime soon. No multiracial society
has ever survived, and for obvious reasons. As our country gets more, and
more diverse, there will be more, and more fragmentation, racial tension, and
over time, there will be more interracial violence.

All the other races have some level of solidarity, and they have all declared
war against White people. White people are the only group that doesn't
understand this or refuses to understand this! While everybody else has their
guns, and knives ready to kill Whitey, White people are still unarmed, and
trying to offer peace! There's only one problem with that White man they don't
want peace! They never did! They want your head on a lance, and to destroy,
and burn down everything that you represent, and have built! In order for the
White race to survive, and mount any successful counter-attack, we have to be
in agreement with these realities. We will not survive as a race until we learn
these lessons. So what will it be White man? Will you become tribal, and stand
in solidarity against the very people who want you destroyed? Or are you going
to continue to bark up the wrong tree, and ask for peace when they really want
to slit your throat? Or worse, are you going to side with them and participate in
your own racial destruction? Because guess what? You helping the enemy
destroy your own race, and heritage will not gain you any favors with them.
You will not be spared. When they don't need you anymore, they will kill you,
and eat your corpse for lunch afterwards. Because that's exactly who they are.
Don't kneel to them, don't submit to them, don't reason with them, don't
bargain with them, don't associate with them, and don't participate with them.
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The Final Order

With all of the White nations in the world having their borders open completely
for third-world immigration (you can thank the Jews for that), the Jewish
agenda to exterminate the White race is that much closer to being completed.
Unlike other foreign invasions of our lands, we at least had the ability to
migrate to another land, and start all over again. That's not true anymore. The
third world virus has spread throughout every land in the world. There is no
escape, and nowhere else to start all over again. This is why our movement
has to be called the Final Order. That's because this is the final battle. This is
the last stand for the White race. We either find a way or make a way to stand
up, and cast out the third-world mud people out of our existence, or the entire
planet will be brown—no more Whites for all time.

Now we obviously know that the Jewish agenda is exactly this they want to
exterminate the White race, and make sure that there is not one White person
left on this planet. I would say that the Final Order would be mixed with
National Socialism, and with an absolutist agenda not only to cast out the third
worlders, and the Jews through intimidation ,and violence but to inevitably
make the entire world White. We will create a Whiter, and brighter world. We
will stop giving aid to the third world, and let them wither on the vine, and then
we will take over their countries, and drive them out until there is nothing left of
them, and there is no threat to the White race ever again! We can, and we
must fulfill these objectives. We are under siege by foreign enemies in virtually
every single White land in the world. We will call ourselves the Final Order
because, after this, we won't need another order to defend ourselves against
non-White invaders. We will wipe the world clean of them once, and for all. Our
children will never have to associate with the mud people, never have to deal
with the filthy, bloodsucking Jews, or have to be brainwashed about empty
platitudes such as diversity or multiculturalism. We will have a safe, clean,
pure, and prosperous White society. But that can only come after our enemies
perish in the flames at the hands of the Final Order.
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When Will Whites Stick Together, and Fight?

White people, at least for now, still have some level of comfort, and ability to
turn their eyes to what is happening to their race. More and more of us are
becoming disenfranchised, and we know it. The legal system doesn't serve us,
law enforcement has turned their back on us, the government, and their
politicians could care less about our rights, and our issues, and corporations
are looking to hire cheap third world labor which has caused a jump in regards
to White unemployment numbers not to mention lower wages. Have things
gotten bad enough yet? Have White people been beaten down, slapped
around, screwed over, neglected, ignored, and maltreated enough for us to
rise up, band together, and do something? Perhaps but the flames haven't
been fanned hard enough. We still aren't ready yet to organize.

Too many White people are scared of being branded as racists, too scared to
organize, and there are too many sellouts within our midst that would put us
away for life if they could. With White allies like these who needs enemies?
Things are going to get worse for sure, it's all going to come crashing over the
edge, and White people are going to continue to lose more, and more of what
they had. There is that old saying that it's only when you lose everything that
you're free to do anything. It might have to get to that point for White people in
order for us to make a move. As we feel less, and less a part of the system, we
can drop out of it entirely, and if there's enough of us to cause mayhem, and
destruction, it will be very hard for us to be stopped. This could definitely be
possible, but the White race would have to actually have real pride in their own
race, real solidarity, real organization, and real desire to preserve, and protect
what's theirs, and take action. Only then will we have a chance of casting out
the evil that wishes to destroy us.
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Tribalism, and Identity Politics

The left-right spectrum of politics is starting to shatter, fragment, and fall apart
at its own stupidity. Identity politics is the new soup of the day. Whether we like
to admit it or not, human beings are inherently tribal. We can no longer
subscribe to a one-size-fits-all system any longer. With the Democratic party,
plenty of non-Whites are starting to have racial tension towards the Whites
within their own party. They're calling them "liberal White supremacists," which
I find to be quite interesting of a term. Don't be surprised if the Whites get
thrown out of the Democratic Party, and have to join the other Whites in order
to have any type of influence or solidarity within the political system. Political
parties might become not only more numerous but also more tribal, and more
racial. Having a Black lives matter party is not that far from potential reality.

The Republican Party, in some respects, might as well be called the White
People's Party if you look at the demographic representation that they have.
The Republican Party, if they knew what was good for them, would stop trying
to be multicultural, stop trying to accept, and pander to non-Whites, and just
come out and be a pro-White party. They might upset people, but they would
be better off, and they would have a much stronger, and more passionate
voting base. However, it's not so certain that that will happen because of
Jewish influence. However, the silver lining is that the more they try to control a
country that is already multiracial, multiethnic, and is becoming even more so
each, and every day, the more they lose control over it. The races are
becoming more tribal, there is more racial tension, there is more racial violence,
racial war has already been declared, and our society is pulling further, and
further apart each, and every day.

The way the system works currently, it's incredibly hard for a pro-White
movement to be an effective third party. It would be interesting to see what
percentage of the White vote they could obtain, but for now, I will leave that up
to speculation. It has become incredibly apparent that our society, and nation
has become increasingly unstable, volatile, and violent. The Jews, and their
minions are increasingly losing their ability to keep our nation under control
through their police state, and as a result, the nation is unraveling, and falling
apart no matter how much they try to keep all of the shattered fragments
together. We’re seeing it now; there is nothing that can stop what is happening.

Our society has fallen into complete civil unrest; it has collapsed; there is total
disorder, and complete destruction. For all intents, and purposes, we are at
war. What the conservatives, and many other people will not understand is that
the issues that are happening right now will not be solved by pandering,
groveling, giving concessions to non-Whites, or compromising on what needs
to be done. The only way for things to be achieved for the benefit of the White
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race is through the Final Order. A White nationalist order. No more
multicultural political or economic systems that seek to destroy the White race.
And we must band together 100% as a race. Blacks do this very well through
bloc voting, and we must do something very similar. If a White politician will not
do what needs to be done to benefit the White race, then we must come up
with our own movement in order for it to happen. And Whites have got to quit
being chickenshit, and scared to be called racists simply for supporting their
race, and their best interests. If you want your race to survive in your own
lifetime or in your children's lifetime or in your grand-children's lifetime, then
you must do what needs to be done NOW!
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Red-Pilled

The Final Order as a philosophy and a movement is not to indoctrinate
anybody; it's merely a system in order for you to free your own mind. I see it as
no different than in the film The Matrix, but you have to see it from a different
angle than what is shown conventionally. The Agents in the film are the Jews,
and of course, they have their minions and their system, the system itself is the
Matrix, the red pill is National Socialism, the blue pill is Zionism, and Morpheus
would most likely be Adolf Hitler or someone equivalent. Getting unplugged,
and into the real world is finally seeing the Jewish issue, the racial issues, and
dropping out of the system itself. This might go over the heads of some people,
but this is what the Matrix represents from a pro-White National Socialist
perspective.

Other belief systems, and political parties are trying to shove you into a box
that isn't natural, their dogmas, and beliefs aren't true, and are not of the laws
of nature. The Final Order washes all of that away, and allows you to be who
you truly are. As you can see, what's happening now, there are more identity
politics coming in because that is natural. Once you become red-pilled about
the realities of the Jews, and of race, you can't go back. You see the reality all
around you, and you know what you must do. You can't go back to living in the
brainwashed materialistic world of the Jews once you know the truth, just like
you are never the same after you see certain traumatic photos, events, or films.
Once you see it, you can’t unsee it! It can never be undone. Your brain and
your soul are cleansed of the filth of the Jews.

We need true believers, free thinkers, and men of action that are not afraid to
get their hands dirty or embrace the symbol of the swastika. These are the only
people that matter when it comes to creating any kind of movement. The
passive, weak-willed, milquetoast, moderate, don't want to rock the boat or
offend anyone type of White people need not apply. You will either eventually
come around, or you will get out of the way. The true believers will join with
passion never-before-seen. They have seen the writing on the wall for years,
the racial consciousness never left them, and they have been waiting for this
day for a very very long time!
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White Racial Family

White people don't understand that on a global scale, we are a minority (10%
of the global population, perhaps even less than that!) among a bunch of
different groups of the third world that will stop at nothing to exterminate us.
You would think that we would be more tribal than what we currently are, that
we would understand being part of the White race means being part of an
important family. A racial family. White people need to wake up, and
understand that these non-Whites do not have our best interests at heart. They
are seeking out their own racial, and tribal interests. And almost always, their
interests are in direct conflict with ours.

In order for us to survive and to be able to organize an effective militia against
the Jews, and their minions, we have to stick together. White families need to
form a strong family unit with older values, not the toxic ones that have been
implanted in our heads by the Jews. We need large amounts of White warriors
that will stick by each other, and not sell each other out. All of these White
people I mention need to be able to drop out of the system if need be without
being swallowed up by the beast. If we cannot find a way to band together, and
have any level of White solidarity, then the non-Whites will pick us off
individually. But you have to understand we are at war. Our eternal enemies
have declared it as such, and we must be ready together to put them down
once and for all.
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The Youth Are Our Future

With everything going on right now in America today against the White race, it
can make you wonder when will the White man have enough of it, and start
fighting? In Stone Mountain, Georgia, there were armed Black militias flooding
entire streets, and neighborhoods with the cops, and the Whites doing nothing!
In the Atlanta area, they have set up another autonomous zone with armed
Blacks, and no one is doing anything. We hear a lot of the time that we either
don't have much time left or there's no time at all. This has been going on for
quite some time within the ranks of the pro-White movements. I can concede
for sure that we have run out of a lot of the more ideal, and diplomatic options,
but that's only because the Jews have blocked us from doing so. However,
overall we still have time. And if we've learned anything about these riots, a lot
of damage can be done in a very short time period if one does the right things
at the right time, and at the right place. The desire to expedite or accelerate our
process is not about action because if we have our minds right, and we're
banded together, we can deal a lot of damage in a short time, and disrupt the
Jewish system relatively easily.

However, we have to be able to know who the enemy is, know what we need
to do, organize, and then attack. Our youth will be the ones on the battlefield.
The older you get in general, you become more mellow, you have more to lose,
you're less likely to take action, and you have a more conservative mindset. If
you look out into the streets, and see the far-left Marxist radicals, and the Black
lives matter people that are raising hell, and destroying our society, what ages
are they? Many of them are very young. This is where you get the radicals, and
the warriors who actually have the will to act. You have to get them while
they're young. Sadly our White youth today are lost, and misguided. Can we
completely blame them though for hating themselves, their race, their heritage,
and their culture? Their parents, and perhaps even their grandparents were a
bunch of cowards, cucks, egalitarians, multiculturalists, and useless bastards
who trusted in the Jewish Big Brother system to raise their kids, educate them,
and inevitably indoctrinate them.

Our youth has been ridiculed, browbeaten, guilt-tripped, brainwashed, and lied
to about everything involving their race, their heritage, and their culture. When
you're told that by being White that you're the scum of the Earth, that you, and
the rest of your race are better off not existing, and that other racial groups are
superior to you then insanity, confusion, and disaster will follow. However,
even though the Jews have done a bang-up job when it comes to
brainwashing our youth, and guilt-tripping their parents, and grandparents for
speaking up. There are some of our people that still feel lost, BUT are
desperately seeking answers. Just like Neo in The Matrix, White people know
something isn't adding up. They can feel it, and it's causing them to endlessly
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search for the truth. The youth are the ones who have the most to lose, but
they also are the ones who cling to ideals, and revolution much more. Our
White youth will save this country, but they must have the knowledge, and the
education, and the tools to win. Our job as older White folks is to give them the
truth, teach them properly about race, and about the Jewish Question. If we
don't, then we have already lost.
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Get Your Balls Back White Man!

I don't understand why so many alleged pro-White people in America are so
scared to confront the truth. They dance around the real issues, and say them
in any other way: freedom, the Constitution, 2nd Amendment rights, the
mainstream media, blue lives matter, all lives matter, the globalists, the rioters,
the thugs, patriotism, nationalism, and more politically correct statements for
their party, and movement. Many of the Republican politicians are very much
alike, and are afraid to confront the real issues plaguing this country. You don't
see complete honesty from anybody. No one is able to confront the issues of
race, the issues of the Jewish Question, embracing the swastika, calling out
the Holocaust as a lie, and God forbid if any of them ask for racial separation,
and preservation of White heritage.

For those of us who have the truth, this can be frustrating when no one of our
kind is looking after our own interests or is even willing to talk about the truth.
Even within the pro-White movement, so many of them are dishonest, and
refuse to talk about race, refuse to talk about the Jews, and refuse to talk about
what will help the White race. As a matter of fact, there are plenty of pro-White
movements, and groups that actually accept Jews! This is ridiculous! You are
literally letting in the very people that hate you, and want to exterminate your
entire existence! It's been well-documented, they've gone on record to say that
that is correct, and you allow them willingly to subvert your own organizations!
You might as well let them slit your throat. Maybe this is why the Jews call us
"the gullible goyim" because I got to tell you some of us never learn. This is
why so many weak, milquetoast, politically correct, and moderate lemmings of
our race can't stand a true believer. Because we don't sugarcoat anything. We
don't try to hide who we are, our goals, our values, or our symbol! They can't
stand us or our strong beliefs. They don't have the mental capacity or the balls
to do so.

When they see us brandishing the swastika, and us declaring the Jews, and
the racial aliens as the enemy, these bitchmade White lemmings cower, and
tremble in fear. They know of their cowardice, and they hate it. So instead of
stepping their game up, and having true White solidarity, they end up hating
the true believers of the White movement. They end up snitching, hating, and
selling out their own White people because they're too cowardly to join them.
However, we are noticing that a substantial number of White people within the
Republican voting base are getting disillusioned with Donald Trump, and his
empty promises. There is a substantial number of them that do understand the
importance of race, and are aware of the subversive Jews that have been
poisoning our country with racial aliens.
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Many Whites feel disenfranchised from both sides of the political fence. It's
starting to get harder for the fakes to continue with business as usual. We have
to discuss harsh, and ugly realities. If we are so scared to discuss them, then
we will continue to suffer. We need truth, authority, courage, and White racial
unity from our future White leaders. It will be difficult to obtain this type of
leader that's for sure; however, we must be able to find, and support him. As
these different racial groups are becoming more tribal, and aligning more with
identity politics, then we must do the same to ensure our survival. If we do not
do this, we might as well surrender to the Jews right now.
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Stand in Your Truth

Not only is the truth being suppressed, but it's also being denounced, vilified,
denigrated, and assassinated. Any true believer of the White race, and what
we stand for is highly aware of this. Even to this day, Adolf Hitler, and George
Lincoln Rockwell sacrificed everything they had to bring the truth to our race.
And how do so many Whites of today repay them, and people like us who
continue to tell the truth? With hate, contempt, and betrayal. However, the
ideals of the far left go against the laws of nature, and there's only one
direction this is all going to go. What goes up must come down, and all of this
is going to crash, and self destruct I promise you that. It's already happening
before our very eyes if we only pay attention, and accept the truth, and not
what the Jews tell us.

Our economy is in shambles, our society is torn apart, our cities burned to
ashes with violent colored mobs looking for White people to kill, our
environment damaged, and racial tensions higher than ever. What can you do
if someone is determined to jump off the bridge that will lead to their inevitable
death? What can you do with someone of your own race who refuses to hear
or understand the truth, and will make it their life's mission to vilify, denigrate,
and destroy it, and anyone who tells it? If they refuse to accept it, if they won't
join you, if they made the choice to destroy the truth, and everyone telling it,
then you have only one choice, and that is to focus only on rescuing yourself
from this madness.

The Jewish system, and everyone who not only supports it but will fight, and
die to protect it; deserves their inevitable doom. The best thing you can do is to
know the truth, be prepared, and get as far away from the Jewish system as
possible before it swallows you up whole. Your greatest sword, and your
greatest shield will be the truth. Obviously, it's lonely because people don't
want to accept the truth because it tastes bitter, and looks ugly. However, it's
medicine that we have to take inevitably. Slowly, but surely we will be able to
align ourselves with other people who took that nasty medicine, and be better
off because of it. Don't give in to the mob, don't give in to the Jews, and don't
give in to the racial aliens trying to shame you, and trying to sway you from the
truth. Stand in your truth as firmly and as uncompromisingly as a deeply rooted
tree. Your future self will thank you for it because, at the end of the day, you
will have your dignity, which, unfortunately, so few Whites have these days.
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Once the Dust Clears

Before I became as racially conscious as I am, and found the truth
independently through the many books, and materials that I have, I used to do
a lot of sensory deprivation tank therapy. It's not for everybody, but I do
recommend people trying it because it actually does have some health
benefits. However, whenever I told people that in general, you're in that float
tank alone with your thoughts, people would get incredibly scared. They would
tell me the same thing "I can't be alone with my thoughts!" This, to me, was
pure insanity. How can you be scared of your own thoughts? You're always
alone with your thoughts, so what's the big deal in being in a tank doing what
you're always doing? But then I found out the real reason. Many people use
television, drugs, or any other type of stimuli that they can find to dull, numb, or
suppress their thoughts entirely.

When the Covid-19 quarantine started, I said right away that people were
going to lose their minds, start acting out irrationally, commit violent acts, and
even commit suicide. Because I knew the truth, and the truth is people cannot
stand to be alone with their thoughts. It's kind of similar to the old saying about
if the television, and the internet were to go off, the masses would lose their
minds, and be driven to complete insanity. The Jewish media spell would be
shattered, and then we would have to see reality for what it is, and not what the
Jews tell us it is. This is a big reason why being prepared, and being ready will
help you a great deal instead of simply thinking or talking about how bad things
are.

People will lose their minds being alone with their thoughts for so long without
anything to numb them, and they'll kill each other, and themselves in their
spark of insanity. As we have seen, a lot of the carnage, and the violence has
been happening predominantly in the big cities. Many White people are smart
enough to understand that the colored masses are inherently violent, and are
selling their houses, and moving to the suburbs. As the police become
defunded, and disbanded in these heavily Black areas, the Blacks will eat each
other, and destroy each other as they have always done throughout history.
The carnage is real, and it is bloody, and you don't want to be anywhere near it.
Inevitably the dust will settle, and much of the Jewish system, and our enemies
will be washed away. The chances of the Final Order being established will go
up exponentially. The White race will finally have a system that serves them.
Whites with any sense of racial pride, and any brains will embrace it with open
arms.
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Defining The Final Order

The Final Order is, in my opinion, the final form of National Socialism. It's a
philosophy, and an organization. It's the name of what the group should, and
will become, but it's also what they will impose on the world. It will be the Final
Order because after we expelled the Jews, and the racial aliens from our
country, we will then set to make the world ours. We will need no other order,
and no other Reich. The Final Order will be the last order for all time that the
White race will ever need now, and forever. Any order that is alien to the White
race will be eradicated from this Earth, and the universe. It will come only from
the United States because of the fact that we have been multicultural for far
too long, and we have realized that it doesn't work, that it will never work, and
that there are more racially conscious Whites that are open, and receptive to a
radical belief system that will preserve, and protect their race.

Europe is getting messed up too make no mistake about it; however, they are
still in the earlier stages of this multiculturalism, and they're more politically
correct than we are. They're even more poisoned by the Jews, and the laws
are much stricter when it comes to guns, and the Jewish Question. If you even
deny the Jews' precious little "Holocaust," you can be jailed for years in Europe.
I think only the most insightful of the racially conscious White separatists can
fully grasp, and adopt the concept of the Final Order. Especially if they come to
realize that this is exactly what's needed, and what they've been searching for
for so long. Sadly, many of our Folk will not grasp or understand this, and the
necessity for our system. They still think democracy will do it, that voting
Republican will do it, that being politically correct, and coming up with
non-threatening or non-offensive symbols, and slogans will do it. Many of
these so-called White nationalists of today wouldn't let in Adolf Hitler or George
Lincoln Rockwell into their fold because they would rock the boat too much.
They would "scare off" potential members or "stir up trouble."

Unfortunately, the Pro-White movement is still a fragmented mess. But it
seems right now all of our society is a mess. I have presented the system that
can save our race; I have laid out the problems that are plaguing our Folk, and
the tools, and the blueprints to solve them to the best of my limited ability.
However, despite all this, the movement still hasn't been able to get where
they need to be. We can all come up with excuses for why that is. We could
say that the enemy is too strong right now; we could say that the people aren't
up to our expectations, and to some degree, there is some validity in these
statements, but they don't address the real issue. The movements that have
been proposed are too weak, and too politically correct. No one has come up
with the right type of organization, the right combination to strike fear in the
hearts of the Jews, and cause Whites to fully embrace a movement that finally
is in the best interests of the White race. We haven't found the right
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combination yet to unlock the hearts, and minds of our people, but once we do,
a lot can get done very quickly, and we'll be able to slam down our enemies
harder than a thunderbolt.
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Diet Nazis

It would be an utterly deplorable, and depressing job if we had to name all of
the small Pro-White groups that we have in America. And sadly, most of them
if not all of them have amounted to nothing. Each, and every one of them tries
to be something they're not. They are so focused on perception, and what
people think of them that all they do is focus on deception, and disguise rather
than just coming out with the truth, and who they really are. I call these Pro
White movements "diet Nazis." They always try to politically correct their
speech, and rhetoric; they will come up with any symbol or flag other than the
swastika; if they're accused of being racist instead of attacking back, they will
focus all their efforts on defending themselves, and trying to convince
everyone that they're not racist. They're not just scared of the Jews, and the
racial aliens, and what they think of them; they're also equally scared of what
White people think of them.

They're always focused on coming up with a palatable form of White
nationalism so as not to offend or scare any White people that are afraid of real
racial consciousness, and of the swastika. And of course they would never
confront or offend the poor little Jews. Many of these or even most of these
groups are highly aware of the racial issues, and the Jewish Question, but they
don't have the guts to actually do it in plain sight without apologies, without
political correctness, without fear, and without their sophomoric flags, and
symbols. They would throw-up, and have a heart attack at the thought of
embracing the swastika as their symbol. Have you ever noticed there aren't
any Jews, Blacks, or other non-White groups that try to hide what their
intentions are? They're fully racist, and supremacist in their own right. They
say plainly, and clearly that they're here to kill White people. That they're not
here to take part, but rather they're here to TAKE OVER! And yet we are
petrified to defend ourselves much less attack back!

If you even mention Hitler or Rockwell to many of these White nationalists,
they cower, and tremble in fear of those names, then they get triggered with
anger, and then attack you! Tells you how powerful the Jewish brainwashing
has been on many of our Folk. We should lose our fears, and concerns by
trying to be sneaky, and sugar coating our system. Who is it that we're trying to
hide from exactly? What are we trying to hide? Who are we trying to fool and
deceive? Just being White, and existing is enough to be considered a White
supremacist, and a racist in the eyes of the Jews, and the masses that they
control.

It is futile to try to defend yourself, and say that you're not racist at all. It's better
to let it all hang out, and not apologize for who you are, and simply attack them
back without fear. That scares the shit out of the enemy because they know
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they can't make us back down, cave-in, or cower to their blame, guilt,
intimidation, and shame tactics. So many White people don't have the guts or
honesty with themselves to quit being politically correct, sneaking around, and
just embrace full-blown National Socialism. Do not apologize for being White,
don't vilify or deny your heroes, do not denounce the symbol of your race.
Show strength. Show courage. Show conviction. And inevitably, the rest of the
White people will stand with you in unison, and follow you into the flames of
hell to slay the Jews, and their minions. But in order to do that, we must show
courage, and not apologize or cave-in to the mob.
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Tucker Carlson

For Tucker Carlson, I thought it would be worthwhile to give him his own piece
in this book. He, at least on the surface of it all, is separate from the rest of the
White public figures. Directly or indirectly, he is the only voice in the
mainstream media that gives a two-bit damn about White people's issues in
America. Many of the other pro-White movement leaders are either dead, in
prison, gagged, censored, or reached an age that they are for all intents, and
purposes put out to pasture. Tucker has been to my knowledge the only
mainstream media host that is speaking the truth about the race riots, the
radical Marxist subversion within our government, the racism being
perpetrated against White people, and is even calling out, and addressing the
Jewish Question in his own way. He has had no qualms, and no fear in regards
to calling out Jeffrey Epstein, and Ghislaine Maxwell's Jewish underage sex
ring. He's had no problem mentioning the Israeli connection in all of this,
Susan Rosenberg’s connection to Black lives matter, and has even mentioned
the highly incriminating book about the Jews: The Protocols of the Elders of
Zion.

Whether he knows it or not, it has become obvious to me that Tucker is highly
aware of the Jewish Question (something Sean Hannity has yet to learn).
Obviously, he can't blurt it out, but he gives us a wink, and a smile about it as if
to say, "Wake up White people! The Jews are behind this!" I will even argue
that he has read Siege. Is it so hard to believe that Tucker Carlson might be
trying to red-pill all of us that aren't aware yet? Basically saying to us: "Read
this book! You will understand the issues going on! Wake up! The Jews are
behind this, and using the Blacks, and other races to kill you off!" I think it's
definitely a possibility. Could you imagine someone like him on our side?
Tucker Carlson being a catalyst for Whites waking up, and mobilizing together?
No matter how much pressure the Jews have tried to put against him. Taking
away his advertisers, and God knows what else behind closed doors, it failed!

He is the highest-rated news host not only in modern times but of all times!
Whether Tucker knows it or not, he is helping our cause, and in this current
environment, it's something we should appreciate. Tucker shows us exactly
how an Aryan needs to behave in modern-day America. He's fearless,
unapologetic, hard-hitting, aggressive, brave, and willing to call out the bullshit
in this establishment. I do believe that he's waking up the average White
American. The group of people that need to wake up more than anyone else. I
hope that in his own way, he will be able to undo at least some of the Jewish
brainwashing that has plagued our kind for so long. Whether he knows it or not,
and whether the Jewish establishment knows it or not, he's fighting for us.
Time will tell how long he will be able to continue doing what he's doing (or how
well this writing entry ages in the upcoming months, and years for that matter).
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We know that our enemies are doing whatever it takes to censor any, and all
dissonant voices against them. Considering our current environment, we have
to take what we can get, and at this time, that makes Tucker Carlson an ally.

"I don't worship Capitalism. I worship God like whatever I'm a Christian but,
leaving this aside; this is not a religion…but if your system is making it
impossible for my children to get married, then I am totally happy to set your
system on fire, and blow it up."- Tucker Carlson
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Where Are All the Women?

The thing that I'm noticing with the pro-White movement has been the lack of
women involved. If you think about it, it was White women who elected Adolf
Hitler, and it was also White women who helped Donald Trump get elected. So
seeing a disconnect such as this doesn't really add up. Maybe it's the White
nationalists’, and pro-White movements' attitudes, and feelings towards
women? If you look at the typical American male, and female relationship,
unfortunately, it's not as strong as it used to be, and it seems to be in
a perpetual state of conflict. A lot of White men right now are frustrated, and
worried about where the country is going, and they're having trouble figuring
things out. Many women are so lost, and brainwashed by radical feminism that
they have betrayed their race, and are going against the laws of nature. And
with White men unable to mount any serious offense or organize anything of
any relevance doesn't help the situation. Our eternal enemies are highly
cognizant of this, and love knowing that they're tearing us apart. After all, the
Jewish system has focused for a long time to systematically destroy the White
family unit. Destroy a man, destroy the sanctuary, which is his home, and have
his own spouse betray him ideologically, and you have him broken.

If you look at the far left, it's different. Although from an ideological perspective
we know they're in the wrong, that's not the point. You see just as many if not
more women than men involved in their movements. And this is why the left
has had more success in these movements against our race. The women are
involved, and present in large numbers. The pro-White movements just haven't
been able to find a way or make a way to get women involved, to speak to their
values, and what they're worried about. Also, women usually support, and go
for male political leaders that have charisma, and good looks. Many of the men
that have been on the right-wing, and pro-White groups were weak,
milquetoast, and didn't show any virility or strength. This element is important
whether you like it or not in regards to getting a movement going. If we have
learned anything from these riots, and protests, it's that women are some of
the most die-hard, and most radical fanatics of any movement. However, just
like with anybody, you have to be able to rile them up, motivate them, and lead
them to victory. As much as anyone would hate to admit there is an element of
truth that if there's any movement that doesn't have a fair share of women, it's
probably not going to work. If there's any movement that can attract a
substantial number of women into their fold, there's a high likelihood that it will
be successful.
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Becoming Combat Ready

You're either growing or dying in this world, and contrary to popular belief,
there is nothing in between. Everybody has different levels of pain tolerance.
We have some people who can take an immense amount of pain, and on the
opposite end, you have people who puss out at the thought of having to fight,
at the sight of their own blood, or any confrontation at all. Of course, there are
ways to train yourself, condition your body, and brain to be more resilient to
pain, and fear. And even though the system is definitely against us, what I am
saying is playing out as we speak. With all of the White people having guns,
there wasn't even a band of them trying to mow down those armed Black
militants in Georgia like autumn wheat. Too many of us are nervous at the
thoughts of breaking the rules of the system. You see this with the race war
right now the Blacks, and the other violent colored mobs have no qualms about
beating down, robbing, raping, and killing White people wholesale. But White
people still don't even have enough guts to defend themselves much less
strike them back! Many people of our Folk haven't had to deal with any type of
adversity or confrontation. They are now having to face it head-on for the first
time. Will they wake up? Will they gather the courage necessary to fight back?

After a few confrontations, your body, and brain get used to combat. When
you're in a physical confrontation, your adrenaline can give you an edge. Many
say that you can get heightened strength, improved speed, reflexes, and
imperviousness to pain. In some of my fistfights in my younger years I
experienced some of these, but what I remember the most is feeling absolutely
no pain. My hands often times would end up completely cut up, and lacerated
with blood going all the way down to my elbows, but in those moments of battle,
I felt no pain. But I will say the pain will come afterward once your adrenaline
has subsided, and the threats are far removed from you physically, and
mentally as you heal. What are the limits of man when it comes to pain, and
fortitude? I guess the most adequate answer is that it depends on the man.
Every man innately has a certain baseline, and with their own work ethic, they
can raise it up to a certain degree. Up to a certain point, one could choose the
limit they feel comfortable with. We must muster every bit of courage we can
for the cause of our own race, and not necessarily our own selfish interests.

We all have a part to play; some of us are better speakers; some of us are
better writers; some of us are better foot soldiers. The only question is, do you
have enough courage to do something for your people even if it's something
small at first? Rockwell, and Hitler both gave everything they had to their
people, and knew that at any given moment in time, they could be killed, but
because they had courage, and bravery, they were able to keep a lot of people
off of them. As a matter of fact, much longer than anyone or even themselves
could have foreseen. Being prepared for the unexpected, being ready mentally
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as well as physically for whatever comes will aid us in our victory. You must
have iron persistence, determination in your mission, and your beliefs. You
must make yourself indestructible both physically, and mentally. Having a
strong mind, strong body, and sufficient courage will drive you to the path of
victory. In hoc signo vinces! With the sign of the powerful swastika, you too
shall conquer!
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The White Race Must Survive!

In order to disconnect ourselves from the toxic Jewish system, we have to
understand what the true nature of community, and family means. It can only
be for the White race, and only a community that focuses on what's best for the
White race. As much as the Jews, and the far left hate it, a solid, stable
marriage is between a man, and a woman. The family unit has children, and
then it grows from there. Then there will be multiple families within that
community who will work together, and stick up for each other. Because the
White race has been brainwashed, and indoctrinated at an early age by the
filthy Jews some of these White people might be slightly older in age, and will
probably have gone through a lot of hard lessons in life, and love before they're
able to come to the conclusions of truth, and the laws of nature.

It's hard in modern-day to find the right person the first time around. Society,
and the relationships between men, and women, especially within our own
race, are that sick, and crazy. We keep trying, endlessly looking, filtering out
the good from the bad, trying to find, and build a life with someone from all of
the deplorable mess we have in our society. Obviously, no one is perfect,
especially in this day in age. We must work with what we have, and we must
focus our lives on the struggle for continuous improvement. Men, and women
of good racial stock with aligned values, and vision are what's needed to
rebuild our race, and society. Their desire to preserve their heritage, and
civilization has to be the main mission for them. Frivolous throw-away feelings
of novelty, and fun need to be thrown by the wayside for now. Our race cannot
survive without each other. We must survive!

It's going to get nasty from here on out for at least another 10 to 20 years of
perpetual war! The struggle to survive no matter what will be our main mission,
and we must make sure that we succeed. There will be novelty, and enjoyment
tied into the struggle, and the battle ahead. Every day that we survive is, in one
way or another, a form of victory. Every shot against the Jewish system will
bring us one step closer to racial sovereignty. We must have men, and women
that are aware of the situation, and are willing to join in the struggle.
Unfortunately, there are not many of us that fit the bill. Many of us will have to
make sacrifices, and not live in the lap of luxury or even the middle-class life
that our society, and our forefathers promised to us. We might have to live off
of the system or drop out entirely, and support ourselves somehow, some way.

We will have to do whatever it takes to win, and survive. We must raise our
children properly! That means they must be racially conscious; they must know
that the Jews, and the non-Whites are our enemies, and that they seek to
destroy us. We must educate them most likely away from the public school
system, which has become a reflection of the violent, and primitive third world,
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and that may require us to home-school them if necessary. We must instill in
them racially healthy values, and duty to our race. We will need all of this in
order to take place in the battle that will inevitably come. We must build strong
racially conscious White communities, and inevitably a strong White nation
again. Make no mistake about it; our main mission of the White race is to
survive this horrible racial war that's been put upon us by the Jews! We must
survive!
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Break the Rules

If anything is to be learned from the hundreds of armed Black militants that
invaded Stone Mountain, Georgia, a few days back, is that playing by the rules
is not going to work anymore. We know that the rules, and the game are rigged
against us as White people. The Blacks can go into a place like Stone
Mountain, Georgia, have an organized armed militia looking to kill White
people, and there is no press coverage, and no arrests made. Just sit back,
and think for one moment, and ask yourself what would have happened if you
replace the racial group with White people as the armed militia invading a
Black neighborhood, and intimidating them? What would happen then? I think
you know the answer. It's okay for them to kill us, they get out of jail within a
few months, and then they proceeded to do the same shit over, and over again!
If we kill or even as so much pull out a weapon strictly for self-defense, we’re
branded as White supremacists, prosecuted, and incarcerated to the fullest
extent of the law, all the while losing our guns, and our jobs. I think we're going
to have to say fuck the law at this point.

We must focus on survival, and victory even if that means we have to do a few
things off the books. We're going to have to do what we need to do, what we
must do as a race at all times. And do what we want to do or what we would
like to do when the opportunities present themselves. We're probably going to
run into some opposition. There will be tough times ahead, that's for sure.
Right now, we’re in a knife fight, and we're just going to have to accept the fact
that we're going to get cut as we go out, and defend ourselves. We must have
the courage to keep moving forward, no matter the dangers ahead. You just
have to make sure that you do everything you can to keep yourself alive, all the
while doing whatever it takes to win. You mustn't bend the knee to the system.
They aren't enforcing laws when it comes to the colored masses, so make sure
you are the one who wins in these exchanges. Their moral, and legal code are
arbitrary at this point, so since they don't respect themselves, and their own
laws, why should you respect the system? You must do whatever it takes to
win, and survive no matter what, even if that means you step on some toes, be
it the system, your family, your friends, etc. You must not show, give pity or
mercy to the opposition. You know they wouldn't give you any mercy or pity if
they had the upper hand over you. Once you strike verbally or physically, go all
the way, and don't back down or backpedal! No apologies, no pity, no
half-measures, no mercy! The only thing that matters is that you win! No matter
what.
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Black Lives Matter, The Jews, and Their World

Agenda

Sometimes I really hate being right. Ian Fleming said it best in his James Bond
book Goldfinger. Ironically Auric Goldfinger's character, who was most likely a
Jew (ironically, many of James Bond’s villains were Jews), said the following to
James Bond: "Mr. Bond, they have a saying in Chicago: 'Once is
happenstance. Twice is coincidence. The third time it's enemy action'." And
that's exactly what we have today. It's been laid out in many documents about
the Jews that they have been supporting Blacks, and Black organizations in
order to ethnically cleanse the White race. You had many Jewish organizations,
including the ADL, and the B'nai B'rith, that supported the NAACP, and the
Black militant groups during the sixties. They have been using Blacks as a
weapon to intimidate, guilt trip, murder, and rape White people. Their overall
goal has been, and continues to be the extermination of the White race
through murder, and race-mixing so that they can produce a mulatto race.

The mulatto people will be the perfect slaves for the Jews who see themselves
as the rulers of all people in all lands. Having this mulatto population, and the
extermination of the White race, they can fulfill their goals of world domination.
This has been well documented, and has been mentioned by many sources.
Israel Cohen being a perfect example of this. The Jews are also behind Antifa
as a matter of fact in their own papers; they have gone on record to say that
Antifa IS Jewish. We have also come to the realization that Black lives matter's
fund-raising handler is also Jewish. Her name is Susan Rosenberg, and she is
involved with a charity called Thousand Currents based out of California. This
charity manages all the fund-raising operations for Black lives matter. What
you may not know about Susan Rosenberg is that she's a convicted
Communist domestic terrorist, bomber, and murderer. The only reason why
she's able to continue her racist agenda to destroy the White race is that Bill
Clinton was able to release her on his final day as president. Tells you a little
bit about how powerful the Jews are.

She was involved with bombings in New York, and Washington D.C. in the
1980s. She also financed, and supported the Black Liberation Army. You know
it seems to me that whenever there's a pattern, people don't want to call it out,
and would rather close their eyes, and look away. I think it's quite obvious at
this point what's going on, and anybody with half a brain should know that the
writing is on the wall. The Jews are the masterminds behind the destruction of
this country, and they're using their media brainwashing, their influence, and
their money to do what they have always done. Divide, and conquer. They
want the non-Whites to hate, and kill the White people. This is easy for the
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Jews; they simply rile up the Blacks who are inherently the most violent race in
existence when it comes to crime.

The Jews also want to give us a guilt complex so that we think it's okay to
surrender our heritage, and race mix with these primitive Blacks, and breed us
out entirely! They won't be satisfied until the White race is entirely cleansed
from the Earth, and they're doing whatever it takes to achieve it through
murderous violence against Whites, more financial burdens on Whites so that
we have less money, and as a result hurt our abilities to have families, and
also through vile race-mixing! As mentioned, these are their plans for world
domination; they want the world to have nothing but coffee-colored mulattoes
who will slave away while the Jew can sit back, and collect the profits. At this
point, you would have to be brain-dead not to notice. The writing is clearly on
the wall. The Jews aren't even trying to hide it anymore! When will White
people or their leaders call them out?!
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Throw it in the Garbage

The huge Jewish social experiment of multiculturalism, egalitarianism,
Marxism, and democracy in America is starting to show chinks in the armor.
The racial tensions, the tribal warfare, and the rise of White nationalism are all
completely normal reactions to these sadistic, and filthy experiments that the
Jews subjected us all to. But what do you expect from a group of people who
only see themselves as human beings, and all of us as nothing but cattle, and
beasts? You can see it even in the universities where the Jews have infiltrated
the education field, who keep on pouring anti-White rhetoric, and far-left
Marxist nonsense into the heads of our kids. None of these things have a basis
in reality. None of these ideologies work, but they keep on shoving it down the
throats of our people. However, as they continue to press on with their
unnatural, and sick little experiment, they're sowing the seeds of their own
destruction. Inevitably everything will run its course, and the more anti-White
hate speech that they put on against us will only fan the flames of further
devastation.

Everything will come crashing down. This includes all of our institutions that we
have respected, and depended on for all this time. Law, and order, the military,
the police, and our own government were all supposed to serve, and protect
the people. However, none of these systems or institutions serve the White
race any longer. All of our institutions, law enforcement, and our own
government have been subverted, infiltrated, and controlled by Jews. As a
result, they are all corrupt, rotten, and completely ruined. Everything has
become so sick, and crazy that none of it is worth saving. It's all satanic, and
malicious. We, the people, will have to start all over again. If we are to continue
to survive, we will have to change everything by ourselves, and for ourselves.

This is one of the most lonely, depressing, and horrific eras of modern human
history. We are living in an era where American, and Western Civilization are
rapidly falling apart. If we really want to go there, it's been dead for quite some
time. It died at that moment when the Jews infiltrated, and destroyed
everything we held dear, and turned those very institutions against us. I can't
say for sure when America died because I don't think anyone knows for sure.
However, it's been rotting out from the inside for many many years, and now
the chickens have come home to roost, and the writing is on the wall. As a
matter of fact, it's more obvious now than ever before. I can't say with absolute
confidence that we will be able to destroy them.

However, we must do everything in our power to avoid them at all costs, and
stop them from exterminating us. The amount of crackdowns, and utter hatred
that they have against any White organizations validates the fact of the matter
that any White revolution isn't going to happen right now. No matter how much
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some of us want, it to happen. And it is due to the fact that the Jewish media
has complete control over public opinion. This has led many Whites to hate
themselves, and sell out their own people. Also, our own law enforcement,
legal system, and corporations are all against us, and in the hands of the
Jews. This whole country is going to the dogs. All of it is rotten, satanic,
meaningless, vile, worthless, and perverted. They live for pleasure,
materialism, drugs, degeneracy, depravity. This isn't what a civilization is
based on, and it cannot be sustained.

In order for you to have some level of control over your own life, and destiny,
you will have to fight, struggle, question everything, and get rid of the
conventional indoctrination that the Jews have brainwashed you with. You will
have to be a free thinker, and have the guts to be one because let me tell you
right now it is highly unpopular to go against the lies of the Jews in modern-day.
Your life, liberty, fulfillment, and happiness depend on you to make some
tough choices. Quit trying to fit in with the crowd. Quit trying to think, and do
what everyone else is thinking or doing. Keep to yourself, and live by the laws
of nature. Quit caring so much about what people think. Throw the
manufactured public opinion of the Jews in the garbage because that's all it is.
Live your life on your own terms, and do what you need to do to survive. Don't
involve the system in your life. Build your own world, and your own community
with your people. And for the love of God, don't throw your life away. Do what
you need to do to awaken the White race. We can't mount any offense yet
because so many of our kind are divided! This tells you how powerful the
Jewish media is in shaping public opinion! We must inform, educate, and
awaken our people first. Once we do that, we will have a much better chance
of taking care of business.
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From the Ground Up

The White family unit of the present, and future will have to be resilient,
courageous, self-reliant, conscientious, smart, disciplined, strategic,
cooperative, and united with a common goal. These are also the same traits
necessary to build a solid army or social movement. We will build what's
needed to be built from the ground up; we will figure out what works, and what
doesn't. We will hold onto, and iterate on what works, and we will discard what
isn't serving us as a race. In order to have an effective, and healthy movement,
people have to have a supportive, and equally dedicated mate to the cause.
Many of us, unfortunately, in this current environment, are part-time or, in other
words, are living a double life. We have our square jobs that we go to, and then
after that time, we do what we can for the cause. Inevitably we will have to shift
over to working full-time for our movement. Many will become professional
revolutionaries as a result. We must focus on survival, no matter what. Our
society has become completely rotten, toxic, and will inevitably collapse. We
must have strong racially conscious White families, and communities. This will
be our best chance of winning this struggle. If we do the right things, if we
stand united, nothing, and no one can stop us! Yesterday was the best time to
start. The second best time to start is NOW.
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You Come First

White people up until post World War II couldn't have foreseen our huge fall
from grace that we are faced with today. Many Whites wanted to turn their
eyes away from the painfully obvious race problem that we had, and got highly
complacent to even discuss racial separation. However, many of them didn't
even know that the Jews were putting their own institutions in a vice grip.
Commander Rockwell was one of the few who came to realize the truth, and
against all odds, he gave his life to the cause trying to awaken our people to
the racial issues, and the Jewish Question that were plaguing the White race.
Unfortunately, our race was too lazy, complacent, unaware, and to some
degree, brainwashed to understand, and see the truth. It has spiraled out into a
horrible, and deplorable mess ever since that time.

However, there's no use in speculating what could have been if we would have
done things differently. As one famous author once said, “You can't repeat the
past.” I'm not going to waste time or effort into what we should have done
differently. All the people of the pro-White movements in that era give it
everything they had. We should honor, and commemorate them for their
endless sacrifices for our people. Unfortunately, too many of our Folk have
been ungrateful, and the revolutionaries' jobs were thankless ones at that.
Maybe they were just too far ahead of their time. We have to be honest with
ourselves no matter how painful it might be that there hasn't been a pro-White
movement that's come even close to reaching the masses with our message to
awakening our people. Due to that fact, we have to become realistic about
where we're at, and what we need to do. We can't effectively organize an
official party or anything with real power. Now whether or not the opportunity to
have done that has already passed us or has not yet taken place is still up for
debate. I cannot tell you whether the American Nazi Party that was founded by
George Lincoln Rockwell was our last, and only hope of gaining any real
official power in this country. Or if the horrific environment that we have right
now with all of the chaos, and destruction might inspire a few good men to
build something out of the rubble. Time will tell which assessment was correct.

However, people such as Commander Rockwell should always be
remembered as a symbol of truth, and power for our people. If anything
George Lincoln Rockwell was, and is the greatest White American hero we've
ever had in modern history. However, we have to take into consideration a few
factors. First of all, there is a time and place for everything, and the form of
which it takes place. The future is still not set. The stage is being set, I can see
it, but it hasn't been completely secured. We must focus on being great
examples of our race. This is very hard for many of us to do, including myself.
Many of us have a fanatic, and salesman-like nature to what we believe in, and
who we are. However, we do need to understand one thing. You have to focus
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on yourself before you can start influencing other people. Get your mindset
right as well as your own life in order before bringing other people into the fold.

Take care of yourself first, and foremost before taking on any additional
responsibilities or leading anybody. Otherwise, everything that you try to
attempt will inevitably fall apart. We have to focus on walking before we can
run. We must build our psychological, and life foundations as unshakable as
possible. You must live by your values, and not fall for the tricks of the Jewish
system. You must get your mindset under control, and maintain your own state
of harmony. This is much easier said than done, and it is a huge task that you
must do before you move forward with anything else. The next steps in the
process can fall into place once you have this taken care of first, and foremost.
You must get your mind right so that things such as Communism, Marxism,
democracy, and diversity, make you sick. So many of our Folk are lost, and are
working so hard to try to find the truth only to find nothing at all, and spiral
deeper into despair. This is exactly what the Jews want, and they smile, and
laugh maniacally knowing that many of us are being poisoned, and dying off.
We mustn't let the Jews win. We should be so infuriated at them that we want
to punch their teeth down their throats!
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Living Free

If we're honest with ourselves, we should be aware that being able to speak
freely against the Jewish system is one of the best weapons against them, but
it's also the one that has been restricted the most. Obviously, there are huge
risks about broadcasting it at large because the Jews have created laws to
punish these people to the fullest extent of the law. You're damned if you do,
and damned if you don't. A person who isn't willing to acknowledge the Jewish
Question or the racial issues that are plaguing Whites in America either is
brainwashed practically beyond repair or is completely lying to themselves. It
takes courage to speak out against them, and at the same time, there will be
huge repercussions if you do. This tells you how sick, and vile our society is
right now.

We have too many lemmings that roll over, and do whatever the Jewish
masters tell them to do. They think and behave in exact way the Jewish
masters tell them to think, and behave. You see it right now with so many
White people defending the Jews, and the non-Whites that are literally
destroying the White race. There are no Whites that speak out against these
atrocities against their own race. Not even a word of protest may I add much
less an actual protest against these injustices against our Folk. We have to
know who we are, not be afraid of who we are, understand what's going on
around us, and then plan, and act accordingly.

We must be able to embrace both sides of our nature. Yes, we must embrace
our logical, and analytical side for sure. However, we must also accept our
instincts, and listen to them. We have been told not to listen to them, and they
shame us for doing so. However, there is something to be said about listening
to your gut. If something doesn't feel right or doesn't seem to be right, you
should definitely pay attention. A free man has awareness, and understanding
of the anti-White environment that's around him; he listens to his logic, and his
instincts. If someone's in a healthy society, he would be able to be completely
open about who he is, total honesty among his fellow people. However,
anyone with half a brain is well aware that we're in a pretty rotten, and
unhealthy society in modern-day.

If we were in a healthy Aryan society, we wouldn't have half of the social ills,
and degeneracy that we have currently. We wouldn't have the amount of
suicides, drug use, alcohol use, and any other things that we use to escape
from this hellhole of life that's currently our reality. Even after you're able to
understand, and embrace the truth that's so controversial in this country, we
have to move on to step two, which is cleansing yourself of any baggage that
you still may have. A lot of the things that we have fears of or concerns for are
due to the social conditioning of the Jews. We will have to instinctively, and
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intellectually break them down until we realize in a decent number of cases,
there is nothing to fear but fear itself. With so many people rolling over and
obeying the Jews at any given moment, you have to ask yourself how many
people are really deserving of being free? It is something to think about, and
consider. If a person doesn't come to an understanding with themselves, and
isn't able to be true with themselves, they sure as hell won't be true to you. And
the same thing goes if the situations were reversed. Forget about having the
ability to trust them much less associate with them.

A person who can't be a free thinker, and dissect "popular opinion" that's been
shoved down their throat by the Jews they are a lemming. If he can't figure out
what the truth really is, and follow it accordingly, all the while learning, and
implementing his own style as he goes along, he's a lemming. The system has
a lot of different rules to keep you enslaved. Some are unwritten rules, and the
other ones are the law of the land. Think for yourself, and come up with your
own rules that make sense. Figure out which rules of the Jews you can get
away with not doing. Although easier said than done, the more you get to know,
and understand yourself, you'll be able to eliminate a substantial number of
concerns, and anxieties that you have within.

Obviously, some of us are more neurotic than others by nature, and some of
that we will have no control over, but there's still plenty of things that we can
control. All of us respond to perceived fears a little differently. Some people
lose their minds, and completely fall apart. We have to be honest with who we
are, and not lie to ourselves. I would argue that although being in great
physical shape is important, it’s even more important to be mentally strong.
The more I understand the struggles that we're dealing with now, and what will
be required of us in the future, the more I believe this to be true. Our mental
fortitude, and getting our minds right matter more than anything in the world.
Because without that, we have nothing. Someone who wouldn't be able to
break the law in order to defend himself, and his family is someone you don't
want to deal with. Most people fall into the segment of circumventing rules, and
policies but then give out moral smoke screens. These folks are highly
negligent in the way they live their lives. However, the kinds of people that
either have suspect or are totally cognizant that virtually all of the Jewish rules
are garbage, are aware of the fact that Jewish manufactured public
opinion ,and their hired muscle are traps to avoid at all costs are the ones who
will survive. We must go our own way, and follow our own rules, and not the
ones that the Jews have set up for us.
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The Present Battle

What I've noticed with a lot of people that consider themselves conservatives,
right-wingers, preppers, or even someone who is pro-White many of them are
not fixated on the present. Even I myself have been guilty of this. Many are
focused on the past, and wishing, and hoping that things could go back to the
way things were. Or they want to live in what they believe will be the future
utopian age, and they love focusing on the future, and preparing for it.
However, few if any of them look at the here, and now. Very few are living their
lives. The past is already gone; the future hasn't happened yet. Both of them,
in some respects, are abstract concepts. The only thing that's even remotely
tangible is the present, even if we don't like what's currently going on, and
believe me; there are plenty of things right now that I despise. However,
whether we like it or not, this is our current reality, and we have to work with
what we have.

So many people have their minds elsewhere that they can't focus on what's
currently happening. They don't want to believe what's going on around them.
Whites don't want to believe what they are seeing right now with the Blacks
attacking them, and killing them. They want to believe that everything will go
back to the way things were tomorrow, but we know that's not going to happen.
Things have been destroyed forever, so we have to understand that, and live
accordingly. The battle is here, and now in the arena, against the Jewish
system, and their minions. It's a winner-take-all affair, and whoever wins will
decide the fate of the world, and possibly even the galaxy. I'm seeing two
different forces at hand. One is the currently powerful Jewish system
becoming weak, and crumbling on the verge of a complete collapse. The
second is White people regaining their racial consciousness, being able to
band together, and organize against the Jews, and the violent Blacks. This is
an inevitable collision course, whether we like it or not. We must break them,
terrorize them, and show no mercy once we have them under our boots! The
rest of the Whites will hear the call around the world, and will purge their
countries of the Jews, and the third world filth that's been poisoning their lands
for so long. It will be a great symbolic victory not only nationally but globally to
send the message that the White man will never be fucked with again!
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War of Attrition

As I've mentioned countless times before, each, and every person in the
movement has their part to play no matter how large or small it might be. We
must keep the Jewish system on their toes at all times. For some of us, death
will be inevitable when going against them, but we will have the satisfaction of
taking out as many as possible before that happens. As Hitler, and Rockwell
always mentioned, life is all about struggle. Before you start to go out, and
scale this movement globally, you must first get yourself together. We all get
our 15 minutes of fame at some point in our lives. When it's your time for action,
and you've done everything you can to the best of your ability, your
accomplishments will most likely go unseen without praise, and without reward.
You'll be the only person to pat yourself on the back. If you're going to go out,
then go out like a warrior.

People who think that the system will save them will be gravely mistaken once
the Jews catch them in the act, and send them to the gulags. The Jewish
system is all-consuming; for all intents, and purposes, it's an uncontrollable
beast. Individual attacks against it usually don't amount to much what does
work is an entire group of strong White warriors that can use their numbers,
and their battle prowess as a battering ram to smash them entirely. Much
praise has to go to the people who drop out, and refuse to obey, and believe in
the Jewish system. These racially conscious White people live for themselves,
and their race. They know the truth, and no matter how great or small they do
what they need to do to help awaken our people. This is how we chip away at
the system. Anybody else would see this as a resignation of despair, a bleak
reality, a hopeless existence. Nonetheless, every day they move on with
persistence, silence, determination, hope, and faith that our race will wake up,
and do what needs to be done. They do this day after day, year after year, no
matter what. They dedicate themselves to the cause, be it awakening, and
educating our people, or going out into battle. Whatever it takes. No one could
ask for more from you considering the all-seeing, and all-powerful Zionist run
system that we’re up against right now. We have to be ready to die at any
given moment, but still be able to enjoy life the best we can under the
circumstances. To keep fighting against all odds, and still stand is a moral
victory that no one can take away from you.
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Sieg Heil!

I want to close out this book to impart some advice to you. In this current
environment that we're in with the Jews ruling over us, we only have so many
options at our disposal—two to be more specific. You can either take up arms
against the system or unsubscribe from it entirely. These are the different
paths you can take. And we know plenty of people such as Robert Mathews
who took up arms against the system, and will always be considered a hero to
our race. However, I would suggest, and implore most if not all of my people to
drop out of, and unsubscribe from the system entirely. In the current state of
mind of many White people, we are just not yet ready for armed revolution.
Realistically unsubscribing from the system will be the more plausible, and
sensible path at this current time. We must focus on the survival of our race.

There will be revolution, and war; there's no doubt about that. This is why we
must be prepared. Make sure that we have alternative power generators, if
possible, plenty of water, and food, sufficient weaponry, and ammunition, and
highly organized White communities. So just in case the system collapses
entirely, we will be able to keep ourselves self-sufficient, and ready for battle. If
you cannot do battle against the Jewish system mentally, and on a daily basis
in regards to how you live your life, then you sure as hell can't do anything else.
Let's be realistic; there's no way you can improve the system or make real
change within it. There have been many presidents, and other people within
government who would admit, and have admitted that no real change can ever
come from being within the system it must come from without. Everybody is
born with certain types of character traits, and abilities. You must apply your
innate talents, and skills to the best of your ability to help your race, and to
short-circuit the Jewish system.

You must do everything you can to unsubscribe from anything, and everything
that the Jews try to shove down your throat. You must shed the mental
conditioning, the physical, and economic dependency of the system to the best
of your ability. I'm not saying to live like a mountain man, a hermit, or anything
radical of that nature. I do suggest living a good life; you just need to
disconnect as much as you can from the Jewish system. Obviously, many of
us will not be able to 100% disconnect. But we must do everything we can to
screw them more than they screw us.

Considering everything that the Jewish system is mounting against us, it can
be very easy for us to feel nothing but doom, and despair. However, you must
do everything you can to take most things with a grain of salt with the
exception of things that threaten to harm you in any way, shape, form or
fashion. This will help you save time, money, and effort that you will need to
keep the real threats at bay. All of the manufactured crises that they try to
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impose on you: world news, crime, the upcoming elections, the economy,
gossip, all of it is a waste. Stay away, and avoid all of it as much as possible.
Let the Jewish system burn itself down, let the colored mobs kill, and eat each
other, let them all wither on the vine, and die! If you haven't already, this is the
time to prepare yourself for the death of the Jewish system. There is already
significant fallout happening at this time, so stay out of those big cities, make
sure you have enough materials, food, and water to sustain yourself ,and
make sure you have weapons. You must focus on doing whatever it takes to
survive. Try not to be too ostentatious. Try not to run your mouth too much;
simply take action. I am eternally grateful that I know the truth, and now you do
too. Keep refining your understanding of the truth, and tell the truth to any of
your White brethren that will listen. Before we can organize, and revolt against
the Jews, and their colored masses we must awaken our people. We must
make sure that Commander Rockwell's words didn't die in vain. We must
make sure that we save America, and save the White race! Sieg heil!

(This is the end of the main text, and the final journal entry of this book.)
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Miscellaneous Writings and Materials
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Why Everyone Hates the Poor Little Jews and Jews

Say the Darndest Things

"It is necessary that I should die for my people, but my spirit will rise from the
grave, and the world will know that I was right." - Adolf Hitler

"The victor will never be asked if he told the truth." Adolf Hitler

"I don't see much future for the Americans…. it's a decayed country. And they
have their racial problem, and the problem of social inequalities...everything
about the behavior of American society reveals that it's half Judaized, and the
other half negrified. How can one expect a state like that to hold together? - a
country where everything is built on the dollar?" - Adolf Hitler

"If they (the Jews) are not excluded from the United States by the Constitution,
within less than a hundred years they will stream into our country in such
numbers that they will rule and destroy us, and change our form of government
for which Americans have shed their blood and sacrificed life, property, and
personal freedom. If the Jews are not excluded, within 200 years, our children
will be working in the fields to feed the Jews, while they remain in the Counting
House gleefully rubbing their hands." Ben Franklin

"I warn you, gentlemen, if you do not exclude the Jew forever, your children's
children will curse you in your grave." - Ben Franklin

"Without Jews, there would never have been Bolshevism. For a Jew, nothing is
more insulting than the truth. The bloodthirsty Jewish terrorists have murdered
sixty-six million in Russia from 1918 to 1957."- Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Author,
Nobel Prize winner

"To find out who rules over you, simply find out who you are not allowed to
criticize." - Voltaire

"Oppressors can tyrannize only when they achieve a standing army, an
enslaved press, and a disarmed populace." James Madison

"The Jew cries out in pain as he strikes you." - Anonymous

...I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are
the synagogue of Satan. - Revelation 2:9

Jews are the children of Satan.- John 8:44
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"Today, the Jews rule this world by proxy. They get others to fight and die for
them." - Prime Minister of Malaysia, Mahathir Mohamad, October 17, 2003

If you came up, and told me that you were kicked out of ONE bar, and gave me
a sob story about how much of a victim you were, I would most likely feel bad
for you, and say that bar was in the wrong. However, if you got kicked out of
over ONE HUNDRED bars ,and you kept playing the victim, and kept telling
the same sob story, I'm going to conclude that you're the common
denominator. YOU are doing SOMETHING that is making over one hundred
bars kick you out (Jews were expelled over 350 times in 109 countries).

The Jews are hated because of their behavior, and their subversive,
manipulative, treacherous, and hateful actions towards gentiles. They have
discriminatory practices, and beliefs towards non-Jews, which cause non-Jews
to hate them. Their own supremacist religion, and their Talmud says they are
the superior race, and that non-Jews are beasts, that they can lie, cheat, steal,
and kill us without repercussions, and that we exist only to serve them.
According to their scripture, it's prophesied that the world, and all of its wealth
is supposed to go to them. They have used their Communist system to destroy
White Western values, the family unit, brainwash Whites to hate themselves,
silence any, and all opposition, and have killed tens of millions of gentiles with
their philosophy.

They put dead bodies that had the Black plague in water wells in an attempt to
poison, and exterminate more Europeans during the Black Death. Not to
mention their predatory, and usurious business practices, why wouldn't
anyone with half a brain not hate the Jews? They teach us to hate ourselves in
order to bring forth our own demise. Jews are disproportionately involved in
Black revolutions, and non-White civil rights movements to break down the
White structure of our society, and eliminate our race. Again, why wouldn't we
hate the little Jews? Why wouldn't Hitler hate the Jews, and want them out of
his country? I wish he, and his military forces did indeed kill 6 million Jews! We
would be much better off today if they actually did that. But they didn't, and we
have to pay the price for it.

The double standards that the Jews impose on White Americans, and White
people all over the world versus what they do with their own kind is quite
disturbing, and I don't know why no one is calling them out on it. They say that
we should have open borders, but guess what the Jews do not have open
borders. They say that we shouldn't build a wall, but Israel has a wall. They say
that we should have gun control, but Israel does not have gun control. They
say that gay marriage should be legal, but in Israel, it's illegal. They say that
segregation shouldn't be here, but in Israel there is segregation. They say that
race-mixing is okay here, but in Israel, it's illegal. They say having pride in
one's race, and wanting to preserve one's heritage is racist, but the Jews are
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all about racial pride, and preserving their heritage. They say we shouldn't hate,
but they hate more than anybody. They say we shouldn't be racist, but they are
the most racist, and most supremacist group in the world. When will you
gullible goyim wake up?

Below are quotes from Jews. The ones THEY don’t want you to read.

Loxism- (1) the belief that Jews are superior in human character or ability to
non-Jews. (2) discrimination, prejudice, and hate expressed by Jews against
non-Jews.

“The kind of math … proves how your kind — mostly older White folks
beholden to an absurd, inaccurate, nostalgic fantasy of what America used to
be like — are dying.
You’re like the bad guy in every horror movie ever made, who gets shot five
times, or stabbed ten, or blown up twice, and who will eventually pass — even
if it takes four sequels to make it happen — but who in the meantime keeps
coming back around, grabbing at our ankles as we walk by, we having been
mistakenly convinced that you were finally dead this time.
Fair enough, and have at it. But remember how this movie ends. Our ankles
survive.
You do not.

And I do not mean by that your physical destruction. We don’t play those
games. We’re not into the whole “Second Amendment remedies, militia, armed
resistance” bullshit that your side fetishes, cuz, see, we don’t have to be. We
don’t need guns.
We just have to be patient.
And wait for your hearts to stop beating.
Do you hear it?
The sound of your empire dying? Your nation, as you knew it, ending,
permanently?
Because I do, and the sound of its demise is beautiful.
So know this.
If you thought this election was payback for 2008, remember…
Payback, thy name is…
Temporary. “ - Tim Wise

“I think the important thing for White parents to keep in the front of our mind is
that if Black children in this country are not allowed innocence and childhood
without fear of being killed by police or marginalized in some other way, then
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our children don’t deserve innocence, If Tamir Rice can be shot dead in a
public park playing with a toy gun, something White children do all over this
country every day without the same fear of being shot, if Tamir Rice can be
killed, then White children need to be told at least at the same age, if they can’t
be innocent, we don’t get to be innocent.” - Tim Wise

“We Jews, we are the destroyers and will remain the destroyers. Nothing you
can do will meet our demands and needs. We will forever destroy because we
want a world of our own.” - Maurice Samuel

“Jews should rejoice at the fact that Christian Europe is losing its identity as a
punishment for what it did to is in the hundreds of years were in exile
there...and now, Europe is losing its identity in favor of another people and
another religion...even if we are in a major war with the region’s Arabs over the
Land of Israel, Islam is still much better as a gentile culture than Christianity.” -
Rabbi Baruch Efrati

“The Messiah will come back to Edom, Europe, Christianity has totally fallen.
So I ask you: is it good news that Muslims are coming to Europe? It’s excellent
news! It means the coming of the Messiah! Excellent news!”- Rabbi Rav
Touitou

“We, the Green party, have to make sure to get as many immigrants as
possible into Germany. If they are in Germany, we must fight for their right to
vote. When we reach that, we will have a share of the vote, we need to change
this republic.” - Daniel Cohn-Bendit

“I think there is a resurgence of anti-Semitism because at this point in time
Europe has not yet learned how to be multicultural. And I think we are going to
be part of the throes of that transformation, which must take place. Europe is
not going to be the monolithic societies they once were in the last century.
Jews are going to be at the centre of that. It’s a huge transformation for Europe
to make. They are now going into a multicultural mode and Jews will be
resented because of our leading role. But without that leading role and without
that transformation, Europe will not survive.” - Barbara Lerner Spectre,
Founder of Paideia

“You’re (White people) on the endangered list. And unlike, say, the bald eagle
or some exotic species of muskrat, you are not worth saving. In forty years or
so, maybe fewer, there won’t be any more White people around.” - Tim Wise

“The White race is the cancer of human history.” - Susan Sontag
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“If White men were not complaining, it would be an indication we weren’t
succeeding and making inroads that we are.” - Arthur Ochs Sulzberger,
Chairman New York Times

“If you are a White male, you don’t deserve to live. The key to solving the
social problems of our age is to abolish the White race.” - Noel Ignatiev

“It is in the Jewish interest, it is in humanity’s interest that Whites experience a
genocide. Until White children are burned alive, White women raped, mutilated,
murdered and all White men who have not been slaughtered watch
powerlessly as their people are terrorized; only then will mankind be on a more
equal footing, ready to discuss White privilege and the apparent chip on the
shoulder that minorities have.” - Rabbi Ishmael Levitts

“First of all, we have to understand what Communism is. I mean to be, real
Communism, the Soviet Communism, is basically a mask for Bolshevism,
which is a mask for Judaism.” - Bobby Fischer

“If you are a White male, you don’t deserve to live. You are a cancer, you’re a
disease, White males have never contributed anything positive to this world!” -
Noel Ignatiev

“The White race of Europe should be destroyed and replaced with a race of
Eurasian-Negroids who can be easily controlled by the ruling elite.” - Richard
Coudenhove-Kalergi

“We must realize that our party's most powerful weapon is racial tensions. By
propounding into the consciousness of the dark races that for centuries they
have been oppressed by Whites, we can mold them to the program of the
Communist Party. In America we will aim for subtle victory. While inflaming the
Negro minority against the Whites, we will endeavor to instill in the Whites a
guilt complex for their exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the Negroes to
rise in prominence in every walk of life, in the professions and in the world of
sports and entertainment. With this prestige, the Negro will be able to
intermarry with the Whites and begin a process which will deliver America to
our cause.” - Israel Cohen in his book “A Racial Program for the 20th Century”

“Our race is the master race. We are divine gods on this planet. We are as
different from the inferior races as they are from insects. In fact, compared to
our race, other races are beasts and animals, cattle at best. Other races are
considered as human excrement. Our destiny is to rule over the inferior races.
Our earthly kingdom will be ruled by our leader with a rod of iron. The masses
will lick our feet, and serve us as our slaves.” - Menachem Begin, Ex-Israeli
Prime Minister
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“Goyim (non-Jews) were born only to serve us. Without that, they have no
place in the world. You must send missiles to them and annihilate them. They
are evil and damnable.” - Ovadia Yosef, Ex-Saphardi Chief Rabbi of Israel

“The task is to bring this minority together in such a way that it makes it
impossible for the legacy of Whiteness to continue to reproduce itself.
Abolishing the White race is so desirable some may find it hard to believe that
anyone other than committed White supremacists would oppose it.” - Noel
ignatiev, Harvard professor

“Gentlemen. Welcome to the Second Centennial Meeting of the Learned of
Elders of Zion… Many of you are very busy men. Let us get to the crux of the
matter. As masters of business, politics, law and most importantly… media, we
are ready to implement our most important and ambitious program. One that
will finally and totally remove from existence the impediments of our absolute
control of this earth.

I speak of the death of the White race. The complete removal of all means of
reproduction of the so-called Aryan race. Men, we now control the destiny of
this race. It is now time to make sure the White race becomes extinct through
miscegenation and having a virtually zero birth rate. We have all enjoyed the
vision repeated all over this world every day of the last White children playing
with little dark children and knowing that they are being set-up for their
eventual destruction. We can ruin the ancient pure bloodline of an Aryan child
by convincing him or her of the altruism of begetting interracial children. We
must expose the race mixing of the urban centers to the suburbs and rural
areas of this country.

More aggressive programs to integrate these areas are now underway through
HUD. It is worth any price to annihilate the next generation of White children.
We want every White father to feel the sting of having their children marry
colored mates and produce biracial children. We must use our power to
discourage White men and women who still persist in getting together from
producing more pure White children. They will be ostracized by not becoming
part of the New Society of all races. This will dissuade most of them. We will
deal with the less cooperative goyim by murder and imprisonment. Finally, we
will see the end of the White race. Impressionable White children will have
their minds molded into the agents of their own destruction.

Already, our efforts have succeeded in making the “men” of this race grovel at
our feet. Men, you and your ancestors have worked hard to make sure we
would have the power to hold the destiny of this race in our hands. Now we
have it. Perish Aryan Goyim (cattle)!” - Abe Foxman, Ex- ADL director
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“To all you anti-semites and racists out there consider this. In fifty or a hundred
years, Israel will still be Jewish. Your countries will not, however. Europe will
be browner and Blacker and so will Asia. Chances are your grandchildren will
not look like you and if they do your great-grandchildren won't. My
descendants will rule over your descendants who will learn to hate their own
heritage and there is nothing you can do about it.” - Mark Kogan

“Us Jews will fight until White America is extinguished.” - Zelda Green

“The homogeneity of European nations is fundamentally against the interest of
the Jewish people. We are at a critical turning point in history. The West is
becoming more and more racially diverse and soon the White race will be
forced into submission. The future of the West is that of an ethnically diverse
Melting Pot, where the evil divisions of race and White supremacy no longer
reign. This is all thanks to the tremendous power of our social movements and
institutions. This great change will be catalyzed by Moslem settlement. From
the land of Israel, Jews will forever be a light unto the new monoracial world as
guaranteed by God.” - Rabbi Abarron Haviv, World Jewish Congress Summit
2011

“The man of the future will be mixed race... The Eurasian-Negroid race of the
future.. Will replace a diversity of peoples... Russian Bolshevism constitutes a
decisive step towards this purpose where a small group of Communist spiritual
Aristocrats govern the country.... The general staff of both... Are recruited from
Europe's spiritual leader race, the Jews.” - Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi

“If you saw two people drowning, a Jew and a non-Jew, the Torah says you
save the Jewish life first. If every simple cell in a Jewish body entails divinity, is
a part of God, then every strand of DNA is part of God. Therefore, something is
special about Jewish DNA ... If a Jew needs a liver, can you take the liver of
an innocent non-Jew passing by to save him? The Torah would probably
permit that. Jewish life has infinite value.” - Rabbi Yitzhak Ginsburgh

“Since the Jews are the highest and most cultured people on earth, the Jews
have a right to subordinate to themselves the rest of mankind and to be the
masters over the whole earth. Now, indeed, this is the historic destiny of the
Jews.” - Rabbi Harry Waton

”Judaism is Communism, internationalism, the universal brotherhood of man,
the emancipation of the working class and the human society. It is with these
spiritual weapons (LIES & PROPAGANDA) that the Jews will conquer the
world and the human race.” - Rabbi Harry Waton p. 100 of his book “The Jew
World Order Unmasked”
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“There is no place in modern Europe for ethnically pure states. That's a 19th
century idea and we are trying to transform it into the 21st century, and we
(Jews)are going to do it with multi-ethnic States.” - Wesley Clark Ex-NATO
General

“Gentile souls are of completely different and inferior order. They are totally
evil, with no redeeming qualities whatsoever . . . Indeed they themselves are
refuse. . . . All Jews are innately good, all gentiles are innately evil.” - Rabbi
Shneur Zalman

“Thanks to the terrible power of our International Banks, we have forced the
Christians into wars without number. Wars have a special value for Jews,
since Christians massacre each other and make more room for us Jews. Wars
are the Jews’ Harvest: The Jew banks grow fat on Christian wars. Over
100-million Christians have been swept off the face of the earth by wars, and
the end is not yet.” - Rabbi Reichorn, speaking at the funeral of Grand Rabbi
Simeon Ben-Iudah, 1869

”I don’t believe in western morality, i.e.

don’t kill civilians or children,

don’t destroy holy sites,

don’t fight during holiday seasons,

don’t bomb cemeteries,

don’t shoot until they shoot first because it is immoral.

The only way to fight a moral war is the Jewish way:

Destroy their holy sites. Kill men, women and children (and cattle)”. - Chabad
Lubavitch Rabbi Manis Friedman in Moment Magazine (May/June 2009) in
“Ask The Rabbi”

“…If a Jew needs a liver, can you take the liver of an innocent non-Jew
passing by to save him? The Torah would probably permit that. Jewish life has
an infinite value. There is something infinitely more holy and unique about
Jewish life than non-Jewish life…If a Jew needs a kidney, is it allowed, in order
to save his life, to take the kidney from a Goy (non-Jew), passing by, even if he
is not guilty of anything? In my opinion, Torah allows it. The life of a Jew is
priceless.” - Rabbi Yitzchak Ginzburg in “Jewish Week,” the largest Jewish
publication in the United States, April 26, 1996.
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“Long have I been well acquainted with the contents of the Protocols, indeed
for many years before they were ever published in the Christian press. The
Protocols of the Elders of Zion were in point of fact not the original Protocols at
all, but a compressed extract of the same. Of the 70 Elders of Zion, in the
matter of origin and of the existence of the original Protocols, there are only ten
men in the entire world who know. I participated with Dr. Herzl in the first
Zionist Congress which was held in Basle in 1897…At the Jewish World
Congress. Herzl foresaw, twenty years before we experienced them, the
revolution which brought the Great War, and he prepared us for that which was
to happen. He foresaw the splitting up of Turkey, that England would obtain
control of Palestine. We may expect important developments in the world.” -
Chief Rabbi of Sweden Ehrenpreis in 1924

“My dear questioner, you are too curious, and want to know too much. We are
not permitted to talk about these things. I am not allowed to say anything, and
you are not supposed to know anything about the Protocols. For God’s sake
be careful, or you will be putting your life in danger.” - Rabbi Grunfeld, reply to
Rabbi Fleishman regarding the validity of the Protocols

”…The goal for which we have striven so concertedly for three thousand years
is at last within our reach, and because its fulfillment is so apparent, it
behooves us to increase our efforts and our caution tenfold. I can safely
promise you that before ten years have passed, our race will take its rightful
place in the world, with every Jew a king and every Gentile a slave (Applause
from the gathering)…

I can state with assurance that the last generation of White children is now
being born. Our Control Commissions will, in the interests of peace and wiping
out inter- racial tensions, forbid the Whites to mate with Whites. The White
Women must cohabit with members of the dark races, the White Men with
Black women. Thus the White Race will disappear, for the mixing of the dark
with the White means the end of the White Man, and our most dangerous
enemy will become only a memory. We shall embark upon an era of ten
thousand years of peace and plenty, the Pax Judaica, and our race will rule
undisputed over the world. Our superior intelligence will easily enable us to
retain mastery over a world of dark peoples. “- Rabbi Emmanuel Rabinovich at
the Emergency Council of European Rabbis in Budapest, Hungary, January 12,
1952

“We intend to keep bashing the dead White males, and the live ones, and the
females too, until the social construct known as ‘the White race’ is destroyed,
not ‘deconstructed’ but destroyed. Even if reason tells us, even shouts with all
its force the very absurdity of this confrontation between the small and
insignificant people of Israel [i.e., all Jewry worldwide, not just “the State of
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Israel”] and the rest of humanity… as absurd, as incoherent and as monstrous
as it may seem, we are engaged in close combat between Israel and the
Nations ~ and it can only be genocidal and total because it is about our and
their identities.” - Yitzhak Attia, Israel Magazine, April 2003

“We’re smart—we are powerful and at the proper time we will mix up your
gentile women with the Blacks and in 50 years you’ll be all mixed up. Niggers
love to s—w your White women and we encourage it by using them to our
advantage.” - Howard Rosenthal

“THE Jewish PEOPLE as a whole will become its own Messiah. It will attain
world dominion by the dissolution of other races, by the abolition of frontiers,
the annihilation of Monarchy, and by the establishing of a World Republic in
which the Jews will everywhere exercise the privilege of citizenship. In this
New World Order the Children of Israel will furnish all the leaders without
encountering opposition.

The governments of the different peoples forming the World Republic will fall
without difficulty into the hands of the Jews. It will then be possible for the
Jewish leaders to abolish private property, and everywhere to make use of the
resources of The State. Thus will the promise of the Talmud be fulfilled. In
which it is said that when the Messianic time has come, the Jews will have all
the property of the whole world in their hands.” - Baruch Levy, Letter to Karl
Marx, La Review de Paris, p574, June 1st. 1928

“It is forbidden to be merciful to them (non-Ashkenazis). You must send
missiles to them (non-Ashkenazis) and annihilate them (non-Ashkenazis).
They (non-Ashkenazis) are evil and damnable… The Lord shall return the
(non-Ashkenazis)’ deeds on their own heads, waste their seed (children) and
exterminate them (non-Ashkenazis), devastate them and vanish them from
this world.” - Israeli rabbi Ovadia Yosef

“One Jewish fingernail is worth 10,000 Arab lives, and that would include
women, children, and babies.” - Israeli rabbi Ovadia Yosef

“In Israel, death has no dominion over them With gentiles, it will be like any
person – they need to die, but [God] will give them longevity. Why? Imagine
that one’s donkey would die, they’d lose their money. This is his servant.
That's why he gets a long life, to work well for this Jew. Gentiles were born only
to serve us. Without that, they have no place in the world – only to serve the
People of Israel.” - Israeli rabbi Ovadia Yosef

“Goyim were born only to serve us. Without that they have no place in
the world - only to serve the people of Israel. Why are gentiles needed?
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They will work, they will plow, they will reap. We will sit like an effendi and
eat. That is why Gentiles were created.” - Israeli rabbi Ovadia Yosef

“The revolution wont happen with guns, rather it will happen
incrementally, year by year, generation by generation. We will gradually
infiltrate their educational institutions and their political offices,
transforming them slowly into Marxist entities as we move towards
universal egalitarianism.” - Max Horkheimer

“The ultimate goal is the forcible-coordination of all countries of the world: that
shall be achieved by mixing the races with the goal to create a light brown race
in Europe. For that reason 1.5 million immigrants from the third world shall
migrate to Europe every year. The result would be a population with an
average IQ of 90 that is so dumb to grasp anything but intelligent enough to
work. The European countries would never again be competitors in the
struggle for global domination and a multiple millennia old culture would be
destroyed. Irrational people who will fight against this “mingling of races”, and
put up any resistance against the global world order, should be killed.” -
Thomas P.M. Barnett, Director of Israeli military consultancy Wikistrat, author
of “The Pentagon's New Map”

“The fact is you cannot destroy a pure race of white organization. Here is the
secret, and a Rothschild is telling us why the Jews are trying to destroy the
white race. It is because the Jews KNOW, if the race is kept pure it cannot be
destroyed.” - Benjamin Disraeili, author of Coningsby ,1844

“The Talmud is to this day the circulating heart’s blood of the Jewish religion.
Whatever laws, customers or ceremonies we observe - whether we are
orthodox, conservative, reform or merely spasmodic sentimentalists - we
follow the Talmud. It is our common law.” - Herman Wouk
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Talmud

And here are a few verses from their precious Talmud. Their TRUE holy book
that supersedes the Old Testament. The book is segregated into three Satanic
sections: Jewish Superiority, Hated of Non-Jews, Hatred of Christ and all
Christians. After reading this, you will truly understand why people dislike the
Jews and why Jesus called them the Synagogue of Satan. They are indeed
Lucifer incarnate.

The Jews are called human beings, but the non-Jews are not humans. They
are beasts. - Talmud: Baba mezia, 114b

The Akum (non-Jew) is like a dog. Yes, the scripture teaches to honor the dog
more than the non-Jew. - Talmud: Ereget Raschi Erod. 22 30.

A pregnant non-Jew is no better than a pregnant animal. - Talmud: Coschen
hamischpat 405.

The souls of non-Jews come from impure spirits and are called pigs. - Talmud:
Jalkut Rubeni gadol 12b.

Jesus is in hell, being boiled in “hot excrement. - Talmud: Gittin 57a

Jesus (“Yeshu”) was executed because he practiced sorcery: “It is taught that
on the eve of Passover Jesus was hung, and forty days before this the
proclamation was made: Jesus is to be stoned to death because he has
practiced sorcery and has lured the people to idolatry…He was an enticer and
of such thou shalt not pity or condone. - Talmud: Sanhedrin 43a.

Although the non-Jew has the same body structure as the Jew, they compare
with the Jew like a monkey to a human. - Talmud: Schene luchoth haberith, p.
250 b.

If you eat with a Gentile, it is the same as eating with a dog. - Talmud:
Tosapoth, Jebamoth 94b.

If a Jew has a non-Jewish servant or maid who dies, one should not express
sympathy to the Jew. You should tell the Jew: “God will replace ‘your loss’, just
as if one of his oxen or asses had died. - Talmud: Jore dea 377, 1.

Sexual intercourse between Gentiles is like intercourse between animals. -
Talmud: Talmud Sanhedrin 74b.
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It is permitted to take the body and the life of a Gentile. - Talmud: Sepher
ikkarim III c 25.

It is the law to kill anyone who denies the Torah. The Christians belong to the
denying ones of the Torah. - Talmud: Coschen hamischpat 425 Hagah 425. 5.

A heretic Gentile you may kill outright with your own hands. - Talmud: Abodah
Zara, 4b.

Every Jew, who spills the blood of the godless (non-Jews), is doing the same
as making a sacrifice to God. - Talmud: Bammidber raba c 21 & Jalkut 772.

If a Jew is tempted to do evil he should go to a city where he is not known and
do the evil there. - Talmud: Moed Kattan 17a.

Whosoever disobeys the rabbis deserves death and will be punished by being
boiled in hot excrement in hell. - Talmud: Erubin 21b.

If a heathen (gentile) hits a Jew, the gentile must be killed. - Talmud:
Sanhedrin 58b.

A Jew need not pay a gentile (“Cuthean”) the wages owed him for work. -
Talmud: Sanhedrin 57a.

If a Jew finds an object lost by a gentile (“heathen”) it does not have to be
returned. - Talmud: Baba Mezia 24a. Also mentioned in the Talmud section
Baba Kamma 113b.

When a Jew murders a gentile (“Cuthean”), there will be no death penalty.
What a Jew steals from a gentile he may keep. - Talmud: Sanhedrin 57a .

The gentiles are outside the protection of the law and God has ‘exposed their
money to Israel. - Talmud: Baba Kamma 37b.

Jews may use lies (“subterfuges”) to circumvent a Gentile. - Talmud: Baba
Kamma 113a.

All gentile children are animals. - Talmud: Yebamoth 98a.

Gentile girls are in a state of niddah (filth) from birth. - Talmud: Abodah Zarah
36b.

Gentiles prefer sex with cows. - Talmud: Abodah Zarah 22a-22b .
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Jesus’ mother was a whore: ‘She who was the descendant of princes and
governors played the harlot with carpenters. - Talmud: Sanhedrin 106a.

Jesus mother, “Miriam the hairdresser,” had sex with many men. - Talmud:
Shabbath 104b of the Soncino edition in footnote #2.

He (Jesus) and his disciples practiced sorcery and Black magic, led Jews
astray into idolatry, and were sponsored by foreign, gentile powers for the
purpose of subverting Jewish worship. Talmud: Sanhedrin 43a.

He (Jesus) was sexually immoral, worshipped statues of stone (a brick is
mentioned), was cut off from the Jewish people for his wickedness, and
refused to repent. - Talmud: Sanhedrin 107b; Sotah 47a.

He (Jesus) learned witchcraft in Egypt and, to perform miracles, used
procedures that involved cutting his flesh, which is also explicitly banned in the
Bible - Talmud: Shabbos 104b.

Christians (minnim) and others who reject the Talmud will go to hell and be
punished there for all generations. - Talmud: Rosh Hashanah 17a.

Adam had sexual intercourse with all the animals in the Garden of Eden. -
Talmud: Yebamoth 63a.

Declares that agriculture is the lowest of occupations. - Talmud: Yebamoth
63a.

A Jew may marry a three-year old girl (specifically, three years “and a day”
old) . - Talmud: Sanhedrin 55b.

A Jew may have sex with a child as long as the child is less than nine years old.
- Talmud: Sanhedrin 54b.

When a grown-up man has intercourse with a little girl it is nothing. - Talmud:
Kethuboth 11b.

No rabbi can ever go to hell. - Talmud: Hagigah 27a.

A Jewish man is obligated to say the following prayer every day: Thank you
God for not making me a gentile, a woman or a slave. - Talmud: Menahoth
43b-44a.
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The voice of Jacob: this is the cry caused by the Emperor Vespasian who
killed in the city of Bethar four hundred thousand myriads (myriad means the
number ten thousand), or as some say, four thousand myriads. - Talmud:
Gittin 57b (Notes 400,000 X 10,000 = So the Talmud claims four billion
Jews were killed by the Romans in the city of Bethar. This insanity is in
all the volumes of the Talmud. This same insane logic was seen in
Talmud: Gittin 58b which absurdly claims 16 million Jewish children
were wrapped in scrolls and burned alive by the Romans. – Far more
Jews than ever existed at that time. This is typical of them since they are
inherent liars. They also falsified the amount of Jews that died in the
Holocaust. 6 Million Jews did NOT die in the Holocaust. You have to ask
yourself if the event was real then why do they not allow anyone to
discuss or question it? Why is it illegal to talk about in Europe with years
of incarceration as punishment? You might want to consider that.)

A Jewish priest was standing in a graveyard. When asked why he was
standing there in apparent violation of the Mosaic Law, he replied that it was
permissible, since the law only prohibits Jews from coming into contact with
the graves of humans (Adamites), and he was standing in a gentile graveyard.
- Talmud: Baba Mezia 114b

Ezekiel 23:20 is proof of the sub-human status of gentiles and teaches that
anyone (even a Jewish man) who reveals this Talmudic teaching about
non-Jews deserves death, since revealing it makes Gentiles wrathful and
causes the repression of Judaism. - Talmud: Berakoth 58a.

With respect to robbery - if one stole or robbed or (seized) a beautiful woman,
or (committed) similar offences, if (these were perpetrated) by one Cuthean
against another, (the theft, etc.) must not be kept, and likewise (the theft) of an
Israelite by a Cuthean, but that of a Cuthean by an Israelite may be retained. -
Talmud: Sanhedrin 57a – To the Jews it’s justified for them to steal from a
non-Jew.

For murder, whether of a Cuthean by a Cuthean, or of an Israelite by a
Cuthean, punishment is incurred; but of a Cuthean by an Israelite, there is no
death penalty - Talmud: Sanhedrin 57a – Basically, if a gentile kills a Jew, the
punishment is death, but if a Jew kills a gentile there is no penalty at all.

R. Hanina said: If a heathen smites a Jew, he is worthy of death, for it is written,
And he looked this way and that way, and when he saw that there was no man,
he slew the Egyptian. - Talmud: Sanhedrin 58b

Where a suit arises between an Israelite and a heathen, if you can justify the
former according to the laws of Israel, justify him and say: ‘This is our law’; so
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also if you can justify him by the laws of the heathens justify him and say [to
the other party:] ‘This is your law’; but if this can not be done, we use
subterfuges to circumvent him. - Talmud: Bab Kamma 113a

The gentiles are outside the protection of the law and God has “exposed their
money to Israel. - Talmud: Baba Kamma 37b.
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Recommended List of Readings and Materials

These are the books I recommend you read to understand the White race, the
other races, and the Jewish Question. Many can be found at Archive.org due
to the fact that the Jews have been working hard at purging and censoring any
and all opposing viewpoints. Along the way you will find more books pertaining
to these subjects. This isn’t the end-all, be-all as far as a list is concerned, but I
believe it to be a great start. Enjoy.

The Protocols of the Elders of Zion

The International Jew by Henry Ford

Adolf Hitler: The Greatest Story Never Told

Mein Kampf by Adolf Hitler

The White Man’s Bible By Ben Klassen

On the Brink of a Bloody Racial War by Ben Klassen

Nature's Eternal Religion By Ben Klassen

Siege by James Mason

Revisiting Revelation by James Mason

National Alliance broadcasts, and Cosmotheism by William Luther Pierce

The Turner Diaries by William Luther Pierce

Hunter by William Luther Pierce

My Awakening by David Duke

Jewish Supremacism by David Duke

The Secret Behind Communism by David Duke

Where Black Rules White by Hesketh Prichard
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Might is Right by Ragnar Redbeard

Victory or Valhalla by David Lane

KD Rebel by David Lane

Harold Rosenthal Interview 1976

Civil War 2: The Coming Breakup of America by Thomas Chittum

White Power By George Lincoln Rockwell

You Gentiles by Maurice Samuel

The Talmud (If you can find it!)

Robert Mathews Call to Arms

The Ethnostate by Wilmot Robertson

The Dispossessed Majority by Wilmot Robertson

Imperium by Francis Parker Yockey

The Enemy of Europe by Francis Parker Yockey

And Time Rolls on by Savitri Devi

The Lightning and the Sun by Savitri Devi

Gold in the Furnace by Savitri Devi

State of Emergency by Pat Buchanan

Decline of the West by Oswald Spengler

Rising Tide of Color by Lothrop Stoddard

Revolt Against Civilization by Lothrop Stoddard

March of the Titans by Arthur Kemp

David Cole Auschwitz Documentary
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Cosmotheism by William Luther Pierce

Which Way Western Man by William Gayley Simpson

Origin of the Races by Carleton Coon

The Passing of the Great Race by Madison Grant

Shockley On Eugenics and Race by William Shockley

Why Civilizations Self Destruct by Elmer Pendell

America’s Decline by Revilo P. Oliver

The Jewish Plague by Revilo P. Oliver

Take Your Choice: Separation or Mongrelization by Theodore Bilbo

Cult of Equality by Stuart Landry

Race and Reason by Carleton Putnam

Paved With Good Intentions by Jared Taylor

(Disclaimer: Jared Taylor is known to not only deny the Jewish Question, but
also claim Jews are “White”. Tread softly. On race he’s solid but you will hear
nothing about the Jews from him. Tragic.)

White Girl Bleed a Lot by Colin Flaherty

Don’t Make the Black Kids Angry by Colin Flaherty

1984 by George Orwell

James Mason’s From Me to You videos on Bitchute (Unfortunately they are
currently purged. Bitchute seems to be spineless against the Jews)

Fame of a Dead Man’s Deeds by Robert Griffin

Race, Evolution, and Behavior by J. Phillippe Rushton

A Troublesome Inheritance: Genes, Race, and Human History By Nicholas
Wade
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The Bell Curve: Intelligence and Class Structure in American Life By Richard J.
Herrnstein and Charles Murray

America’s Greatest Problem: The Negro by R.W.Shufeldt

The Testing of Negro Intelligence by Audrey M. Shuey

Race and Education, 1954-2007 by Raymond Wolters

Forbidden Grounds: The Case Against Employment Descrimination Laws by
Richard A. Epstein

The Blood of the Nation by David Starr Jordan

IQ and the Wealth of Nations by Richard Lynn and Tatu Vanhanen

Sexual Utopia in Power by F. Roger Devlin (good book criticizing Jewish
feminism)

Tyranny of Guilt by Pascal Bruckner

The Culture of Critique by Kevin MacDonald

A People That Shall Dwell Alone by Kevin MacDonald

Separation and its Discontents by Kevin MacDonald

The Jewish Religion: Its Influence Today by Elizabeth Dilling

Under the Sign of the Scorpion by Juri Lina

Against Our Better Judgement by Alison Weir

The Six Million Swindle by Austin J. App

The Secret Relationship Between Blacks and Jews by The Nation of Islam

Jews Must Live by Samuel Roth

The Synagogue of Satan by Andrew Hitchcock

The Secret Holocaust by Eustace Mullins

The Jewish Strategy by Revilo P. Oliver
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The Host and the Parasite - How Israel's Fifth Column Consumed America by
Greg Felton

The Uprising by Colin Jordan

Jewish Power by J.J.Goldberg

Denying the Holocaust by Deborah Lipstadt

They Dare to Speak Out by Paul Findley

One Sheaf, One Vine by Robert Griffin

Who We Are by William Luther Pierce

The Merchant of Venice by William Shakespeare

The Jewish War of Survival by Arnold Leese

Judaism’s Strange Gods by Matthew Hoffman

The Biological Jew by Eustace Mullins

And if you have a lot of time on your hands here’s a link to 101 books every
White should read: http://www.colchestercollection.com/must-read.html

“I have given my life to try to bring unto them the advantages which our
civilization must offer, but I have become well aware that we must retain this
status; White, the superior, and they the inferior; for whenever a White man
seeks to live among them as their equal, they will either destroy him or devour
him, and they will destroy all his work; and so for any existing relationship or for
any benefit to this people let White men from anywhere in the world who would
come to help Africa remember that you must continually retain this status; you
the master, and they the inferior, like children that you would help or teach.
Never fraternise with them as equals, never accept them as your social equals;
or they will devour you; they will destroy you. “- Dr. Albert Schweitzer

“You live and you act your philosophy, it develops according to need and ability,
our best weapon and our best shield is truth. We owe it to ourselves and to the
truth to wield it most properly. “- James Mason

“For blood, soil and honor. For faith and for race. For the future of my children.
For the green graves of my sires.” - Robert Mathews

http://www.colchestercollection.com/must-read.html
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A White World by Dr. William Luther Pierce

In these talks I have with you every week, I try to choose topics of current
interest, topics that are in the news — or that should be in the news —
because it’s important for all of our listeners to understand that the things we
talk about in these broadcasts are real and relevant, and they demand our
attention now; they are things that listeners can check on for themselves if I tell
them where to check. Even when I choose to talk more about ideas than about
current news, I try to tie the ideas into events, either current or historical, in
order to keep listeners aware that the ideas are relevant, that they have
consequences in the real world.

I want everyone always to have in mind that the essence of these broadcasts
is not entertainment, and it’s not even education: it’s survival. It’s our whole
future. It’s the continuation of the process of life that began on this earth
hundreds of millions of years ago and is now on the brink of disaster. The
reason I make these broadcasts is to move people — our people — to accept
responsibility for where the process is going, to help pull it back from the brink,
to deal decisively with those people and policies which pushed it to the brink,
and then to help guide it back onto an upward path again.

But sometimes listeners tell me, “Yes, that’s important, but please tell us more
about the direction in which we should guide things after we overcome the
enemies of our people and repair the damage done by their policies. Show us
the path ahead. Tell us a little about where we want to go after we are able to
plan the type of world we want.”

Well, I believe that’s a reasonable request. I don’t like to build castles in the air.
I don’t like to spend too much time planning things that we aren’t yet able to
implement. But I think it is reasonable to think sometimes about the future even
beyond those things that we have the power to implement now. What sort of
world do we want to strive for? Let’s dream about that for just a few minutes
today.

We cannot, of course, ever return to the past, but we can compare various
periods in the past with each other and with the present in order to make
decisions about institutions and lifestyles, decisions about social structures
and fashions and types of behavior. Different people, of course, will judge the
past differently, will make different decisions about which institutions and
lifestyles in the past were desirable and which were not. For example, I have
one occasional listener who thinks that it would be good to return to a time
when his church ruled everything, and witches and heretics were burned at the
stake by the thousands. And he thinks that I should be the first to be burned.
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So the type of world we strive for depends upon our values, upon what we
think is important. The person who believes literally in a Biblical picture of
heaven and hell and whose primary motive is to avoid being cast into the fires
of hell will want a different sort of world from the completely self-indulgent
person whose ideal is to be able to amuse or entertain himself in any way he
chooses, and neither of these people is likely to be attracted to a vision of a
world that is best for our race. So before we begin describing our ideal world,
let’s be sure about what is really important to us. I can only tell you now what I
believe is important, but I think that many listeners will agree with me and so
will share my vision of the sort of world for which we should strive.

I am a very race-conscious person, a person who is very conscious of the
profound spiritual and psychical differences between my race and other races,
and the world I want is one that provides the maximum scope for the spirit of
my people to soar, a world that matches their inner nature, a world in which
they are at home and can roll up their sleeves and go to work as if they were
remodeling their own castles, a world in which they can unleash the full power
of their imagination and of their creative spirit, a world in which the Faustian
spirit of my people can exult in its striving to find and conquer new worlds, to
perform noble deeds, and, in the words of Tennyson’s Ulysses, “to follow
knowledge like a sinking star beyond the utmost bound of human thought.

A world that matches our inner nature will be a world not too different from that
in which our nature was shaped over thousands of generations in Europe. That
was a world of mountains and forests and rivers and lakes and fjords and
seacoasts. It was not the Semite’s world of desert and bazaar or the Negro’s
world of jungle and dung-plastered huts, nor was it a world of asphalt and
concrete and neon and billboards and diesel buses and fast-food
drive-throughs and pollution-spewing factories and mile after dreary mile of
tenement houses.

Well, in contrast to what I just said it seems that there is a portion of the
nominally White population of the United States whose nature has been
shaped during the space of three or four generations by concrete and asphalt
and billboards and subway trains and trash-filled vacant lots. One sees a lot of
these people in places like New York City, but I’m not convinced that they
should be counted as White any longer, these raceless urban lemmings.

So we might begin our description of the sort of world we want by talking about
the natural environment and the way in which our people should fit into that
environment. We need, for one thing, a much lower average population density
than we have now in North America and in Europe. Instead of a North America
with a rapidly growing population of 300 million featherless bipeds of every
known ethnicity, I have a vision of a continent with a stable population of 50
million European Americans — saner, healthier, stronger, better-looking, and
more intelligent European Americans than is the norm for most parts of the
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continent today — and no non-Whites at all. And I have a vision of these 50
million White North Americans living and working in a land of regrown forests
and unpolluted rivers and lakes and clean air: a land without litter along its
roads and pathways and with bears and wolves and mountain lions and eagles
returned to their natural habitats and forming once again a natural part of our
environment. And in my vision a substantial part of these regrown forests and
unpolluted rivers and lakes are in the public domain: in fact, a continuous
public domain stretching from coast to coast between and around private
holdings. And I envision no cities — certainly, none of the sprawling, noisy,
congested, asphalt-and-concrete monstrosities surrounded by smoke-belching
factories, clogged freeways, and honky-tonk strips with which we are all too
familiar today. Towns with populations of no more than 10,000 should be
adequate for commercial centers, manufacturing centers, educational centers,
and any other sort of facility requiring the cooperative efforts of a couple of
thousand people. I am assuming, of course, modern transportation,
communication, and manufacturing methods. Even plants for smelting ore,
producing steel, or making ball bearings, if designed and operated to take
advantage of modern technological developments, should be able to do
without the huge concentrations of labor used today.

In fact, I believe that ultimately we can do without an urban proletariat
altogether. Inevitably there will be dirty and unpleasant jobs to be done, jobs
requiring a strong back, jobs that are boring and repetitious, even after we’ve
automated and modernized and streamlined and computerized our industry
and our agriculture and our transportation system as much as we can. But we
won’t need a huge, blue-collar class of Joe and Jill Sixpacks doing that sort of
labor all their lives. And we certainly won’t have non-Whites in our society to do
our dirty work for us.

It is unrealistic to try to plan things in too much detail now, but a good approach
to the problem of who does the dirty work is the sort of thing the Germans did
in the 1930s, with every young person going through a period of a couple of
years of labor service, regardless of whether he was destined ultimately to be
a poet or a factory owner or a farmer or a research scientist. That not only gets
the garbage collected and the tomatoes picked, but it pulls the community
together and minimizes inter-class hostility.

The Germans had many other excellent ideas which were put into practice in
the 1930s: ideas about housing and transportation and industrial management
and labor relations and community structure and the raising of children and the
training of young people and public health and so on. We can learn much from
a study of what they accomplished before we all were tricked into a horribly
destructive and unnecessary war that switched the whole world off the track of
racial progress and onto the ruinous track of multiculturalism.
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All of these aspects of the world we want in the future — the way in which we
raise and educate children, the types of communities we live in (for those who
choose to live in communities) the ways in which we do our work — all of these
are very important things, but they must not be planned on the basis of
esthetics alone or on the basis of our whims as to what an ideal world should
be like. Every aspect of our future world is adapted to a central purpose: the
purpose of human quality and human progress.

You know, the way in which Mother Nature ensured human progress and
human quality in the past was through a high birthrate and a high death rate in
a hard and selective environment. Many were born, but only the strongest and
brightest lived long enough to have children of their own. In Europe, with its
strongly differentiated seasons, the family that did not plan well for the winter
and save for the winter did not live until the spring. In the tropics, the
grasshopper could afford to fiddle away the summer because it was always
summer, but in the North only the industrious ants survived, and the
grasshoppers perished.

Unfortunately, we who evolved in Europe and learned how to control our
environment outsmarted ourselves by short-circuiting Nature’s selective
process. Medical science is a wonderful thing, but applied indiscriminately and
combined with a welfare system that protects the foolish and the improvident, it
has led to a serious decline in human quality in recent centuries. We must
reverse this trend, and we should design the reversal of the trend into our
future world. Certainly, appropriate legislation can be a part of the design. For
example, anyone who remains on welfare for as long as a year must be
sterilized; if a child is born to a mother on welfare, both mother and child must
be sterilized; if a congenital defect is corrected by medical intervention, then
the intervention must be accompanied by sterilization.

It is dangerous, however, to rely entirely on something as artificial and as
subject to the whims of fashion as legislation. Legislation served to maintain
the racial quality of the ancient Spartans for a while, but it didn’t last. People —
even intelligent and moral people — will choose comfort and ease over a more
demanding and selective lifestyle when comfort and ease are available. That’s
the problem we’ve always had with material progress: it tends to oppose
human progress. Avoiding that fundamental opposition is the biggest
challenge we face, and it needs to be addressed not only by enlightened
legislation but also by education, from children in kindergarten up through
students in the universities, and also by popular entertainment through the
mass media.

Beyond legislation and education and propaganda, social institutions and
lifestyles should be designed with human quality and human progress in mind.
It’s not really possible to say now how this may be implemented in detail, but I
can give a couple of suggestive examples. Young people should be raised in a
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competitive environment. They should compete athletically: in gymnastics, in
track and field events, in the exercise of outdoor survival skills, in armed and
unarmed martial arts — and at least for girls, in esthetic contests, in contests of
beauty and grace — which more than anything else are dependent on good
genes and good health — and in contests of song and dance and musical
performance. And they should compete intellectually, with recognition and
scholarships and admission to the best schools given to the best scholars, to
the best problem-solvers.

Children raised in such a competitive environment will grow up valuing
performance and quality and achievement. When the time comes for them to
engender children of their own they will better understand the need for having
the best possible children. And the institution of marriage, properly designed,
can serve that purpose.

In the first place, children raised competitively and rewarded or recognized
according to their achievements, will tend to sort themselves according to
quality, so that superior boys are more likely to be in the same schools or the
same workplaces as superior girls, and are therefore more likely to marry
superior girls.

In the second place, producing children can be encouraged or discouraged
according to the quality of the parents. The best parents can be given the
greatest social and economic incentives for having large families. And the
economy can be structured, the job market can be tailored, so that the
brightest and healthiest women have very few career choices and therefore
are more likely to choose marriage and motherhood, while attractive careers
outside the home are much more available to less gifted women, so that they
are less likely to become mothers.

I think that with intelligent planning we can achieve the desired results with a
minimum of governmental intrusion into private lives. And, really, this is a very
important aspect of the sort of world we want for our people in the future: we
want a world where the environment and the shape of the society itself and the
lifestyles which naturally flow from that environment and that society are what
give us our racial progress, rather than governmental compulsion or
regimentation. And the reason for this preference is not so much a dislike of
governmental compulsion as the fact that governmental compulsion tends to
be uncertain and transitory.

I envision a world of White families, of White schools, of White communities:
clean and orderly communities, with lots of healthy White children, hiking and
camping and learning crafts or folk traditions instead of hanging around
shopping malls in baggy shorts or cruising and drinking and throwing beer
cans out the window: obedient White kids who say “yes, sir” and “yes, ma’am”
to their parents and don’t smoke or listen to non-White music or join urban
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street gangs, because there won’t be any urban street gangs. And I envision a
world with fewer limits and constraints, with a lot more possibilities for the
individual to follow his own inclinations, a world in which most of the people
feel that they can have almost any sort of future they want within the general
framework of their responsibilities to their race, if they’re willing to take
chances and work hard.

I’m afraid that the part about taking chances and working hard won’t appeal to
all racially conscious White people today: certainly not to those on welfare and
probably not to those who have become accustomed to living comfortably
even as their world goes over the brink. They might prefer a world without
Blacks and Mexicans and Jews and Vietnamese, but they want it to be a world
of total comfort and safety, a world in which technology increases the capacity
for self-indulgence without limit. They would balk at sacrificing comfort and
luxury and personal safety for racial progress.

And I know that most of these people also will balk at the hard methods
required to get from here to there. They would like for all of the non-Whites to
just go away. They would like for all of the racially mixed couples and their
mongrel offspring to disappear without any fuss. They would like for all of the
Jews to sell out their interests in the media and head for Tel-Aviv and stay
there. They would like for all of the White capitalists and liberals and feminists
and politicians who have been collaborating with the Jews because they are
getting some advantage from it at the expense of their race to wake up one
morning and realize the error of their ways and henceforth put the interests of
their race first.

But none of that will happen. Without struggle life sinks back into the slime. It
always has been only through hardship and struggle and the shedding of blood
that life has advanced. Increasing our level of comfort through our technology
is not the same as increasing human quality; in fact, throughout history
technology has resulted in a lowering of the average human quality in our own
race by contravening the process of natural selection — although our
technology also gave us an advantage in our conflicts with other races. What
we have done in the past century is foolishly to give away much of that latter
advantage while keeping the disadvantage.

Well, our technology need not be used so foolishly in the future, even if it has
been so far. It is possible for us to continue reaching for the stars without trying
to halt the beneficial effects of AIDS in Africa, for example. We can continue
developing new microelectronic gadgetry and at the same time prevent
dysgenic breeding among our own people, if we have the will to do so. But
when we are sinking comfortably back into the slime we don’t have that will; in
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fact, we don’t even like to think about these uncomfortable things, but they are
nonetheless true.

We can envision a new White world of strong men and beautiful women and
bright children; a greener world of regrown forests and unpolluted air and
water; a cleaner world, without Jewish television or non-Whites; a progressive
world, in which each successive generation of our people is a little healthier
and a little brighter than the last. That new White world can only rise out of
hard and bloody struggle, however. It will not be presented to us as a gift, and
no one will devise a nice, painless way of getting from here to there. We must
have the will to build that world and to overcome every enemy who will try to
stop us along the way. Acquiring that will will be the real achievement for us.
Once we have the will, we can win the struggle.

In this soft and feminized age it is much easier to continue sinking comfortably
back into the slime. So our task for now remains to continue talking to our
people about real things, to keep the perceptive minority of our people aware
that we are indeed sinking, to help them develop the proper attitudes and the
hard, realistic modes of thought conducive to racial survival; and in its own
time the comfort will end and the bloodshed will begin, as it always has.

Meanwhile, it doesn’t hurt us to daydream occasionally about that cleaner,
greener, White world we want to build for our people.
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George Lincoln Rockwell’s 1962 Speech on

National Socialism

I believe in race. I'm not ashamed to admit it at all. And that doesn't mean one
bit that I'm off to persecute or hurt any man because of his race. He can't help
what race he is. We believe that each race has particular geniuses and
particular faults. The White races built Western civilization, and we think the
White race should dominate in that area.

National Socialism fundamentally is the application of science not only to
inanimate objects and animals, but to mankind himself. We believe that the
Communists, the Marxists have one fatal error in their doctrine, a place where
absolutely there is a hole and there's no explanation for it. They admit
evolution. They admit that animals vary by breed and that you can breed better
and worse animals. Now, how do they explain how there is a certain dividing
line when you come to one particular animal? Man.

They have no explanation time and again when I've asked them. They have no
explanation. They just say, its got two legs and it stands on its hind feet. Then
it suddenly becomes a special being. And there is absolutely equality. They're
all the same. Man is an animal, just like all the rest of the animals. He's more
intelligent. But he must obey nature's laws. And that in so far as he is an
animal, he must obey the laws that pertain to animals.

We say that when the White races produce such a wonderful thing as Western
civilization, we should treasure the people that have produced them and can
maintain it. And we should not mix them all up with other kind of civilizations,
whether or not they're good. We should certainly try to preserve it just the way
the farmer preserves had better grade of stock.

We are also, socially speaking, tribalists. You must live as social beings. You
have to live with other people. And this is impossible unless you observe
certain fundamental laws of the tribe. The ancient Indian tribe, any kind of tribe
of people, even a wolf pack has got to have certain fundamental things.

One of these things is leadership, not leadership, by the most popular, but by
the strongest and the best. Any tribe or Indian tribe or any group or family
should be led by the best and the strongest. Otherwise, it disintegrates. It's got
to have group pride and loyalty. You've got to have selection in the mating
process, something that we have almost lost now. We believe that it is a
fundamental importance to society that the strongest, cleverest and the best of
the men mate with the best type of woman who will make good mothers. And
when you destroy that machinery, you get what we have now.
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We believe that you have got to have an organic society. By an organic society
we mean a society, not a dictatorship, but a society in which the parts of the
society cooperate together in different functions and in peace and harmony
just the way your body works.

Cancer is the wild, uncontrolled growth of cells at the expense of all the rest of
the body. And that's what you have in Washington, D.C. right now. Cancer.

We believe in private property and free enterprise. It is impossible, we believe,
to have a society in which there is any real work going on unless people can
get the reward of their effort. And at the same time, we believe you've got to
have social justice. You cannot have people who are exploiting and squeezing
a little helpless people economically. And this is where I get some trouble with
the Conservative, because most of today's Conservatives, I've discovered are
reactionary. They're real anxious to hold onto their money. They don't care
how they have to figure it out. They just want those money bags and they
come up with any kind of rationale to keep it.

Every National Socialist believes in idealism - believes in something that is
worth more than his own one single human life. He's willing to die for
something. When you're ready to die for something, then you're alive. And until
you are ready to die for something, you have no real fanaticism.

At dinner a little while ago with some of the fellows were telling me, well, it's
terrible to be a fanatic. Did you ever stop and think how this country got here?
How all the great inventions ever got there? Any one of you out there that is
not a fanatic on something or other, whatever it is you're studying. If you're
going to be a doctor, be a fanatical doctor. Otherwise, you'll be nothing. You'll
just be an ordinary old chug-chugging guy, and when you die, nobody notices.

But if you're a fanatic, you'll produce something great. You'll create. Creativity
is fanaticism. Every creative genius has had to be a fanatic. Many of them
have been burned at the stake. So we are ideological and idealistic fanatics,
just like the Communists, by the way. In between the Nazis and the
Communists is the great mass of non-fanatics.

The TV watchers and the comic book readers. I will say this: National
Socialism is the inevitable end product logically of evolution. If you believe in
evolution, you've got to be a Nazi. If you think about it long enough, you can't
help it. But what happens is people short circuited the minute they believe in
evolution and scientific grading until they come to that two legged animal stand
up on its hind legs. Then those rules are out. We say that's not possible.

You either believe in the scientific method and the truth and you apply it to
yourself without egotism or else you don't believe in the scientific method and
you're kidding yourself. Nazis believe in ruthless application of the truth, not
only to inanimate matter and animals, but to you animals. People. All of us are
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the same insofar as we are animals and must survive and live as animals,
must we breed ourselves better.

We're going to get worse. That's what's happened. I do worship nature in that
I'm humble when I see the mighty awesome power of nature. And believe me,
I've seen some terrific power of nature. The typhoon's of Japan during the war,
earthquakes. I've been through some tremendous cataclysms on this earth,
and compared to them, the atomic bomb is like a firecracker. Nothing. And
when you start to think of the enormity of space, our spacemen are just going
around at the very bottom level of space. They're no place yet.

There are over a hundred million planets where life just like here could exist.
And in the face of that awesome probability, not possibility. Probability. I'd say
ridiculous to be egocentric and say we are the center of all things. Everything
turns around us. We Nazis are humble. I look at nature and realize how
ignorant, small and feeble and weak and little we are. Nazism is a philosophy
of nature, a way of looking at the world, and as I've pointed out, we believe in
tribalism. We don't think we're above that.

We think that you've got to have pride in your family. Pride in your race, pride
in your nation. That's not something to laugh at. Patriotism and pride and
family pride and race is something we should be proud of and cultivate. Work
on, not get rid of.

Finally, we believe in morals. We believe in the traditions of goodness - virtue.
Now I told you something about what we are. But I'll do as good as I can and
tell you what I think our enemies are. And our enemies, make no mistake
about it, are the Marxists. The philosophy of Marxism, I believe, is the enemy
of all humanity. It's the reverse of humanity.

We say Communism itself is the most vicious anti social doctrine the world has
ever known. And here's why. They completely deny the very basis on which a
human order can exist at all. Without humans, or at least without civilized
humans, you certainly can't have human order. And the Communists say they
don't believe in race. They believe in absolute equality. The pygmies, the
Aborigines of Australia. Everybody. Send them a letter, let them come to
Carleton [College], and they will write books, and the cannibals will produce
music. That's all you have to do is educate them. And this simply is not true.

This result in chaos social chaos, which is what we have now. They don't
believe in enterprise. They don't believe that people should work for
themselves. They believe that the state should come and tell them what to do.
They don't believe in private property. They don't believe that you can keep the
fruits of your production. Above all else, they have no spiritual idea. We say the
only thing that's worth protecting with your life is ideals and your family, your
race, and your nation.
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And Christ in my lifetime, I've been called upon to go out and risk getting killed.
And I saw a lot of other young men doing it, young fanatics that they made out
of us, by the way. They made us real fanatic haters of the Germans and fanatic
haters of the Japanese. Nobody protested that that was bad to be a fanatic
when we were fighting with Japs. And I assure you we all were.

Firmly, the Communists - if you remember when they first got into power in
Russia - they are against morals. They had pretty much no morals at all.
Everything was "have a ball." And the result was that they almost fell apart.
Now, if you'll notice, they are almost puritanical in Russia. In order to make the
thing work, they've had to go back to the very principles of tribalism which
we're advocating. You can't work society with a Communist pipe dream.
Civilization is based on self-sacrifice, on the willingness of men to go out and
die for what they believe in. When you get rid of that self-sacrifice, you'll get
anarchy.

Civilization is built because I am willing to give up something for my family, and
the family is willing to give up something in order to have the town succeed.
And the town is willing to give up something so the state can be a business,
and state is willing to give up something so the nation can succeed.
Self-sacrifice is the first principle of civilization. Communism has got the
fanaticism to destroy you and its doing it, and unless you can build up the
counter-fanaticism for something you believe in positively, you will be
destroyed. You are being destroyed and they're boasting about it.

Krushchev just said that America is so liberal they'll never fight.

And I think there's a lot of truth in that. But we're going to change that. Won't be
quite so liberal. After we've had a chance to make America understand what it
is and make it conscious of itself and its greatness and its people, and the
White race understand that they are worthy of protecting themselves, that they
don't have to keep humbling and downgrading themselves while other races
are standing up and saying, look at us how great we are.

We keep saying we're ashamed of ourselves for being White. That's the
terrible thing. The thing for each race to do is be proud of itself. White people,
the good people of this country, when they finally realize that they can do that
without hurting or being obnoxious to anybody else, they will finally become
fanatics to survive. To keep this great country going.
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Rudyard Kipling Poems

The Stranger

The Stranger within my gate,

He may be true or kind,

But he does not talk my talk–

I cannot feel his mind.

I see the face and the eyes and the mouth,

But not the soul behind.

The men of my own stock,

They may do ill or well,

But they tell the lies I am wanted to,

They are used to the lies I tell;

And we do not need interpreters

When we go to buy or sell.

The Stranger within my gates,

He may be evil or good,

But I cannot tell what powers control–

What reasons sway his mood;

Nor when the Gods of his far-off land

Shall repossess his blood.

The men of my own stock,

Bitter bad they may be,

But, at least, they hear the things I hear,

And see the things I see;
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And whatever I think of them and their likes

They think of the likes of me.

This was my father’s belief

And this is also mine:

Let the corn be all one sheaf–

And the grapes be all one vine,

Ere our children’s teeth are set on edge

By bitter bread and wine.
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The White Man’s Burden

Take up the White Man’s burden–
Send forth the best ye breed–
Go bind your sons to exile
To serve your captives’ need;
To wait in heavy harness,
On fluttered folk and wild–
Your new-caught, sullen peoples,
Half-devil and half-child.

Take up the White Man’s burden–
In patience to abide,
To veil the threat of terror
And check the show of pride;
By open speech and simple,
An hundred times made plain
To seek another’s profit,
And work another’s gain.

Take up the White Man’s burden–
The savage wars of peace–
Fill full the mouth of Famine
And bid the sickness cease;
And when your goal is nearest
The end for others sought,
Watch sloth and heathen Folly
Bring all your hopes to nought.

Take up the White Man’s burden–
No tawdry rule of kings,
But toil of serf and sweeper–
The tale of common things.
The ports ye shall not enter,
The roads ye shall not tread,
Go mark them with your living,
And mark them with your dead.
Take up the White Man’s burden–
And reap his old reward:
The blame of those ye better,
The hate of those ye guard–
The cry of hosts ye humour
(Ah, slowly!) toward the light:–
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“Why brought he us from bondage,
Our loved Egyptian night?”

Take up the White Man’s burden–
Ye dare not stoop to less–
Nor call too loud on Freedom
To cloke your weariness;
By all ye cry or whisper,
By all ye leave or do,
The silent, sullen peoples
Shall weigh your gods and you.

Take up the White Man’s burden–
Have done with childish days–
The lightly proferred laurel,
The easy, ungrudged praise.
Comes now, to search your manhood
Through all the thankless years
Cold, edged with dear-bought wisdom,
The judgment of your peers!
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The Wrath of the Awakened Saxon

It was not part of their blood,

It came to them very late,

With long arrears to make good,

When the Saxon began to hate.

They were not easily moved,

They were icy -- willing to wait

Till every count should be proved,

Ere the Saxon began to hate.

Their voices were even and low.

Their eyes were level and straight.

There was neither sign nor show

When the Saxon began to hate.

It was not preached to the crowd.

It was not taught by the state.

No man spoke it aloud

When the Saxon began to hate.

It was not suddenly bred.

It will not swiftly abate.

Through the chilled years ahead,

When Time shall count from the date

That the Saxon began to hate.
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And Time Rolls On by Savitri Devi

And time rolls on.

And every empty day that slowly fades away,

as uneventful as any other one,

into the mist of unrecorded history,

brings us along our strenuous way,

nearer the heart’s desire of the revengeful,

nearer the doom of those whom we resist,

nearer the unfailing end of this atrocious night,

nearer the yet well-hidden goal for which we fight,

the one undying dream for which we live,

while we never forget, never forgive.

And time rolls on.

And every dreary hour that passes by into eternity

glaringly shows the soundness of our claim,

and tells the world the inanity of thy enemy’s victory,

while bringing thy dismembered nation

new strength and new prosperity, new hopes of unity,
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with the increasing certainty of our return to power,

and both our persecutors’ further fears of unavoidable annihilation.

And thus we march invincibly towards our lofty end

along the way of blood and tears.

It matters not how much we gave.

It matters not how much we shall yet give,

to see all those who hated thee descend into their graves

after they groan under our whip for years and years.

For we never forget, never forgive.

And time rolls on.

And every fleeting second brings us

further away from the long nightmare of defeat,

nearer the glory of our dawning day,

nearer the time we shall begin again,

nearer the morn of thy unending reign,

when thy adoring people shall repeat,

in frenzied spell-like cheers,

the now forbidden words of faith and pride.

And when, for countless scores of years,
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the nations of the west that have refused to side

with thee and fight the common foe and live,

will lie in ruins at out feet,

while we never forget, never forgive.

And time rolls on.

With us, they did not reckon

when setting forth their vast utopian schemes.

They thought thee dead, and us also.

They thought our faith had slackened.

They thought, the fools, that they could rely

upon our loyalties to values which we hate.

They thought they could send us to die

without us ever asking why,

when we had grown too weary to say no.

They though they had become the masters of our fate.

And here we rise and here we stand,

and give the world to understand,

that we shall never fight but for our same old dream.

For honor and for might, and what we know is right.
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For the joy of asserting the privileges of our birth.

For thee, for greater Germany, for Aryan rule upon this earth.

The gospel of perennial truth in its new form

which we came to proclaim, and which is more, to live,

while we never forget, never forgive.

And time rolls on.

Nothing can break our spirits, nor alter our allegiance to thee

and to the German Reich, home of the best,

stronghold and hope of Aryan mankind in the West.

Of all thy enemies can say or do

to gain our favor that they so require,

nothing can shake our faith.

Nothing can ever mar our loyalty to the old oath.

Nothing can kill our will to rise again.

Every new step the former great allies take towards us,

we meet with a new grievance.

No threats can force us to believe their lies.

No bribery can keep our hearts from hating both.

Happier as the storm draws nigh,
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we wait and watch events go by.

We wait and watch the signs of war.

The hopes of liberation,

the coming chances of thy nation

to seize the lead of sunset lands once more.

And we are confident in our own strength

and we are grateful to the immortal gods who made us free.

Serene, even in hell, and loving only thee.

Having nothing to lose and all to give.

Faithful when all become unfaithful,

while we never forget, never forgive.
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A Small Selection of National Socialist Art

Arno Breker - Berufung (The Calling)
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Images Whites Need to See

Disclaimer: Many Images Ahead
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They are literally promoting White Genocide. Disgusting.
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